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Dear Supervisors:

GRAND AVENUE PROJECT
APPROVE THE ADDENDUM TO THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
APPROVE THE REVISION TO THE PROJECT SCOPE OF DEVELOPMENT AND

OTHER RELATED ACTIONS
(ALL DISTRICTS) (3 VOTES)

SUBJECT

The approval of the recommended actions will allow for the construction and operation
of a world-class museum of contemporary art by The Broad Collection and a parking
facility to serve museum patrons and visitors as part of the Grand Avenue Project -
Phase Ii on CRA owned Parcel L in the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project Area.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOUR BOARD:

1. Acting as a responsible agency, certify that the Addendum to the previously
certified Final Environmental Impact Report for the Grand Avenue Project has
been completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act and
reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the Board and that the Board
has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Addendum and
Final Environmental Impact Report prior to approving the project; approve the
Addendum and adopt the Mitigation Monitoring Program from the previously
certified Environmental Impact Report as referenced in the Addendum together
with the applicable regulatory measures, revised project design features and
conditions of approvaL.

'To Enrich Lives Through Effective And Caring Service"

Please Conserve Paper - This Document and Copies are Two-Sided
Intra-County Correspondence Sent Electronically Only
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2. Approve the proposed revision to the Scope of Development of the Grand

Avenue Project to replace certain proposed retail uses along Grand Avenue on
Parcel L with a world class contemporary art museum, contingent upon receipt
and deposit prior to the approval by the Grand Avenue Joint Powers Authority, of
the additional $7.7 million for the benefit of the Grand Avenue Joint Powers
Authority as provided in Recommendation NO.4 below.

3. Approve form and substance of the First Amendment to the original 2007
Disposition and Development Agreement to implement the proposed revision to
the Scope of Development of the Grand Avenue Project and to provide for the
construction and operation of a privately funded and endowed museum among
the Grand Avenue Joint Powers Authority, the Grand Avenue L.A., LLC, and The
Broad Collection.

4. Approve the additional $7.7 million to be paid by Mr. Eli Broad to be deposited
with the County Treasurer and Tax Collector for the benefit of affordable housing
in lieu of any change to the previously approved parcel value ratio for purposes
of Section 5.05 of the Grand Avenue Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement.

5. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to execute conforming documents and take
other actions consistent with implementation of these approvals.

PURPOSE/JUSTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTION

The recommended actions seek your Board's approval, as a responsible agency, of the
Addendum to the previously certified Final Environmental Impact Report, as certified by
the lead agency, the Grand Avenue Authority (Authority) pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), approval of a proposed revision to the Scope of
Development, and approval of the terms of an Amendment to the 2007 Disposition and
Development Agreement (DDA) to allow for the development of a world-class museum
of contemporary art and a parking facility to serve museum patrons and visitors.

Background

The Authority was created in September 2003, through a Joint Powers Agreement
between the County and Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles
(CRA), and is a separate legal entity which selected The Related Companies, L.P. as
the developer for the Grand Avenue Project (Project) in September 2004, after a public
process.
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In February 2007, your Board approved various actions relative to the phased
development of the mixed-use Project. Among those actions was the approval, in form
and substance, of the DDA between the Authority and Grand Avenue L.A., LLC
(Developer) which outlined the terms and conditions for development and lease of the
Bunker Hill Properties owned by the County and CRA. The DDA requires prior consent
by the County, CRA, and Authority to any change in the Scope of Development. The
CRA approved this change at its meeting on July 15, 2010.

Change in Scope of Development

The Project, as approved in February 2007 consists of three phases. Phase I includes
development of County-owned Parcel Q with retail/cultural uses, restaurants, hotel,
residential units, parking, landscaping, and a Civic Park to stretch from Grand Avenue
at the Music Center to City Hall at Spring Street. Phase II anticipates development of
CRA-owned Parcels Land M2 with primarily residential uses, approximately 101,000
square feet of retail, up to 1,570 parking spaces, and additional streetscape

improvements along Grand Avenue. Phase III anticipates development of County-
owned Parcel W2 and privately-owned Parcel W1 with residential uses, retail, parking
and an optional County office building.

Proposed Museum

The Developer is requesting approvals from the County, CRA, City and Authority to
allow The Broad Collection to build a world-class contemporary art museum in lieu of
retail on a portion of Grand Avenue Phase II - Parcel L. Grand Avenue Phase IIA will
include the construction of a proposed museum to be the home and showcase of The
Broad Art Foundation artwork and from time to time selected artworks from the personal
art collection of Eli and Edythe Broad. A parking facility will also be constructed to serve
museum patrons and provide public parking and possibly some Grand Avenue Phase II
parking.

The proposed museum will be located at the southwest corner of 2nd street and Grand
Avenue. The proposed museum building will be located on Upper Grand Avenue with a
maximum of 120,000 square feet on three levels, consisting of art exhibition/gallery
space, archival and storage space, museum and foundation administration offces, a
museum shop, and possibly a museum cafe or other refreshment concession. A site
plan and profile of the proposed museum on Grand Avenue are depicted in
Attachment A.
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Total development costs for the proposed museum are estimated to be $80.0 - $100.0
million and will be developed, constructed and obligated to be operated by The Broad
Collection, a single purpose entity, which will be the ground lessee under a 99-year
ground lease of the proposed museum parcel from the Authority. Under the
Amendment to the DDA, construction must begin within 18 months of the document
execution and be completed within 36 months.

In consideration for, and as a condition to, the consent of the Authority for approval of
the change in the scope of development, The Broad Art Foundation and The Eli and
Edythe Broad Foundation, jointly and severally agree to guaranty the complete and lien-
free construction of the proposed museum. Further, The Eli and Edythe Broad
Foundation will provide a guaranty to maintain a net worth of at least $500.0 million until
the completion of the museum.

The proposed museum will be subleased by The Broad Collection to The Broad Art
Foundation who will operate the proposed museum, guaranty its satisfaction of the
operating standards provided in the DDA, and manage the $200.0 million endowment to
be established as of the date of commencement of operation of the proposed museum
and dedicated to the support of the proposed museum. Upon completion of the

proposed museum, The Broad Art Foundation shall maintain a net worth of at least
$500.0 million, inclusive of the $200.0 million endowment fund, for the fulfillment of the
proposed museum operating covenants. The art collection held by The Broad Art
Foundation will become the permanent collection of the proposed museum and a
selection of artworks from that permanent collection will be exhibited continually in the
proposed museum.

Proposed Parking Facility

The proposed parking facility will be located below the proposed museum at the level of
General Thaddeus Kosciusko Way and Lower Grand Avenue and will include
approximately 284 spaces distributed on three levels. In compliance with City

Department of Building and Safety code, the proposed museum is required to provide
one parking space per 1,000 square feet of constructed space. Based on this formula,
120 spaces would be allocated for museum employees and visitors with the remaining
164 spaces available as public parking to serve the surrounding neighborhood, and

future residential tenant and/or visitor parking. Upon completion of the proposed
parking facility, the CRA will have the right to purchase the proposed parking facility at
its cost.
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Amendment to the Disposition and Development Agreement

An Amendment to the DDA (Attachment B) will approve the revision to the scope of
development and will document the terms and conditions for the museum to be
constructed and operated.

Under the terms of the Grand Avenue Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement, base

ground rents and incentive rents to be generated from the Grand Avenue Project were
to be allocated between the County and the CRA, in proportion to the appraised fair
market value of their contributed parcels. A 2007 third-party appraisal calculated the
total fair market value of all development parcels with the County parcels' value
percentage of 67.8 percent and the CRA parcels' value percentage of 32.2 percent.

Under the original DDA, a cultural use would be exempt from base rent and, therefore,
the County retained the services of Buss-Shegler Associates to evaluate the financial
impacts the proposed museum might have on base and incentive rents. The synopsis
and final analysis by Buss-Shegler Associates concluded that inclusion of the proposed
museum in Grand Avenue Phase II would reduce the total value of the CRA parcel by
$7.7 million, and provide a basis to readjust the ratios to be used for purposes of future
revenue allocation. Final negotiations have concluded that in lieu of a revenue ratio
adjustment, $7.7 million will be paid to the JPA by Mr. Eli Broad and be held in a trust
fund by the County Treasurer and Tax Collector for the benefit of affordable housing on
the remaining portion of Grand Avenue Phase II - Parcels L & M2. Should they not be
developed, the JPA will determine where the funds will be utilized for affordable housing
in the Los Angeles downtown redevelopment area. The payment of the $7.7 million
allows the revenue allocation to remain at the original agreed upon percentages of 67.8

. percent for the County and 32.2 percent for the CRA.

It is recommended that your Board approve the revisions to the Grand Avenue Project
Phase II Scope of Development to facilitate the original objectives of the Project and to
make available contemporary art collections more accessible to a greater number of
people and draw national and international cultural tourists to Los Angeles and to Grand
Avenue, contingent upon receipt and deposit with the County Treasurer and Tax
Collector prior to the approval by the Grand Avenue Joint Powers Authority, of the
additional $7.7 million for the benefit of the Grand Avenue Joint Powers Authority.
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FISCAL IMPACT/FINANCING

The total estimated cost of the proposed museum is $80.0 - $100.0 million. It will be
developed and constructed by The Broad Collection and operated by The Broad Art
Foundation under the sublease described above.

The total estimated cost of the proposed parking facility, 2nd Street tunnel retaining wall
and foundation, site work and offsite public improvements is $23.0 million and will be
developed, financed and constructed by The Broad Collection. The $23.0 million
parking facility estimated cost is exclusive of the proposed museum estimated cost of
$80.0 - $100.0 million. Upon completion of the proposed parking facility, the CRA will
have the option, and The Broad Collection will have the option to require the CRA, to
purchase the parking facility at its cost and to pay in annual increments from available
net Bunker Hill tax increment over a period of 10 or 11 years. In no event will the total
amount of CRA payments, inclusive of CRA's upfront payment of $8.0 million and all
interest, exceed $30.0 million.

FACTS AND PROVISIONS/LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

The attached Amendment to the DDA has been reviewed as to form and substance by
County CounseL.

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

On February 13, 2007, acting as a responsible agency, your Board certified the Grand
Avenue Project Environmental Impact Report (EIR) as prepared and certified by the
Grand Avenue Authority as lead agency for the Grand Avenue Project.

The Addendum to the Final EIR (Attachment C) analyzes potential environmental
effects, which may be associated with change in project scope to substitute the
proposed museum for some planned retail uses in Grand Avenue Phase II. The
Addendum to the Final EIR demonstrates that environmental impacts resulting from the
proposed museum would not result in any new significant impacts beyond those
previously analyzed in the Final EIR nor would it result in a substantial increase in the
severity of significant impacts previously identified in the EIR. In addition the analysis
demonstrates there will be no substantial changes with respect to the circumstances
under which the project will take place and no new information of significance to the
environmental analysis became known. The mitigation measures from the certified EIR
applicable to the Phase II as revised have been reviewed and will be monitored for
compliance.
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CONCLUSION

Upon approval of the recommendations, please forward an adopted copy of the Board
letter to my office.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM T FUJIOKA
Chief Executive Officer

Attachments

WTF:BC:SK
DJT:DKM:zu

Attachments

c: Executive Office, Board of Supervisors

County Counsel
The Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority
The Broad Collection, The Broad Art Foundation, and

The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation

K:201 OWord/FAM/CP/Grand Avenue Project The Broad Museum Phase II 081710
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GRAND A VENU PROJECT - PHASE II

PROPOSED REVISION TO SCOPE OF DEVELOPMENT
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ATTACHMENT B

FIRST AMENDMENT TO DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

BY AND AMONG

THE LOS ANGELES GRAND A VENU AUTHORITY.

GRAND AVENU L.A.. LLC AND

THE BROAD COLLECTION



FIRST AMENDMENT TO DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

(GRAND A VENU)

TilS FIRST AMENDMENT TO DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT ("Amendment") is entered into as of , 2010 by and among THE
LOS ANGELES GRAN A VENl AUTHQRITY, a California joint powers- authority
-('-'A-uthoFity-)-,-- GRAND -A \l- -1..A.,--- hLC,- a ~Delawaie-limited- -liability--coman-y---- --
("Developer"), and THE BROAD COLLECTION, a California nonprofit public benefit
corporation ("Phase IIA Developer") with reference to the following facts and objectives:

RECITALS

A. Authority and Developer are paries to that certain Disposition and Development

Agreement (Grand Avenue) dated as of March 5, 2007 (the "Original DDA") pertaining to the
development of certain real property adjacent to the Los Angeles downtown Civic Center and
Music Center with retail, hotel, office and housing (including affordable housing), together with
destination urban park uses and the remaking of Grand Avenue into active and inviting
pedestran uses, all as more paricularly described in the Original DDA. Capitalized terms used
and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed to such terms in the Original
DDA. The Original DDA as amended by this Amendment is referred to herein as the
"Amended DDA."

B. Section 104 of the Original DDA provides that the Development Site for the

Project (as such terms are defined in the Original DDA) consists of the Phase I Parcel, the Phase
II Parcels and the Phase il Parcels. The Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los
Angeles, California (the "CRA") is the fee owner of the Phase II Parcels (comprised of Parcel L
and Parcel M-2 of the Redevelopment Plan (as defined in Section 110 of the Original DDA)).
Developer and Phase IIA Developer have requested that Authority enter into this Amendment to
(i) document the assignment of certain rights to a portion of the Phase II Parcels from Developer
to Phase II Developer pursuant to the Phase IIA Assignment Agreement (defined below), (ii)
confirm the agreement of the paries hereto that the eRA wil convey an airspace parcel over a
portion of Parcel L, as more paricularly described on Exhibit "A-I" attached hereto ("Garage
Airspace Parcel") directly to Phase II Developer in order for Phase IIA Developer to finance

and construct a three (3) level public parking garage containing approximately 290 parking

spaces ("Phase IIA Parking Garage") pursuant to the CRA Parking Facility and Museum
Development Agreement (defined below), and (iii) amend the Scope of Development for Phase
II to include a cultural use as approved by Authority and to provide for Phase IIA Developer to
ground lease an airspace parcel contiguous to and immediately above the Garage Airspace
Parcel, as more particularly described on Exhibit "A-I" attached hereto ("Museum Parcel"), and
to finance, construct and operate the Museum (as defined in Paragraph 2(b) below) in the
Museum Parcel. The Garage Airspace Parcel and the Museum Parcel are collectively referred to
herein as the "Phase IIA Parcels."

C. As a material par of the consideration to Authority for entering into this
Amendment, Phase IIA Developer has agreed to construct the Museum in the Museum Parcel to
(i) be compatible in design with the Disney Concert Hall, (ii) consist of approximately 120,000

(DDA Amendment (14)_DOC/4282_002) 1



square feet of space with three floors of approximately 40,000 square feet each, (iii) include
approximately 45,000 square feet of clear loading and storage/archive space, approximately

15,000 square feet of museum offices, approximately 35,000 square feet of ar exhibition space,
a Museum Shop (as defined in Exhibit "G-I" attached hereto) and, at Phase II Developer's
option, a Museum Café (as defined in Exhibit "G-I" attached hereto), (iv) serve at all times and
continuously during the term of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease as the home and showcase of
The Broad Ar Foundation's (as hereinafter defined)-ar collections and the international

~headquare--s- ofThe-lkoad -ArPmmd-at-ion ~s-WOldwide-l-ending- pro-gram, -and-v-jbe--operated- in --- -- -
compliance with the requirements of Exhibit "G-I" attached hereto.

D. As a material par of the consideration to the CRA for consenting to this
Amendment, Phase II Developer and the CRA are entering into, or have entered into, a funding
and conveyance agreement between the CRA and Phase II Developer (the "CRA Parking
Facilty and Museum Development Agreement") pursuant to which the CRA agrees to convey
fee title to the Garage Airspace Parcel to Phase II Developer, Phase IIA Developer agrees to
finance and construct the Phase II Parking Garage thereon, the eRA receives a right to
purchase the Garage Airspace Parcel and the Phase II Parking Garage (collectively, the
"Parking Property") from Phase II Developer (and Phase II Developer receives the right to
sell the Parking Property to the CRA) following completion of the Phase IIA Parking Garage,
and the CRA agrees to reimburse Phase II Developer for certain costs associated with the
Phase II Improvements, all as more paricularly set forth in the CRA Parking Facility and
Museum Development Agreement.

E. The CRA, with the cooperation of Developer and Phase IIA Developer, may
process a subdivision of Parcel L to create the Museum Parcel, the Garage Airspace Parcel and
the remainder of Parcel L as separate legal parcels, provided that there are no conditions imposed
in connection with such subdivision that would (i) be inconsistent with the Amended DDA, or
the CRA Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement, or (ii) interfere with the
permtted uses of (i) the Museum Parcel and the Garage Airspace Parcel as described in this
Amendment or (ii) the Phase II Parcels as described in the Amended DDA. Prior to the
completion of such subdivision, the conveyance of the Phase IIA Parcels shall be made pursuant
to the legal descriptions attached as Exhibit "A-I".

F. The Garage Airspace Parcel wil be conveyed in fee by the CRA to Phase II

Developer so that Phase II Developer can construct the Phase IIA Parking Garage thereon, as
more paricularly described hereinbelow and in the CRA Parking Facility and Museum
Development Agreement. The Museum Parcel wil be ground leased by the CRA to Authority,
and in turn sub-ground leased by Authority to Phase II Developer, as more particularly
described hereinbelow and in the First Amended and Restated Conveyance and Funding
Agreement between the CRA and Authority to be entered into prior to or concurrently with this
Amendment (the "First Amended and Restated C&F Agreement"). The Museum, the Phase
II Parking Garage and related improvements to the Phase IIA Parcels associated therewith are
sometimes collectively referred to herein as the "Phase IIA Improvements." "Phase IIA" shall
mean the construction and development of the Phase IIA Improvements on the Phase IIA
Parcels.

(DDA Amendment (I4)_DOC/4282.002) 2



G. Authority has caused a review of the proposed Phase IIA Improvements and the

original Environmental Impact Report on the Grand Avenue Project ("EIR") that was approved
by the CRA and the County of Los Angeles (the "County") as responsible agencies and by
Authority as the lead agency. Authority's consultant has generated an Addendum ("EIR
Addendum") to the EIR to comply with the ealifornia Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")
requirements for the proposed Phase ITA Improvements. Authority, as lead agency, and CRA
and the County, as responsible agencies, h¡ive reviewed and considered the EIR Addendum and

-~- -~ - the-EIR -p-rier-t0-onsring-any-actiQu-on-tms- Amendmen. - ~- -~--- - -- - --~~- -- uu_

H. Pursuant to that certain Grand Avenue Project-Phase IIA Parcel Assignent and

Assumption Agreement dated as of June 21, 2010 (the "Phase IIA Assignment Agreement"),
Developer has assigned to Phase II Developer its rights and obligations under the Amended
DDA with respect to the Phase II Parcels, and Phase II Developer has assumed such rights

and obligations so that Phase II Developer can develop the Phase IIA Improvements under the
Amended DDA. Developer and Phase IIA Developer entered into the Phase II Assignment
Agreement in anticipation of this Amendment being executed by the paries hereto. On the
Amendment Effective Date (defined below), Authority and CRA wil deliver executed consents
to the Phase ITA Assignment Agreement to evidence their approval of the assignment and
assumption provided for therein, which consents satisfy a condition precedent to the

effectiveness of the Phase IIA Assignment Agreement.

1. The Scope of Development attached to the Original DDA as Exhibit "A" and

including Attachment 1 to Exhibit "A" contemplated that a cultural use could be included in
Phase I of the Project, but it did not provide for a cultural use in Phase II of the Project. An
amendment to the Scope of Development requires approval of the Governing Entities as
provided in Section 402 of the Original DDA as well as an amendment of the Original DDA.
The Amendment of the Original DDA and the Scope of Development in order to permt the
development of the Museum as a cultural use on the Phase IIA Parcels and permt the other
Phase IIA Improvements by Phase IIA Developer on the Phase IIA Parcels is in the vital and best
interests of the eity and the County and the health, safety, morals and welfare of their residents,
and consistent with the public purposes and provisions of the applicable federal, state and local
laws and requirements, and, in paricular, the Community Redevelopment Law of the State of
ealiforna Health and Safety eode Section 33000 et seq.

J. As more paricularly described in Aricle 8 of this Amendment, if Developer

complies with its obligation to ground lease the Phase II Parcels and commence development of
Phase II thereon as and when required by the Original DDA (as the same may be amended,
modified and/or supplemented from time to time), and if Developer desires the use of parking
spaces in the Phase IIA Parking Garage in connection therewith, then the eRA shall, if it has not
already done so (and if Phase IIA Developer has not already exercised its put right under the
Put/Call Agreement), exercise its right under the Put/Call Agreement to acquire the Parking
Property from Phase IIA Developer, and Authority shall exercise the Authority Option to lease
the Parking Property from the CRA, so that Authority can in turn sublease the Parking Property
to Developer; provided, however, that Authority shall have no obligation to exercise the
Authority Option or enter into such lease or sublease unless (i) the eRA, Authority and
Developer mutually agree upon the amount of the Parking Lease eonsideration, and (ii)

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) 3



Developer agrees to pay such agreed-upon Parking Lease Consideration to Authority.

K. Promptly following the mutual execution of this Amendment, the CRA and

Authority shall enter into the Museum Parcel CRA Ground Lease (as defined in Section 2(b)
below), and Authority and Phase II Developer shall enter into a ground lease with respect to
the Museum Parcel in substantially the form attached to the Original DDA as Exhibit "G", with
agreed-upon modifications applicable to the Mus_eum including, without limitation, incorporation

- ----eft-be-terms--ad. conditio-ns- se-tf-oh-in- EXchièits-'-G-g'-and-~-l-"-attaGlià-here-t()(the-''Museum
Parcel Ground Lease"). The Museum Parcel Ground Lease wil require Phase II Developer
to finance, develop and operate the Museum on the Museum Parcel in compliance with the terms
of the Amended DDA including, without limitation, Exhibit "G-I" attached hereto. Developer
shall not be a pary to the Museum Parcel Ground Lease and Developer shall have no right of
approval or review with respect to the Museum Parcel Ground Lease.

L. Upon issuance of the Certificate of Completion for the Museum, Phase II
Developer intends to enter into a Permtted Transfer (as hereinafter defined).

M. The paries hereby enter into this Amendment to create a new Phase II out of a
portion of the original Phase II, to acknowledge the assignment and assumption between
Developer and Phase II Developer under the Phase II Assignment Agreement, to provide for
the development of the Phase IIA Improvements by Phase IIA Developer on the Phase IIA
Parcels as par of the Project, to provide for the disposition of the Garage Airspace Parcel and
Phase IIA Parking Garage, to amend the Scope of Development to permit a cultural use in Phase
II, as set forth in Exhibit "B-1" attached hereto, and to authorize a Permtted Transfer (as

hereinafter defined). This Amendment shall become effective when (i) it has been executed and
delivered by Authority, Developer and Phase IIA Developer and approved by the Governing
Entities, (ii) the CRA and Authority have executed and delivered the First Amended and
Restated C&F Agreement, and (iii) the CRA Parking Facility and Museum Development
Agreement has been executed and delivered by Phase IIA Developer and the CRA (the
"Amendment Effective Date").

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing Recitals and for other good and

valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Authority, Developer and
Phase II Developer hereby agree as follows:

1. Recitals Incorporated bv Reference. The foregoing Recitals A through M are hereby

incorporated into and made a par of this Agreement.

2. Amendment to Original DDA to Incorporate Phase IIA.

(a) The definitions set forth in Section 110 of the Original DDA are hereby

amended as follows:

(1) The definition of "Authority Parcels" is amended to include the

Phase IIA Parcels.

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) 4



(2) The definition of "CRA-Authority Leases" is amended to include

the Museum Parcel CRA Ground Lease.

Phase IIA Parcels.
(3) The definition of "Development Site" is amended to include the

(4) The definition of "Ground Lease(s)" is amended to include the

__________Mus.eumareLGmundLeas_e.~_~__ ~_ _____ ~ _~~ __~_ ___ ___________ n______ _

(5)
Phase IIA Improvements.

The definition of "Improvements" is amended to include the

(6) The definition of "Parcel(s)" is amended to include the Phase IIA

Parcels. All references in the Amended DDA to the "Phase II Parcels" shall exclude the Phase
IIA Parcels.

(7) The definition of "Phase" is amended to add Phase II.

(b) The following definitions are added to Section 110 of the Original DDA:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
is defined in Recital D.

(6)

(7)

(8)
Recital F.

"Amendment Effective Date" is defined in Recital M.

"Authority Option" is defined in Article 8.

"Authority/Developer Parking Lease" is defined in Aricle 8.

"CRA/Authority Lease" is defined in Aricle 8.

"CRA Parking Facilty and Museum Development Agreement"

"EIR Addendum" is defined in Recital G.

"Endowment" is defined in Section 6, sub-paragraph (9).

"First Amended and Restated C&F Agreement" is defined in

(9) "Foundations" means, collectively, The Eli and Edythe Broad

Foundation and The Broad Art Foundation.

Dl.
(10) "Foundations Guaranty" is defined in Section 6, sub-paragraph

(11) "Grant Agreement" is defined in Section 6, sub-paragraph (8).

(12) "Garage Airspace Parcel" is defined in Recital B.

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) 5



(13) "Museum" means the world-class contemporary ar museum to be
constructed and operated on the Museum Parcel in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the Amended DDA, including but not limited to Exhibits "G-I" and "H-I" attached hereto.

(14) "Museum Final Construction Budget" means a construction
budget for the Museum approved by Authority.

(15)._ -_"Mus_eumLGaragc_R.is_defid.Section.5.L__ ___ _____.

(16) "Museum Key Personnel" means the President of Phase II
Developer. As of the date hereof, the Museum Key Personnel is Eli Broad.

(17) "Museum Parcel" is defined in Recital B.

(18) "Museum Parcel CRA Ground Lease" means a ground lease
from the CRA to Authority of the Museum Parcel to be entered into immediately prior to the.
execution and delivery of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, as a condition to the effectiveness
thereof.

(19) "Museum Parcel Ground Lease" is defined in Recital K.

(20) "Museum Parcel Leasehold Acquisition Fee" means $100.00.

(21) "Museum Parcel Title Policy" is defined in Paragraph 2(h).

(22) "Museumlhase II REA" is defined in Section 5.1.

2(d).
(23) "Museum Schedule of Performance" is defined. in Paragraph

(24) "Parking Lease Consideration" means the amount payable by
Authority to the CRA, as provided in Article 8, as consideration for the CRA/ Authority Parking
Lease (as defined in Article 8), which amount shall be based upon a fair market analysis of the
Parking Property to be negotiated between the CRA, Authority and Developer, subject to the
approval of the amount of such payment by the eRA Board of Commssioners and provided that
the amount of such payment must be sufficient to permt the eRA to pay any remaining balance
owed by the CRA to Phase II Developer in connection with the eRA's purchase of the Parking
Property from Phase IIA Developer.

(25) "Parking Property" is defined in Recital D.

(26) "Permitted Transfer" is defined in Section 7, sub-paragraph (h).

(27) "Permitted Transferee" is defined in Section 7, subparagraph (h).

(28) "Phase IIA" is defined in Recital F.

(29) "Phase IIA Agreements" means the following agreements to
which Phase IIA Developer is a party: the Amended DDA, the Phase IIA Assignment
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Agreement, the Museum Parcel Ground Lease and the eRA Parking Facility and Museum
Development Agreement.

(30) "Phase IIA Assignment Agreement" is defined in Recital H.

(31) "Phase IIA Developer" means The Broad Collection, a California
nonprofit public benefit corporation.

(32) "Phase IIA Improvements" is defined in Recital F.

(33) "Phase IIA Parcels" is defined in Recital B.

(34) "Phase IIA Parking Garage" is defined in Recital B.

(35) "PLA" is defined in Section 2, subparagraph (0).

(36) "Put/Call Agreement" is defined in Aricle 8.

(37) "Recognition Agreements" is defined in Section 5.2.

(38) "The Broad Art Foundation" means The Broad Ar Foundation,
a California chartable trust and private operating foundation under Sections 50I(c)(3) and

509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, with a principal office currently located at 10900 Wilshire
Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

(39) "The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation" means The Eli and
Edythe Broad Foundation, a California chartable trust and private grant makng foundation
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

(c) The Scope of Development for the Project attached to the Original DDA
as Exhibit "A" is hereby amended to (i) include Phase IIA as a par of the Project, and (ii) permt
a cultural use in Phase II of the Project, as more paricularly set forth in Exhibit "B-1" attached
hereto.

(d) The Schedule of Performance for the Project attached to the Original DDA
as Exhibit "c" is hereby supplemented by the addition of the Museum Schedule of Performance
attached hereto as Exhibit "C-I" which shall govern the schedule of development of the Museum
(the "Museum Schedule of Performance").

(e) The eoncept Design Drawings for the Project attached to the Original
DDA as Exhibit "K" are amended to include the Concept Design Drawings for the Museum
attached hereto as Exhibit "D-I".

(f) A new Section (4) is hereby added to the end of Section 108 of the
Original DDA: "(4) Phase IIA Developer. The "Phase IIA Developer" is The Broad
eollection, a ealifornia nonprofit public benefit corporation. Phase IIA Developer's principal
office is located at 10900 Wilshire Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles,eA 90024." . .
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(g) The definition of "Project" set forth in Section 101(9) of the Original
DnA is hereby amended to include the Ph¡ise II Improvements.

(h) The following paragraph is hereby added to the end of Section 209 of the

Original DDA: "eoncurrently with the recordation of a Memorandum of the Museum Parcel
Ground Lease, Phase IIA Developer shall have the right to obtain from the Title Company, at
Phase II Developer's cost, a ground leasehold title insurance policy (the "Museum Parcel

.~. _ _ __ Titie.:eo1icy-'forthe.MuseuffEaI~-The-Museuml?arceLTitle-£olic-)lhalLbe-iiian .amounL --
agreed upon by the Phase II Developer and the Title Company, and shall be in form and

substance reasonably agreeable to the Phase IIA Developer and agreed to by the Title Company,
and shall insure that title to the ground lessee's interest in the Museum Parcel Ground Lease is
vested in Phase II Developer subject only to such exceptions as have been reasonably approved

by Phase IIA Developer. The Title Company's commtment to issue the Museum Parcel Title
Policy as aforesaid shall be a condition to the obligations of Phase IIA Developer to close the
acquisition of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease."

(i) The following language is hereby added to the end of Section 507(2) of
the Original DDA: "Promptly after (i) completion of the Museum as described in the Project
Documents for the Museum and the Museum Schedule of Performance, (ii) the issuance of a
temporary Certificate of Occupancy by the eity for the Museum and (iii) Phase II Developer's
delivery to Authority of bonds sufficient to secure completion of any punchlist items or other
incomplete work, Authority shall furnish Phase IIA Developer with a Certificate of Completion
for the Museum upon written request therefor by Phase II Developer. Such eertificate of
eompletion shall be in such form as to permt it to be recorded in the Office of the eounty
Recorder of Los Angeles County. The issuance of such Certificate of eompletion for the
Museum shall be conditioned upon certification by the eRA that Phase II Developer has
completed the Phase IIA Parking Garage in accordance with the requirements of the CRA
Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement and has received a temporary Certificate
of Occupancy by the City for the Phase II Parking Garage, and has delivered to the CRA any
bonds or other evidence of ability to complete any punchlist items or other incomplete work on
the Phase IIA Parking Garage. If Phase II Developer is entitled to a eertificate of Completion
for the Museum, Authority shall promptly, but in any event within 30 days after demand, deliver
the same to Phase IIA Developer."

U) The following Aricles and Sections of the Original DDA are expressly
inapplicable to Phase IIA Developer and the Phase IIA Parcels: Sections 201 (Developer
Parcel), 204(A) through (G) (except for Sections 204(F)(VI) and 204(F)(VII)), 205 (Operator
Ground Leases), 206 (eommon Area Agreement), 207 (Condominium Owners' Associations),

.208 (Developer Deposits and Leasehold Acquisition Fee), 210(2), 213 (eounty Office Building),
and 214 (Bridge/Platform), Aricle 3 (except for Section 301(2) with respect to Grand Avenue
Streetscape), Sections 408 (1) and (3) (Construction Budgets for Phases I and il), 409 (Upper
Second Street/Grand Avenue Bridge Construction), 507(1) and (3) (eertificates of Completion
for Phases I and lID, 707 (Affordable Housing), 13 10 (Withholding Conveyance as a Remedy
for Failure to Develop the Development Site) and 1617 (City Approvals).

(k) By executing this Amendment, Authority acknowledges that Authority has

reviewed and approved Schematic Design Drawings for the Phase IIA Parking Garage.
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Authority acknowledges that the CRA wil have authority and responsibility for reviewing and
approving all other Project Documents for the Phase IIA Parking Garage pursuant to the CRA
Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement. Except as provided in Paragraph 2m
above, the provisions of Aricle 4 of the Original DDA shall apply with respect to Phase IIA
Developer's design and development of the Museum and submittal of Project Documents
therefor; provided, however, that with respect to the Museum:

_______ __ __ ___ __ ___ _ ______ _ ___( 1)__ ___th .deadls.Jor.ubmial..d-re.viewoLthe.varous .ProjecL------------------

Documents shall be governed by the Museum Schedule of Performance attached hereto as
Exhibit "C-I";

(2) all references in said Aricle 4 to Retail Improvements and

Residential Improvements shall be deemed to refer to the Museum;

(3) all references in said Aricle 4 to Public Space Improvements shall

be inapplicable;

(4) the references in Section 408(2) to a constrction budget for Phase

II and the Phase II Final Construction Budget shall be deemed to refer to a construction budget
for the Museum and the Museum Final Construction Budget, respectively (the forgoing pertains
to the Museum Parcel only and shall not limit the applicability of Section 408(2) to the original
Phase II;

(5) the requirements of Sections 415 (Ar Requirements) and 420

(CRA's Ar Policy) shall be fully satisfied by Phase IIA Developer's construction of the Museum
on the Museum Parcel;

(6) the requirements of Section 416 (Construction Financing) shall be

satisfied by Phase II Developer's delivery of the Grant Agreement to Authority as and when
required by Section 6, sub-paragraph (8) below;

(7) the requirements of Section 417 (Completion Guaranty) shall be

satisfied by Phase II Developer's delivery of the Foundations Guaranty to Authority as and
when required by Section 6, sub-paragraph (11) below;

(8) Section 418 (eompletion Bonds) shall be amended and restated in

its entirety as set forth on -Schedule 418 attached hereto;

(9) the references to the Scope of Development shall be deemed to

refer to the Scope of Development as amended by Exhibit "B-1" attached hereto;

(10) the references to the Concept Design Drawings attached to the

Original DDA as Exhibit "K" shall be deemed to refer to the eoncept Design Drawings for the
Museum attached hereto as Exhibit "D-I"; and

(11) the Project Documents pertaining to the Museum shall also include

the Grand A venue Streetscape (as defined in Paragraph 301(2) of the Original DDA) to be
constrcted on Grand Avenue in front of the Museum.
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(1) With respect to Section 1003 of the Original DDA, Phase II Developer's

obligation to take the remedial actions set forth therein shall apply only with respect to
Hazardous Materials on or under the Phase II Parcels as a result of the actions of Phase II

Developer or its Affiliates, contractors, agents, employees or licensees.

(m) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in Aricle 10 or
elsewhere in the Original DDA, Phase IT Developer has not made, and is not making, any

. ----- -representatioIls.orwaanties regarding the-conditionofthe PhaseJIAParcels. pri-orto. deliv.ery---
thereof to Phase II Developer.

(n) In lieu of Section 602 of the Original DDA, Phase IIA Developer shall

comply with Schedule 602 attached hereto with respect to the Museum Parcel and the Museum.
Authority acknowledges that the eRA wil have authority and responsibility for ensuring Phase
IIA Developer's compliance with the insurance requirements of the CRA Parking Facility and
Museum Development Agreement with respect to the Parking Property.

(0) With respect to Section 71O(a) of the Original DDA and the Phase IT
Parcels, Phase II Developer shall implement and satisfy the CRA's local hiring responsibilities
of construction employers on eRA assisted projects attached to the Original DDA as Exhibit "S"
by entering into and complying with the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los
Angeles Project Labor Agreement ("PLA") with the Los Angeles/Orange eounties Building and
eonstruction Trades Council and other craft labor unions signatory to the PLA, subject to the
eRA's reasonable determnation of applicable terms and revisions. Phase IIA Developer shall
not be deemed to be in breach of the local hiring responsibilities of construction employers in
Section 71O(a) or Exhibit "s" ofthe Original DDA unless the CRA has exercised remedies
against the Phase IIA Developer under the PLA.

(p) Except as provided in Paragraphs 2m through (0) above and elsewhere in
this Amendment, the provisions of the Original DDA shall govern and apply with respect to
Phase II Developer and the Phase II Parcels, and references therein to "Developer" shall also
apply to Phase II Developer with respect to Phase IIA, unless otherwise expressly stated herein
or reasonably required by the context of usage and the provisions of this Amendment.

(q) In connection with the development of Phase II and Phase II, Phase II
Developer and Developer, respectively, shall work in good faith with the City and the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority to determne whether it is feasible to
create a pedestrian connection on the Phase IIA Parcels between the future subway portal for the
Regional Connector station to be developed on Hope Street and Grand Avenue.

(r) In the event of a conflct between the Original DDA and this Amendment,

this Amendment shall prevaiL.

(s) Phase IIA Developer's obligations shall apply with respect to Phase IIA

only.

3. Approval of Museum. Authority hereby approves the Museum as a permtted cultural
use as par of Phase II of the Project, to be located on the Museum ParceL. The development of
the Phase II Improvements on the Phase IIA Parcels wil be completed in accordance with the
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plans approved by Authority pursuant to the Amended DDA and the CRA pursuant to the eRA
Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement. The Museum Parcel Ground Lease does
not constitute a Phase II Ground Lease between Developer and Authority, as contemplated by
the Original DDA.

4. Phase IIA Rent. This Artcle 4, and not Section 204 of the Original DDA, shall govern

with respect to the payment of rent for Phase IIA; provided however, that Sections 204(F)(VI)
- - - ---and.2Q4(E)(YII).oUhe. OriginaLDDA shalLexpresslN -apply with_respecUu-the_Incentiv:e.RentJor. - --~----

the Museum. Concurrently with Phase IIA Developer's execution of this Amendment, Phase IIA
Developer shall pay Authority the Museum Parcel Leasehold Acquisition Fee. eommencing on
the third (3rd) anniversar of the date that the Museum first opens to the public, Phase IIA
Developer shall pay Authority annual Incentive Rent with respect to the Museum in the amount
of two percent (2%) of Gross Rents from all third pary retail and restaurant operations on the
Museum Parcel, as and when required by the Museum Parcel Ground Lease. For purposes of
this Aricle 4, "Gross Rents" means the annual total rent paid to the Phase II Developer by
each third pary retail and restaurant operator, if any, at the Museum (including, without
limitation, fees or rents paid by such third pary operators for the right to place cars or kiosks on
the Museum Parcel, and temporary users, antennae license fees, and fees paid for signage or
other advertising in the Museum) to Phase IIA Developer or its successors or affiliates, whether
designated as base rent, percentage rent, or additional rent, but excluding (i) utilties and taxes
that are paid directly by one or more tenants to the utility companies or County tax collector and
(ii) utilties, taxes or common area maintenance costs that are paid by one or more tenants to
Phase II Developer pursuant to separate expense billngs.

5. REAs. Recognition Agreements and Non-Disturbance Agreement.

5.1 Reciprocal Easement Agreements. The eRA Parking Facility and Museum

Development Agreement requires that Phase IIA Developer and the CRA enter into a mutually
acceptable form of reciprocal easement agreement ("Museum/Garage REA") governing the
shared use of vehicular and pedestran access ways by visitors to the Phase IIA Parking Garage
and the Museum, subjacent and lateral support easements, use of elevators, escalators and
walkways by visitors to the Phase IIA Parking Garage or the Museum, parking rights for the
employees and visitors to the Museum over and in the Phase ITA Parking Garage, easements for
utilty lines over and across each improvement for the benefit of the owner of the other
improvement, and other reciprocal rights and easements. Authority may be a pary to the
Museum/Garage REA for purposes of agreeing to be bound by the Museum/Garage REA in the
event Authority termnates the Museum Parcel Ground Lease. Phase II Developer and the
eRA shall provide Developer with a reasonable opportunity to review the Museum/Garage REA
and any other agreement regarding the foregoing matters in this Section 5.1 and shall consider
Developer's concerns in good faith prior to reaching any final agreement with respect thereto.
In addition to the Museum/Garage REA, when Developer is ready to Commence Constrction of
Phase II, the CRA, Developer, and Phase IIA Developer shall enter into a reciprocal easement
agreement ("Museum/hase II REA") governing, among other things, reciprocal rights and
easements for the tenants, visitors, owners and invitees to the Phase II Parcels and the Phase II
Parcels for defined amounts of parking and to use the ramps, elevators, escalators, stairwells,
plazas and other vehicular and pedestrian rights of way connecting the Museum improvements
with the Phase II Improvements, as well as lateral and subjacent support easements between the
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two sets of improvements and their foundations, in order to facilitate the development of the
Phase II Improvements immediately adjacent to the Museum and the interconnection between
such improvements to allow pedestrian access. Developer shall be required, at its sole cost, in
connection with the design and development of the Phase II Improvements, to physically connect
the Phase II Improvements with the Phase II Improvements to the extent commercially

practicable and to facilitate a connected and integrated set of improvements on Parcels Land M-
2. Without limiting the foregoing, Developer shall design its parking facility located on Parcel L
- as--partof-tle--:Jhasell- Improvents. sou-that -it- can be-pliysica1ly- -connected tothe-llhase-UA---- ---
Parking Garage where reasonably possible, so that the two garage facilities can be accessed and
operated as one integrated parkig facility, subject to the requirements of the eRA. Authority
may withold its approval of the Project Documents for the Phase II Improvements if the
interconnection between the Phase II and Phase IIA Improvements has not been satisfactorily
addressed. The Museum/Garage REA and the Museumlhase II REA shall both be subject to
the approval of Authority. Without limiting the foregoing provisions of this Section 5.1, in
designing the Museum, Phase II Developer shall, in good faith, take into account possible
future development by Developer (or a subsequent developer of Phase II, and Phase IIA

Developer shall reasonably cooperate with Developer's (or such subsequent developer's) efforts
to join and make contiguous any plazas and walkways that may surround the Museum with any
future walkways and plazas that maybe designed as par of the future development on the Phase
II Parcels.

5.2 Recoenition Agreements. If Authority is not a pary to the Museum/Garage
REA, then concurrently with execution of the Museum/Garage REA by the CRA and Phase IIA
Developer, Authority and the CRA wil enter into a recognition agreement in form and substance
satisfactory to Authority and the CRA, whereby Authority wil agree to be bound by the
Museum/Garage REA in the event Authority termnates the Museum Parcel Ground Lease with
Phase IIA Developer. In addition, concurrent with the execution of the Museumlhase II REA,
Authority and Developer shall enter into a recognition agreement in form and substance

satisfactory to Authority and Developer, whereby Authority wil agree to be bound by the
Museumlhase II REA in the event that Authority termnates the Museum Parcel Ground Lease
or the Phase II Ground Lease. Such recognition agreements are referred to collectively as the
"Recognition Agreements". The Recognition Agreements wil be negotiated and executed
concurrently with the REAs.

5.3 Non-Disturbance Agreement. Concurrently with Authority and Phase IIA
Developer's entry into the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, the eRA, Authority and Phase IIA
Developer shall enter into a Non-Disturbance Agreement in the form attached hereto as Exhibit
"F-l." Phase IIA Developer shall have the right to record such Non-Disturbance Agreement

against the Museum Parcel, at Phase IIA Developer's expense.

6. Phase IIA Developer Representations. Warranties and Covenants. Section 1501 of

the Original DDA shall be inapplicable with respect to Phase IIA Developer. The following
Section 1503 (which shall be inapplicable with respect to Developer) is hereby added to the end
of Aricle 15 of the Original DDA:

"1503 Representations. Warranties and Covenants of Phase IIA Developer.
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Phase II Developer represents, warants and covenants to Authority as follows:

(1) Organization. The Broad Collection is a California nonprofit
public benefit corporation, duly formed, validly existing under the laws of the State of ealiforna
and qualified to conduct business in the State of ealifornia, with full power and authority to
- conduct its business as presently conducted and to execute, deliver and perform its obligations
under the Phase II Agreements. Each of the entities that comprise the Foundations are duly

_ __ ____n_iored~..dly-exitig..under _the_Jaws--Lthe_ State._of_Calorand__que_d_ID.-onduct_
business in the State of ealiforna, with full power and authority to conduct their businesses as

presently conducted and to execute, deliver and perform their respective obligations under the
Grant Agreement and the Foundations Guaranty.

(2) Authorization. Phase IIA Developer has taken all necessary action

to authorize its execution, delivery and, subject to the conditions set forth herein, performance of
its obligations under this Amendment and the other Phase II Agreements. Upon such
execution and delivery, this Amendment shall constitute a legal, valid and binding obligation of
Phase II Developer, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.

(3) No Conflct. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Amendment by Phase IIA Developer does not and wil not conflct with, or constitute a violation
or breach of, or a default under, (a) the aricles of incorporation, bylaws and/or other formation
documents of Phase IIA Developer, (b) any applicable law, rule or regulation binding upon or
applicable to Phase IIA Developer, or (c) any material agreements to which Phase IIA Developer
is a pary.

(4) No Litigation. There is no existing or, to Phase IIA Developer's
knowledge, pending or threatened litigation, suit, action or proceeding before any court or
admnistrative agency affecting Phase IIA Developer that would, if adversely determned,

adversely affect Phase IIA Developer, the Phase IIA Improvements or Phase IIA Developer's
abilty to perform its obligations hereunder or under the other Phase IIA Agreements.

(5) No Defaults. Phase IIA Developer is not in default in respect of
any of its obligations or liabilities pertaining to the Phase IIA Parcels, nor is there any state of
facts, circumstances, conditions, or events which, after notice, lapse or time, or both, would
constitute or result in any such default. Phase IIA Developer is not and wil not be in default
with respect to any agreements, obligations or liabilities that could adversely affect Phase II
Developer's ability to perform its obligations hereunder.

(6) Financial Statements. Phase II Developer has previously
delivered to Authority or made available for inspection by Authority and its representatives tre

and accurate financial statements with respect to Foundations, which financial statements were
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and fairly and accurately
represent the financial condition of Foundations as of the date or dates thereof. No material
adverse change has occurred in the financial condition of Foundations between the date or dates
of such financial statements and the date hereof. At the request of Authority from time to time,
Phase IIA Developer shall make available for inspection by Authority such additional financial
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statements and information concerning the financial condition of Phase IIA Developer and
Foundations as Authority shall reasonably request.

(7) Museum Parcel Ground Lease: Phase II Developer shall enter
into the Museum Parcel Ground Lease with Authority immediately following execution of the
Museum Parcel eRA Ground Lease by CRA and Authority.

_ _ _______ _ ______ ___________ ___JS) _ __ _Grant Agreemen-I_____ÇQ.llcurrtntly_:with__lli~~t--Al)~yelQQtI~s_ ~__

execution of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, Phase II Developer shall deliver to Authority
an agreement executed by The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation whereby The Eli and Edythe
Broad Foundation pledges and agrees to give and/or grant Phase II Developer funds at least
equal to the total amount of the Museum Final Construction Budget, which funds shall be used
solely for the development and construction of the Museum (the "Grant Agreement"). The
Grant Agreement shall be subject to the reasonable approval of Authority; provided that, in any
event, the Grant Agreement shall (i) remain in effect without amendment or modification (unless
consented to by Authority) until the issuance of the Certificate of Completion for the Museum;
and (ii) name Authority as a third pary beneficiar with the right to enforce The Eli and Edythe
Broad Foundation's obligations thereunder.

(9) Endowment. Phase IIA Developer shall cause one or both of the
Foundations to create an endowment of at least Two Hundred Millon Dollars ($200,000,000),
invested as permtted by Exhibit "H-I" attached hereto, exclusively for operating and
,maintaining the Museum and its ar collections for the entire term of the Museum Parcel Ground
Lease, as more paricularly described in Exhibit "H-I" attached hereto ("Endowment").

(10) Obligation to Construct Museum. Phase IIA Developer shall cause

the Museum to be constructed on the Museum Parcel in accordance with the applicable
provisions of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease and the Amended DDA. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, (i) Phase II Developer shall engage a world-class architect

reasonably acceptable to Authority to design the Museum, (ii) the total budget for the design and
construction of the Museum (including all hard and soft costs, which may include without
limitation, all fixtures and arwork incorporated into the structure of the Museum itself, such as
wall murals and attached sculptures, or otherwise built into the public spaces (i.e., non-gallery
spaces open to the public) on the Museum Parcel, such as LED panels located on the sides of the
Museum building) shall be at least Eighty Millon Dollars ($80,000,000), unless otherwise
approved by Authority, and (iii) Phase IIA Developer shall comply with the deadlines set forth in
the Museum Schedule of Pedormance including, without limitation, the requirement that Phase
IIA Developer eommence Constrction (as defined in Section 110 of the Original DDA) of the
Museum no later than eighteen (18) months after the Amendment Effective Date.

(11) Foundations Guaranty. eoncurrently with Phase II Developer's
execution of this Amendment, Phase II Developer shall cause the Foundations to execute and
deliver to Authority a guaranty in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "I-I" (the "Foundations
Guaranty"). The Foundations Guaranty shall remain in effect for the term of the Phase IIA
Ground Lease; provided, however, Authority acknowledges and agrees that, subject only to the
requirement that The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation maintain a net worth of at least Five
Hundred Milion Dollars ($500,000,000) until the issuance of a Certificate of eompletion for the
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Museum in accordance with Aricle 2 of the Foundations Guaranty, The Eli and Edythe Broad
Foundation may, in its sole and absolute discretion, give away all of its assets and termnate its
operations prior to the end of the term of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease (whereupon The Eli
and Edythe Broad Foundation and its trustees, officers, employees and agents (but only in their
capacity as trustees, officers, employees or agents of The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation) shall
have no furher obligation or liability under the Foundations Guaranty). For so long as the
Foundations Guaranty is- requITed to be in effect hereunder; The Broad Ar Foundation shall

d-maintain amÏnimumnet worth of at least Eive-lIundred-MillonDoUars-($50O,OOO,OO), which- -
may include, without limitation, funds pertaining to the Endowment and The Broad Ar
Foundation's physical assets.

(12) Museum Operation. Following the issuance of a Certificate of
Completion for the Museum, Phase IIA Developer (or The Broad Ar Foundation pursuant to a
Permtted Transfer, as hereinafter defined) shall operate the Museum on the Museum Parcel in
compliance with the terms of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease and the Amended DDA
including, without limitation, Exhibit "G-l" attached hereto."

7. Phase IIA Transfer Restrictions. Article 9 of the Original DDA is hereby amended by
adding the following Section 907 at the end thereof:

"907 Phase II Transfer Restrictions.

(a) None of the foregoing provisions of this Aricle 9 (i.e., Sections 901
through 906) shall apply with respect to Phase II or the Phase II Developer, other than

defined terms therein as necessary to constre this Section 907. This Section 907 shall govern
with respect thereto.

(b) Phase IIA Developer represents that it is entering into this Amendment for
the purposes of the redevelopment of the Phase IIA Parcels in accordance with the Amended
DDA and not for speculation in land holding. Phase II Developer further recognizes that, in
view of the importance of the redevelopment of the Development Site to the general welfare of
the community, the qualifications and identity of Phase II Developer, and its respective
principals and personnel, are of paricular concern to Authority. Among such qualifications are
the financial resources of Foundations and the reputation and experience of Foundations and Eli
Broad. It is because of such qualifications and identity that Authority is entering into this
Amendment. Therefore, no voluntar or involuntary successor-in-interest of Phase IIA
Developer shall acquire any rights or powers under Amended DDA or in the Phase IIA Parcels
except as specifically set forth herein.

(c) Except as permtted by sub-paragraphs (e) and (h) below, Phase IIA
Developer shall not cause or permt any Transfer (as defined in the Original DDA) of the
Museum or the Museum Parcel or any interest therein, Or of any interest in the Amended DDA,
or the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, or of any ownership interest in Phase IIA Developer,
without the prior written consent of Authority, which consent may be granted or withheld in
Authority's sole discretion. Phase IIA Developer shall not cause or permt any Transfer of the
Phase IIA Parking Garage or the Garage Airspace Parcel, or any interest therein, without the
prior written consent of Authority and the eRA, which consent may be granted or withheld in
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Authority's and the eRA's sole discretion; provided, that Authority's consent shall not be
required for a Transfer of the Phase IIA Parking Garage and the Garage Airspace Parcel to the
CRA pursuant to the CRA Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement. Phase II
Developer acknowledges that the consent by Authority to a Transfer of any portion of the Phase
II Improvements or the Phase IIA Parcels by Phase II Developer, except as specifically
provided herein, shall be subject to Authority obtaining the prior consent to such Transfer from
the CRA.

(d) At all times, the Museum Key Personnel shall continue to be the sole
executive in charge of the Museum for Phase IIA Developer and in charge of Phase II
Developer, unless and until Authority approves a change in the Museum Key Personnel in
Authority's sole discretion; provided, however, that in the event of the death or disability of the
Museum Key Personnel, Authority wil not unreasonably withhold approval of the person
selected by the board of Phase II Developer and approved by The Eli and Edythe Broad
Foundation in accordance with the Grant Agreement to be the President of Phase II Developer,
as the replacement Museum Key PersonneL. The Museum Key Personnel must devote
signficant time and commtment to the Museum.

(e) Notwithstanding Section 907(c), Authority's consent shall not be required

for the leasing of space in the Museum to one or more third-pary operators of the Museum Shop
or Museum eafé; provided, however, that Phase IIA Developer shall provide Authority with
copies of any such leases together with information regarding the lessee as reasonably requested
by Authority.

(f) No Transfer shall operate to release or excuse Phase II Developer from
any obligations or liability under or in connection with the Amended DDA, or any other Phase
IIA Agreement.

(g) At least sixty (60) days prior to any proposed Transfer pursuant to this

Section 907, Phase IIA Developer shall furnish Authority with (i) a written notice of such
proposed Transfer, (ii) such infomiation as Authority may request in its commercially reasonable
discretion concerning the proposed transferee including, without limitation, certified financial
statements of the proposed transferee, and (iii) a copy of the proposed assignment or other
transfer document reasonably satisfactory to Authority pursuant to which the transferee assumes,
for the benefit of Authority, the obligations of Phase II Developer arsing from and after the
date of Transfer applicable to the interest transferred, including the obligations of Phase IIA
Developer under this Amendment and the other Phase II Agreements. Whether or not

Authority consents to any proposed Transfer, Phase IIA Developer shall pay Authority's review
and processing fees, as well as any reasonable legal fees incurred by Authority, within thirty (30)
days after written request by Authority.

(h) Notwithstanding Section 907(c), following issuance of a eertificate of

Completion for the Museum, Phase IIA Developer shall have the right, without Authority's
consent, to Transfer some or all of Phase II Developer's obligations under the Amended DDA
and the Museum Parcel Ground Lease and other Phase IIA Agreements (a "Permitted
Transfer") tQ one or both of the Foundations, or an Affilate of one or both of the Foundations,
or an Affiliate of Mr. Eli Broad (each a "Permitted Transferee"); provided, however, that
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Authority shall have the right to review and approve the document(s) to be executed by the
Permtted Transferee and Phase II Developer to effectuate any such Permtted Transfer, and
such approved document(s) shall not thereafter be amended without the consent of Authority. In
connection with a Permtted Transfer, the Permtted Transferee shall assume, for the benefit of
Authprity, the transferred obligatians of Phase IIA Developer arsing from and after the date of
the Permtted Transfer, including the transferred obligations of Phase IIA Developer under this
Amendment and the other Phase II Agreements. Any obligations not transferred to a Permtted

_. _ _ TransfereehalLcontinue-to. be.bligations-f Phase-IIA-Developer.. The.MuseumParceLGround-.
Lease shall provide that in the event of a Permtted Transfer, Authority shall have the right to
enforce the provisions of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease pertaining to the transferred
obligations directly against the Permtted Transferee. Notwithstanding any Permtted Transfer,
the Foundations Guaranty and the Endowment shall remain in full force and effect."

8. Parking Property. The Garage Airspace Parcel wil be conveyed by the CRA in fee to

Phase IIA Developer as provided in the CRA Parking Facility and Museum Development
Agreement, and Phase II Developer shall construct the Phase IIA Parking Garage on the
Garage Airspace Parcel in accordance with the CRA Parking Facility and Museum Development
Agreement. Pursuant to the CRA Parking Facility and lvuseum Development Agreement and
the Put/eall Option Agreement to be entered into between the CRA and Phase II Developer
(the "Put/Call Agreement"), the CRA has the right to buy (and Phase IIA Developer has the
right to put to the CRA) the Parking Property from Phase II Developer following completion of
the Phase IIA Parking Garage. If Developer complies with its obligation to ground lease the
Phase II Parcels and commence development of Phase II thereon as and when required by the
Original DDA (as the same may be amended, modified and/or supplemented from time to time),
_ and if Developer desires the use of parking spaces in the Phase IIA Parking Garage in connection
therewith, then the CRA shall, if it has not already done so, exercise its right under the Put/eall
Agreement to acquire the Parking Property from Phase II Developer, and Authority shall
exercise its option (the "Authority Option") to lease the Parking Property from the eRA for the
Parking Lease Consideration (the "CRAAuthority Lease") pursuant to Article 7 of the First
Amended and Restated C&F Agreement, and Authority shall in turn sublease the Parking
Property to Developer for the Parking Lease eonsideration (the "Authority/Developer Parking
Lease"); provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing or anything to the contrar set
forth herein, Authority shall have no obligation to exercise the Authority Option or enter into the
CRA!Authority Lease or the Authority Developer Lease unless (i) the CRA, Authority and
Developer mutually agree upon the amount of the Parking Lease Consideration, and (ii)
Developer agrees to pay such agreed-upon Parking Lease Consideration to Authority and does
pay such consideration to Authority concurrently with or prior to Authority's execution and
delivery of the Authority Developer Lease. Concurrently with the execution of the

Authority/Developer Parking Lease, the CRA, Authority and Developer shall enter into a non-
disturbance agreement, which Developer may record against the Garage Airspace Parcel at
Developer's expense, whereby the eRA shall agree that (Y) the termination of the eRA!
Authority Parking Lease shall not cause a termnation of the Authority/Developer Parking Lease,
and (Z) the CRA shall not disturb Developer's rights or interest in the Authority/Developer
Parking Lease as a result of any such termnation. If, prior to the issuance of a eertificate of
eompletion for the Phase II Parking Garage, Phase IIA Developer termnates the eRA Parking

Facility and Museum Development Agreement due to a default by the CRA thereunder,
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Authority and Phase II Developer shall work together reasonably in good faith as appropriate
to renegotiate the terms related to the Phase IIA Parking Garage and the completion thereof.

9. Developer Acknowledgements and Covenants.

9.1 Intentionally Omitted.

_ ____~___~_____J..~ ___R~l- ~~~!ll~!~~!! !~___!-~~el_op~-r_.a~~owledge~ th~t,~ ~_ _~c~~-r~nc~~ ~i!~ ___________
Section 204(C)(I)(a)(v) of the Original DDA, the Retail Improvements GLA for the original
Phase II that is occupied by the Phase IIA Improvements wil not be included in calculating the
40% or 25% of Retail Improvements GLA for Phase II that is exempt from the Retail
Acquisition Fee under the Anchor Tenant exemption referenced in subsections (i) and (ii) of
Section 204(C)(I)(a) of the Original DDA.

9.3 Art Fees. Exhibit "N" to the Original DDA (eRA Art Policy) states that "all
private development projects with CRA financial paricipation must obligate at least 1 % of
development cost to ar and adhere to the CRA's Ar Policy." Developer acknowledges that

pursuant to the eRA Parking Facility and Museum Development Agreement, the CRA has
agreed to reimburse, or cause the reimbursement of, Phase II Developer for a porton of the

Museum costs to the extent the CRA receives (or would have received but for the reimbursement
to Phase IIA Developer) ar fees from Developer in connection with Phase I, Phase II and/or
Phase III of the Project, as follows: (a) with respect to Phase I, Developer wil pay Phase II
Developer, at the direction of the CRA, 20% of the 1 % ar fee; provided that the remaining 80%
of the 1 % art fee may be spent by Developer for on-site ar improvements subject to an ar plan
approved by the eRA; (b) with respect to Phase II, Developer wil pay Phase IIA Developer, at
the direction of the CRA, 65% of the 1 % ar fee; provided that the remaining 35% of the 1 % ar
fee may be spent by Developer for on-site ar improvements subject to an ar plan approved by
the eRA; and (c) with respect to Phase III, Developer wil pay Phase IIA Developer, at the
direction of the CRA, 40% of the 1 % ar fee; provided that the remaining 60% of the 1 % ar fee
may be spent by Developer for on-site ar improvements subject to an ar plan approved by the
eRA. Developer acknowledges that any ar fees paid to Phase II Developer as described
herein wil not be available for use by Developer in the Project.

9.4 Continued Responsibilty for Mitigation Measures. Subject to the obligations
of Phase IIA Developer as set forth in the Phase II Assignment Agreement, Developer shall
remain responsible for compliance with the Project description as approved in the final EIR, the
Mitigation and Monitoring Program approved as par of the certification of the EIR, and related
conditions of approval adopted by the Governing Entities concurrently with approval of the
Original DDA, except to the extent that such compliance is determned to have been achieved by
the Phase IIA Developer. Phase IIA Developer shall be responsible for compliance with Phase
IIA as described in the EIR Addendum and for performng the Mitigation and Monitoring
Program and conditions determned by the agencies acting on the EIR Addendum and Phase II
to be applicable to the Phase II Improvements, without limiting Phase IIA Developer's

reimbursement rights under the Phase IIA Assignment Agreement and the CRA Parking Facility
and Museum Development Agreement.

10. Stimulus Funds. Authority shall make good faith efforts to pursue federal and state
'"
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stimulus funds to assist with Museum construction costs if the Museum is eligible for any such
funds. Phase II Developer shall cooperate in planning the Museum to facilitate the grant of
federal and state stimulus funds that are available, if any.

11. Defaults. A default by Phase IIA Developer under the eRA Parking Facilty and

Museum Development Agreement with respect to which the CRA has exercised remedies against
Phase IIA Developer, shall automatically constitute an Event of Default by Phase Il Developer
und.eLthe_Årrende.d DnA and_tbere shal1_b~unl)_Cll(ePeriQ-d.aJ2lka.ble thereto,-NiLEyenLQf___
Default by Phase IIA Developer shall be deemed to be a default by Developer, and no Event of
Default by Developer shall be deemed to be a default by Phase II Developer. Without limiting
Authority's rights and remedies under Aricle 13 of the Original DDA, in the event of a
Termnating Event (as defined in Section 1312 of the Original DDA) by Phase II Developer,
Authority shall have the right, but not the obligation, to eliminate Phase IIA from the Project,
subject to Developer's right to reinstatement as set forth in the Phase II Assignent
Agreement.

12. General Provisions.

12.1 Memorandum of DDA. Prior to the conveyance of the Museum Parcel by the
Museum Parcel Ground Lease, Authority, Developer and Phase IIA Developer shall cause to be
recorded in the Official Records against the Museum Parcel, a Memorandum ofDDA in the form
of Exhibit "E-l" attached hereto.

12.2 Agreement to Reimburse. Within thirty (30) days after receipt of reasonably
detailed invoices therefor, Phase II Developer shall reimburse, or cause to be reimbursed,
Authority and The Grand A venue Commttee ("GAC") for all reasonable out-of-pocket third
pary legal and consulting fees (including, without limitation, fees for the legal services of
Gilchrst & Rutter Professional Corporation) incurred by GAC and Authority in connection with
the negotiation, drafting, review and documentation of the Phase IIA Agreements and the
transactions contemplated thereby, up to an amount not to exceed $305,000 unless agreed to in
writing by Phase II Developer. Furthermore, in the event of a termination of the Museum
Parcel Ground Lease pursuant to Section 1312 of the Original DDA, Phase IIA Developer shall
reimburse Authority, the CRA and the eity for all reasonable and necessary costs incurred by
them in connection with the transactions described in this Amendment.

12.3 Bindin2 Aereement: Future Amendments. This Amendment shall be binding
upon and inure to the benefit of the paries hereto, their legal representatives, successors and

permtted assigns. The paries agree that future amendments to the Amended DDA may be
entered into between Authority and Phase IIA Developer (without the consent of Developer)
solely with respect to Phase IIA, and between Authority and Developer (without the consent of
Phase IIA Developer) solely with respect to Phase I, Phase II and/or Phase III.

12.4 Original DDA Ratifed. Except as specifically amended or modified herein,
each and every term, covenant, and condition of the Original DDA, as amended, is hereby
ratified and shall remain in full force and effect.
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12.5 Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more counterpars,
and each set of duly delivered identical counterpars which includes all signatories shall be
deemed to be one original document.

- (Remainder of Page intentionally left blank; signatures on following pages)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Authority, Developer and Phase IIA Developer have caused
this Amendment to be executed as of the day and year first above written.

"AUTHORITY"

-- ---- 'IHEOS-ANGELE GRA AVE .
AUTHORIY,
a California joint powers authority

By:
Name:
Title:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

earen A. Trutanich
eity Attorney

By:
Timothy J. Chung
Deputy City Attorney

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Andrea Sheridan Ordin
County Counsel -

By:
Helen S. Parker
Principal Deputy eounty Counsel

"DEVELOPER"

GRAN AVENU L.A., LLe,
a Delaware limited liability company

By: RELATED GRAND AVENU, LLe,
a Delaware limited liability company,
its Manager

By: THE RELATED eOMPANS, L.P.,
a New York limited parnership,
its Managing Member

By: The Related Realty Group, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
its sole General Parner

By:
Name:
Title:

(signatures continued on following page)
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(signatures continued from preceding page J

"PHASE IIA DEVELOPER"

THE BROAD COLLECTION;
- ----------- -a ealif.ornia-nonpmfitpublic-bnefit-Goi-oration

By:
Name: Eli Broad
Title: President

The undersigned hereby consents to and approves of the foregoing Amendment to Disposition
and Development Agreement.

Dated: ,2010

eRA:

THE eOMMTY REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCY OF THE eITY OF LOS ANGELES,
a public body, corporate and politic

By:
ehristine Essel

Its: ehief Executive Officer

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
earren Trutanich, City Attorney

By:
eRA/A General Counsel
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EXHffIT "A-I"

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PHASE IIA PARCELS

Museum Parcel Description:

A volume of airspace immediately above and adjacent to the upper elevation of the Garage
Airspace Parcel (which averages approximately 385.5 feet above sea level), extending upwards.- - ntoainaiimumelevatiüii- 619:5-feefaDove tIle averageelevation orÜppe-l(JrandA venue-and -- - -

bounded by the same horizontal boundares as the Garage Airspace ParceL. The exact legal
description for the Museum Parcel wil be completed by Phase II Developer and submitted to
Authority for approval once the Museum is designed and prior to the issuance of the first
building permt for the Museum by the City of Los Angeles. The final legal description, as

approved by Authority, wil be attached as an exhibit to the Museum Parcel Ground Lease.

Garage Airspace Parcel Description: Stars on next page.
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2 LKGAL DESCRIPTION

GARGE PARCEL3

4 A volume of airspace 75.00 feet bigh, withn a portion of Master Parcel B and Airspace Parcel C

5öf Parl Map L.A. No. 2006-4125. in tile City of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles, State of

6- California, as per ma fied in nook 351. Pags 71 though 76, in.clusive of Parl Maps, Records

-- 1---of said-Couy~sai -'lume-baving an-upper- ekwationof385-.50 feet-and-ßOlizontallybowi--- ._

8 as follows:

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

i8

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Norteately, by the northeasterly line of said Master Parcel B;

Southeasterly, by the southeasterly li of said Master Parcel B;

Southwesterly, by the southwesterly lie of sai Maste PMcel B;

Nortwesterly, by a lie parlel with and 200.00 feet northwesterly of said southy line of

Master Parcel B shown as having a. bearng and ditace of "North 37Q4S'OiU East 174.07 feet"

and its norteasterly prolongation to said northeasterly line.

Said elevations are based upon National Geodetic Survey Benchmark C 1296 (PID EW6906),

having an elevation of 295.40 fee (June 1995 adjustent. North American Vertal Datum

1988), descn"bd as follows: an NOS bras dik stamped "C 1296 1977". encased in 4 inch PVC

pipe with cap in lawn lyig 214 feet northeast from centerline intersection of Sprig Street and

First Stret and 54 feet southeast of centerline of Sprig Street.

27

Sheet i of 2

2&

29

30

31 Date: (Zd. PSOMASilt: . D . .... ..

w;\lcIi0101 ()urveýega!s\lgllH ..e.doi

JUIJ/6, iolO
JOC:dtli
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SCALE: l = 50'

EXHIBIT "B"
LEGAL DESCRIPTION MAP
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EXHIBIT "B-1"

AMENDMENT TO SCOPE OF DEVELOPMENT

1. A cultural use may be substituted for some of the retail indicated on the original

Phase II along Grand A venue, notwithstanding the omission of the "cultural/retail" designation
from Phase II in the original "Attachment 2 to Exhibit A" which is attached to the Scope of
l)~V_~lQPID~ntjlttaci-d tçLtli~QtigimùJ2DA_ .Exhibit ~'D-l"utQ.1ht__Fiii3t Am~IlClmtDUo_ _ _d___

Disposition and Development Agreement to which this Exhibit "B-1" is attached shows the
configuration of the Phase II Improvements and the Phase II Improvements on Parcels L and
M-2.

2. Par IIIF (Design Guidelines - Building Setbacks) of the Scope of Development is

hereby amended by the addition of the following sentence at the end thereof:

"Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section F, the required
setback of 24 feet with respect to buildings located on Parcels Land M-2 may be
satisfied either by (i) an average setback from Grand A venue of approximately 24
feet over both of Parcels Land M-2, including the plaza over GTK Way, or (ii)
otherwise designing the Museum in order to further the Downtown Design
Guidelines' goal of creating welcoming, expansive frontage on Grand Avenue
and provide for an open to-the-public, visible and accessible Museum, for
example by providing at least 7,000 square feet of publicly accessible space
immediately inside the Museum building and visible from Grand Avenue."

3. Par II(B) (Phase II (Parcels Land M-2)) of the Scope of Development is hereby

amended and restated in its entirety to provide as follows:

"The Phase II and Phase II portions of the Project wil include
development of housing, retail and a museum on Bunker Hill Redevelopment
Parcels Land M-2, and the airspace over GTK Way between Parcels Land M-2.
The Phase II improvements Wil include a museum of up to 120,000 square feet
and a parking garage of containing approximately 290 parking spaces. The Phase
II improvements wil include up to 790 "for sale" condominiums or rental units,
20% of which (or approximately 158) wil be Affordable Housing Units. The
housing units would be located in the high-rise towers connected by a plaza
(vacated airspace over GTK Way). Certain retail improvements, consisting of up
to 19,422 square feet, wil be constructed on Grand Avenue as par of Phase II.
Phase II and Phase IIA collectively wil provide approximately 1,366 parking

spaces for residential owners, renters and visitors, public parking for retail users,
and parking for employees and visitors of the museum. Additional Grand Avenue
Streetscape and public improvements wil also be included. As previously

described, the retail program in Phase II may be increased pursuant to the
Equivalency Program.
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PHASE II and PHASE IIA - PARCELS L AND M-2

Proj~ctedprogran: Example SF
19,4 22

790,908

Example
Units/Spaces

N/A
790
632
158

Retail
Residential

Market Rate

Affordable
.. - ..---Museum --- -- .-- --t20;000------

Phase ffA

Phase II

1,366
290

1,076

Parking*

Phase II Totals 930,330

* Approximate number of parking spaces

The Phase II Improvements shall consist of a minimum of 730,000 square
feet of Floor Area. Development of Phase IIA may proceed independently of the
development of Phase II, and development of Phase II may proceed independently
of the development of Phase II."
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EXHIBIT "C-L"

MUSEUM SCHEDULE OF PERFORMNCE

(Note: All Project Documents submitted hereunder shall also include the Grand A venue
Streetscape to be constrcted in front of the Museum).

-Submissiou-=.chematicDesign.Drawings.--- - Withiu-oue-hundred-eighty-(I8U).-d3ls- - - - ---- -

Phase II Developer shall prepare and submit following the Amendment Effective Date.
to Authority its Schematic Design Drawings
for the Museum.

Review and Approval - Schematic Design Within sixty (60) days after receipt of the
Drawings. Authority, CRA and the County Schematic Design Drawings by Authority.
shall review and approve or disapprove the
Schematic Design Drawings as provided in
Section 405 of the Original DDA.

Submission - Design Development Drawings Within one hundred twenty (120) days after
and Preliminary Landscape Plans. Phase IIA receipt of Authority approval of the
Developer shall prepare and submit to Schematic Design Drawings.
Authority Design Development Drawings and
Preliminar Landscape Plans for the Museum.

Review and Approval- Design Development Within forty-five (45) days after receipt of the
Drawings. Authority shall review and submission by Authority.
approve or disapprove the Design
Development Drawings and Preliminary
Landscape Plans as provided in Section 405
of the Original DDA.

Submission - 80% Constrction Documents Within one hundred eighty (180) days after
and Final Landscape Plans. Phase II Phase IIA Developer's submittal of Design
Developer shall submit 80% Construction Development Drawings.
Documents (80% complete set of plans and
specifications sufficient for issuance of
building permts) and Final Landscape Plans
for the Museum.

Review and Approval - 80% eonstruction Within forty-five (45) days after receipt by
Documents and Landscape Plans. Authority.

Authority shall review and approve or
disapprove the 80% eonstruction Documents
and Landscape Plans as provided in Section
405 of the Original DDA.
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The paries acknowledge that Phase II

Developer may proceed with demolition,
foundation and grading activities in
accordance with City-issued permts, prior to
the approval by Authority of 80%
Construction Documents for the Museum. -

------ _._-----_.. --- --,-_. -------"--- - -------------- --------_._- _._ m__.__ __.__..______ _ __. ___..,__. __ __...n _._._ _,___"- ----~---- -- ... ._- --~-------- -_..__.-

Orientation. Phase IIA Developer shall Prior to commencement of grading activities
coordinate a preconstrction orientation in connection with the Museum.
meeting with Phase II Developer's general

contractors and Authority.

Submission - Final Construction Documents. Within sixty (60) days after Phase IIA
Phase IIA Developer shall submit Final Developer's submittal of the 80%
eonstrction Documents for the Museum. eonstrction Documents for the Museum.

Review and Approval - Final Construction Within forty-five (45) days after receipt by
Documents. Authority shall review and Authority.
approve or disapprove the Final Constrction
Documents.

Submission - Proposed eonstruction Budget. Within thirty (30) days after Authority
Phase II Developer shall provide Authority approval of Final eonstruction Documents for
with a proposed construction budget pursuant the Museum.
to Section 408(2) of the Original DDA with
respect to the Museum.

Review and Approval - Final Construction Within forty-five (45) days after receipt by
Budget. Authority shall approve or Authority.
disapprove, as set forth in Section 408(2), the
proposed construction budget for the
Museum, which shall then become the
Museum Final Construction Budget.

eommencement of eonstruction. The Within eighteen (18) months after the
eommencement of Construction of the Amendment Effective Date.
Museum shall have occurred.

eompletion of Construction. Phase IIA Within thirty-six (36) months after the
Developer shall submit a certificate of eommencement of Construction of the
substantial completion from Phase IIA Museum.
Developer's Architect with respect to the
Museum.
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Final Inspection. Authority shall conduct a

final inspection of the Museum.

Issuance of Authoritv Certificate of
Completion. Authority shall issue in
recordable form the Certificate of eompletion
with respect to the Museum.

Architect's Assignment. Phase II

Developer shall execute and deliver the
Architect's Assignment required by Section
405 of the Original DDA with respect to the
Museum to Authority and the CRA.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Phase II

Developer shall not be in breach of its
obligations hereunder if Phase IIA Developer
is unable to comply with the provisions of this
Paragraph due to Phase II Developer's

contractual obligations with Phase II

Developer's Architect.

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002)

Within forty-five (45) days after request by
Phase II Developer.

Within forty-five (45) days after receipt by
Authority of Phase II Developer's written

request, provided all requirements for
issuance have been satisfied.

Within thirty (30) days after the issuance of
the final Certificate of Occupancy for the
Museum by the City of Los Angeles.
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EXHIBIT ''E-l''

FORM OF MEMORANDUM OF AMENDED DDA

REeORDINGREQUESTED BY
AN WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:

- -- -The-Las-Angeles. GrandAvenueAuthority--- .
c/o ealifornia Community Foundation
445 South Figueroa Street, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, eA 90071-1638

(Space Above For Recorder's Use)

MEMORANDUM OF AMENDED DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT

THIS MEMORANDUM OF AMNDED DISPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT ("Memorandum") dated as of , 200_ is entered into by and by and
among THE LOS ANGELES GRAN AVENU AUTHORITY, a California joint powers
authority ("Authority"), GRAN AVENU L.A., LLe, a Delaware limited liabilty company
("Developer"), and THE BROAD eOLLECTION, a California nonprofit public benefit
corporation ("Phase IIA Developer").

WHEREAS, Authority and Developer are pares to that certain Disposition and
Development Agreement (Grand Avenue) dated as of March 5, 2007, a Memorandum of which
was recorded July 6, 2007 in the Official Records of Los Angeles County, California as
Instrument Number 20071611469 (the "Original DDA").

WHEREAS, Authority, Developer and Phase II Developer have entered into that
certain First Amendment to Disposition and Development Agreement (Grand Avenue) dated as
of ( ,2010) (the "DDA Amendment"). The Original DDA and the DDA Amendment
are collectively referred to herein as the "Amended DDA." The DDA Amendment concerns,
among other things, certain real property (which is a par of the real property covered by the
Original DDA) to be developed by Phase II Developer as more paricularly described on
Exhibit "1" attached hereto (the "Phase IIA Parcels").

WHEREAS, the terms, provisions and covenants of the Amended DDA are incorporated
herein by reference, and the Amended DDA and this Memorandum shall be deemed to constitute
a single instrment or document.

WHEREAS, this Memorandum is prepared for recordation purposes only, and it in no
way modifies the terms, conditions, provisions and covenants of the Amended DDA. In the
event of any inconsistency between the terms, conditions, provisions and covenants of this
Memorandum of DDA and the Amended DDA, the terms, conditions and covenants of the
Amended DDA shall prevaiL.

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) E-I



NOW, THEREFORE, Authority, Developer and Phase IIA Developer have caused this
Memorandum to be executed and recorded in the Official Records of Los Angeles County to
provide constructive notice of the Amended DDA.

"AUTHORITY"

TH LOS ANGELES GRA AVENU
_____~_____ AIlHORIY,. ____ ___u____ _.. ___

a Californa joint powers authority

By:
Name:
Title:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

earen A. Trutanich
eity Attorney

By:
Timothy J. Chung
Deputy City Attorney

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002)

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Andrea Sheridan Ordin
eounty eounsel

By:
Helen S. Parker
Principal Deputy eounty Counsel

"DEVELOPER"

GRA AVENUE L.A., LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company

By: RELATED GRAND AVENU, LLe,
a Delaware limited liability company,
its Manager

By: THE RELATED COMPANS, L.P.,
a New York limited parnership,
its Managing Member

By: The Related Realty Group, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation,
its sole General Parner

By:
Name:
Title:

E-2



"PHASE IIA DEVELOPER"

THE BROAD COLLECTION,
a California nonprofit public benefit corporation

By:
Name: Eli Broad -
Title: President..

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)eOUNTY OF

On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)eOUNY OF

On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by hislher/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) E-3



COUNY OF

)
) ss.

)

STATE OF eALIFORN

On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfctoryevidenceto-bethepersurs) whoseîiame(S) Ìslae subscriedto-the-withi- ---- --- _u__u__ ----
instrment, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrment the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
(Seal)

STATE OF eALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)eOUNTY OF

On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrment.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of ealifornia that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) E-4



STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)eOUNY OF

_'On____nm_ ~____m_~~__ _ _. _ __y beforem~-- ..n -----.. --- ..---, a Notary.Public,u
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJUY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
(Seal)

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) E-5



EXHIBIT "F -1"

FORM OF NON-DISTURANCE AGREEMENT

RECORDING REQUESTED BY AN
. WHEN-REeORDD RET-UN- TO.; - _un

The Broad eollection
10900 Wilshire Boulevard, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, eA 90024
Attn.: Deborah Kanter, Esq.

Space above line for recorder's use only

NON-DISTURANCE AGREEMENT

THIS NON-DISTURBANeE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is entered into as of
( , 2010) by and between the eOMMTY REDEVELOPMENT AGENey OF
THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, eALIFORNIA, a public body corporate and politic (with its
successors and assigns to and of its interests in the Authority Museum Parcel Ground Lease
described below, "CRA"), THE LOS ANGELES GRAND AVENU AUTHORITY, a
ealifornia joint powers authority (with its successors and assigns to and of its interests in the
Authority Museum Parcel Ground Lease and the Phase IIA Developer Lease described below,
"Authority") and THE BROAD eOLLECTION, a California nonprofit public benefit
corporation (with its permtted successors and assigns to and of its interest in the Phase IIA
Developer Lease described below, "Phase IIA Developer"). Each of eRA, Authority and Phase
IIA Developer are referred to in this Agreement individually as a "Party" and collectively as the
"Parties. "

REeITALS

A. The eounty of Los Angeles and CRA entered into that certain Joint Exercise of
Powers Agreement dated September 2,2003, as amended ("JPA") concerning the development
of certain real property adjacent to the Los Angeles downtown Civic Center and Music Center
and more paricularly described in the JP A.

B. To fulfil the purposes of the JP A, Authority and Grand Avenue L.A., LLC, a

Delaware limited liability company ("Developer") entered into that certain Disposition and
Development Agreement dated March 5, 2007 ("Original DDA"). Authority, Developer and
Phase IIA Developer amended the Original DDA pursuant to that certain First Amendment to
Disposition and Development Agreement dated ( ,) 2010 (the "DDA Amendment"),
which incorporates Phase IIA (as defined in the DDA Amendment) into the DDA as more

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) F-I



paricularly set forth in the DDA Amendment. The Original DDA and the DDA Amendment are
collectively referred to herein as the "Amended DDA."

c. eRA is the fee owner of that certain real property located in the City of Los
Angeles, Los Angeles County, Californa that is referred to in the DDA Amendment as the
"Museum Parcel," and more paricularly described on ExhibiCdA'~attached hereto-and

. ___u_n____ -Ífe0FJÐfated-herein by. this - refereßCe-(-the-'~Premises'~).--------- -- ---

D. In furtherance of the JPA and AmendedDDA, eRA and Authority have entered
into that certain Ground Lease dated of even date herewith (the "Authority Museum Parcel
Ground Lease"), pursuant to which CRA has leased to Authority, and Authority has leased from
eRA, the Premises for a term of ninety-nine (99) years, commencing on the same
Commencement Date as set forth in the Phase IIA Developer Lease. eoncurrent or substantially
concurrent herewith, CRA and Authority have caused to be recorded in the Offcial Records of
Los Angeles County, California a Memorandum of Lease with respect to the Authority Museum
Parcel Ground Lease.

E. In furherance of the JP A and Amended DDA, Authority and Phase IIA

Developer have entered into that certain Ground Lease dated of even date herewith (the "Phase
IIA Developer Lease"), pursuant to which Authority has subleased to Developer, and Developer
has subleased from Authority, the Premises for a term of ninety-nine (99) years less one (1) day,
commencing on the eornencement Date as defined therein (the "Developer Lease Term").
eoncurrent or substantially concurrent herewith, Authority and Phase II Developer have caused
to be recorded in the Official Records of Los Angeles eounty, ealifornia a Memorandum of
Lease with respect to the Phase IIA Developer Lease. The Authority Museum Parcel Ground
Lease and the Phase IIA Developer Lease are referred to herein as the "Ground Leases."

F. The Paries desire to enter into this Agreement to confirm that Phase IIA

Developer's interest as sublessee under the Phase II Developer Lease wil not be termnated or
otherwise disturbed as a result of the termnation of the Authority Museum Parcel Ground Lease.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and for other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Paries agree as
follows:

1. Non-Disturbance and Attornment as to Phase IIA Developer Lease. No

termnation of the Authority Museum Parcel Ground Lease shall cause a termination of the Phase
IIA Developer Lease, nor shall eRA disturb Phase IIA Developer's rights or interests in or to the
Phase II Developer Lease or in or to the Premises, as a result of any termnation of the
Authority Museum Parcel Ground Lease. In the event of any termnation of the Authority
Museum Parcel Ground Lease, the CRA shall recognize the rights and interests of Phase IIA
Developer under the Phase IIA Developer Lease for the remaining portion of the Developer
Lease Term. In such case, the Phase IIA Developer Lease shall continue in effect as a direct
lease between CRA, as lessor, and Phase IIA Developer, as lessee, and Phase IIA Developer, as
lessee, shall attorn to CRA, as lessor, under the Phase II Developer Lease. Such attornment
(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) F-2



shall be self-operative without the necessity of the execution of any additional documentation;
provided, however, that at the request of either CRA or Phase IIA Developer, such Paries shall
execute any confirmng instrument reasonably requested by either Pary to acknowledge the
attommentin accordance with the terms and provisions of this Agreement. The continued
effectiveness of the Phase IIA Developer Lease shall be (a) subject to the terms and provisions of
this Agreement, (b) limited to the remaining DeveloperLease Term, and (c) subject to all terms

-~- --_. and p-ro-vision-so-f- theuPhase-IT-Developer-hease,- ineluding- with-li-mitat-ion, -any-term Of-- ------.
provision of the Phase IIA Developer Lease that provides for the expiration or termnation of the
Phase II Developer Lease on its own accord. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this
Agreement, CRA shall not be:

1.1 liable for any act or omission of Authority, or obligated to cure any then-

existing breach or default by Authority, under the Phase II Developer Lease;

1.2 subject to any offsets, defenses or claims which Phase IIA Developer may
have against Authority;

1.3 liable to Phase II Developer for any security deposit paid to Authority,

except to the extent that such security deposit has been transferred to eRA;

1.4 bound by or required to recognize any rent or other amount that Phase ITA
Developer may have paid to Authority more than thirty (30) days in advance of the date
such rent or other payment was due under the Phase IIA Developer Lease, but for
purposes of clarification, not including the Museum Parcel Leasehold Acquisition Fee; or

1.5 bound by any amendment or modification of the Phase IIA Developer Lease
made without the express prior written consent of CRA.

2. Notices. All notices under this Agreement to a Pary shall be made or given in

accordance with the notice provisions set forth in the Ground Leases.

3. Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon,
the Paries hereto and their respective permtted successors and assigns. This Agreement shall be
governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of ealifornia. This
Agreement may not be amended or modified, except in writing signed by all Paries to be bound
by such amendment or modification. In the event of any action, proceeding or arbitration arsing
out of or in connection with this Agreement, whether or not pursued to judgment, the prevailing
Pary shall be entitled, in addition to all other relief, to recover its costs and reasonable attorneys'
fees, including all fees, costs and expenses incurred in executing, perfecting, enforcing and
collecting any judgment. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterpars, each
of which shall constitute an original and all of which, when taken together, shall constitute one
fully-executed instrment.

SIGNATURS ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Paries have entered into this Agreement as of the date
first set forth above.

"CRA"

COMMTY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
. nuOF-THE-ClI.¥ -OF-LOS ANGELES,GALIFRNIA,- - _n___

a public body corporate and politic

By:
ehief Executive Officer

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

earen A. Trutanich
eity Attorney

By:
Timothy J. Chung
Deputy City Attorney

"AUTHORITY"

THE LOS ANGELES GRAN AVENU
AUTHORIY,
a ealifornia joint powers authority

By:
Name:
Title:

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Caren A. Trutanich
eity Attorney

Andrea Sheridan Ordin
eounty Counsel

By: By:
Timothy J. Chung
Deputy City Attorney

Helen S. Parker
Principal Deputy County eounsel

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) F-4



"PHASE IIA DEVELOPER:"

THE BROAD COLLECTION,
a ealifornia nonprofit public benefit corporation

--By:- -- -- _______u

Name: Eli Broad
Title: President

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)COUNY OF

On , before me, , a Notar Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of

. satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrment the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJUY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)eOUNTY OF

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) F-5



On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrment, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behal of which the person(s) acted, executed the-instrent.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJUY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
(Seal)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF

)
) ss.

)

On. , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJUY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) F-6



STATE OF eALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)COUNTY OF

On_ , before me, , a Notary Public,
-----perronaHyappeed- d_ --- h ---------,whodproved-tö-me-on-thebasis-of-- - -- - --

satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJUY under the laws of the State of ealifornia that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)

STATE OF eALIFORNIA )
) ss.

)COUNTY OF

On , before me, , a Notary Public,
personally appeared , who proved to me on the basis of
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seaL.

Signature
(Seal)
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EXHIT ATO NON-DISTURBANCE AGREEMENT

LEGAL DESeRIPION OF THE PREMISES

To be attached.
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EXHIBIT "G-l"

MUSEUM OPERATING COVENANTS

i. Operating Covenants.

__A:__ ___ Eor the t-tl1_()fJli~M.!lS~Ull_l_arç~i-9L9J.ml-l~s-e, lhRs_eIll\ :pe'y§l()p~r

covenants that it wil (either acting itself, or through an assignent to or lease and operating
agreement with The Broad Ar Foundation):

(a) continuously operate and maintain the Museum in accordance with the

permtted uses under Section 2 below;

(b) establish and maintain the Endowment as required by Exhibit "H-I" to the

First Amendment to Disposition and Development Agreement to which this Exhibit "G-I" is
attached;

(c) cause the Museum to be open to the public at least thirty (30) hours during
at least five (5) days each week, at times similar to the times the Museum Of Contemporary Art
(MOCA) on Grand A venue is open to the public; provided, however, that the specific days and
times the Museum is open to the public wil be determned by the Phase IIA Developer, according
to the Phase IIA Developer's good faith judgment regarding the optimal hours for promoting
maximum attendance and operational efficiency;

(d) charge reasonable rates of admssion that are in keeping with the admssion

rates charged by the majority of other similar museums in the region, including the rates charged
from time to time by MOeA, the Los Angeles eounty Museum of Art, the Hamer Museum and
the Norton Simon Museum; provided, however, that school-organized student groups shall always
be granted free admission;

(e) every year during the term of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, deliver a

copy of the Form 990-PF (or if such form no longer exists, the equivalent tax form for 501 (c)(3)
organizations) filed with the Internal Revenue Service with respect to Phase IIA Developer and
The Broad Ar Foundation, to the CRA and Authority within thirty (30) days of the filing of such
forms with the Internal Revenue Service;

(f) during the lifetime of Eli Broad, ensure that the board of directors of Phase

IIA Developer and the advisory Board of Governors of The Broad Art Foundation always include
at least one member who does not receive compensation from Phase II Developer, The Broad
Ar Foundation, The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation or Eli Broad (hereinafter, an
"Independent Member"); after the death or disability of Eli Broad, ensure that the board of
trustees of The Broad Art Foundation also includes at least one Independent Member;

(g) employ at all times a skilled and qualified museum director and competent
curatorial, technical and security staff, comparable in training and qualifications to the staff
employed for such purposes at MOCA, the Norton Simon Museum, the Hammer Museum. the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art and other similar major public museums, and otherwise
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meeting high professional standards in the museum field. Phase IIA Developer shall support and
implement the museum exhibitions and programs in a manner meeting high professional standards
in the museum field; and

(h) use good faith efforts to collaborate with Los Angeles area schools, colleges

and universities through means such as hosting school group visits to the exhibition space and
archives and providing reasonable access to the collections for workshops, lectures and study for

. - ---studèBs,educators. and ar-prof-esionals,as deteiurinedin the-good faith- discretion-of- 'lheBroad-
Ar Foundation's professional staff.

B. Subsection A( c) of this Article 1 shall not be operative, and Phase II Developer

shall not bein default of the Amended DDA or the Museum Parcel Ground Lease for a failure to
observe the operating covenants required thereby (i) while Phase IIA Developer is making, with
reasonable diligence, restorations permtted by the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, if those
restorations reasonably cause the Museum to be closed; (ii) while there is any reasonable
temporary cessation of the operation of the Museum due to changing exhibitions, makng
alterations or repairs, or such other reasonable interrptions as may be incidental to the operation
of the Museum; (iiii) during any period when any significant construction is undertaken within
100 feet of the Museum building, if said constrction causes inconvenience or discomfort to Phase
IIA Developer's patrons while they are visiting the Museum, so long as Phase II Developer shall
use its reasonable good faith efforts to observe said required hours of operation; or (iv) due to
force majeure events or for other reasonable cause outside Phase IIA Developer's control.

C. If compliance with any of the provisions of Section l(A) causes an unreasonable

burden on Phase II Developer, then Authority wil in good faith consider Phase II

Developer's recommendations regarding any alternative provisions to those contained in Section
l(A) to the end that Phase II Developer may continue to operate in the public interest. For
example, if economic conditions in the region decline such that other similar museums are open
fewer than thirty (30) hours per week, and if the Museum is adversely affected by such economic
conditions, then Authority wil agree that the Museum may be open to the public for such fewer
hours as is consistent with the practice of other similar museums.

D. The Foundations Guaranty (as defined in Sub-paragraph 6(11) to the First
Amendment to Disposition and Development Agreement to which this Exhibit "G-I" is attached)
shall remain in effect throughout the term of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease; provided, .
however, Authority acknowledges and agrees that, subject only to the requirement that The Eli
and Edythe Broad Foundation maintain a net worth of at least Five Hundred Milion Dollars
($500,000,000) until the issuance of a eertificate of eompletion for the Museum in accordance
with Article 2 of the Foundations Guaranty, The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation may, in its
sole and absolute discretion, give away all of its assets and termnate its operations prior to the
end of the term of the Museum Parcel Ground Lease (whereupon The Eli and Edythe Broad
Foundation and its trustees, offcers, employees and agents (but only in their capacity as trustees,
officers, employees or agents of The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation) shall have no further
obligation or liability under the Foundations Guaranty).
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2. Use.

2.1 Use Restrictions.

(a) The Museum Parcel shall be used only for the purposes of: (i) operating
and maintaining a nonprofit, ar museum of "world class" stature, together with such limited
related uses as may be necessary or appropriate to the operation of such a Museum. Such uses- - - -

.. _ __ shall includ a retLestablishmentiorlhee-ofpublicatioii&,Olvenirs,.an.educationa,ar and

other objects ("Museum Shop"), and may also include a facility for the sale of food and/or
beverages ("Museum Café"), both as further described herein; and (ii) serving as the international
headquarers of The Broad Ar Foundation's worldwide lending program.

(b) In no event shall more than 15,000 square feet of the Museum be used as

office space, nor shall more than 48,000 square feet of the Museum be used for archive/storage
space. Any requests for changes to the aforesaid square footage limitations shall be subject to the
reasonable approval of Authority.

(c) . Phase IIA Developer shall, throughout the term of the Museum Parcel

Ground Lease, operate and maintain the Museum Parcel and all improvements thereon with the
goal of making the Permanent Collection (as hereinafter defined) available to the general public.

(d) . Nothing in the Museum Parcel Ground Lease shall prohibit Phase IIA

Developer from conducting benefits, fund-raising events, previews, receptions and other similar
activities where admission is restricted as long as the Phase II Developer substantially complies
with the other provisions of the Phase IIA Ground Lease.

(e) Phase IIA Developer shall use and occupy the Museum Parcel and all

improvements thereon in a lawful manner and shall comply with, and shall maintain the Museum
Parcel and all improvements thereon or any portion thereof in compliance with, all laws and
governmental requirements applicable thereto and to the use thereof.

(f) The Museum shall serve as the home and showcase of the art collections of
The Broad Ar Foundation, and shall continually maintain a selection of works from such world
class ar collection on public display in the gallery spaces. The permanent collection of the
Museum shall be comprised of those works of ar owned by The Broad Art Foundation as of the
date of the DDA Amendment (the "Permanent Collection"); provided, however, that The Broad
Ar Foundation shall be entitled, in the good faith curatorial discretion of The Broad Art
Foundation's professional staff, to (i) acquire additional works of ar for the Permanent
Collection, (ii) donate certain works from the Permanent Collection to other chartable cultural
institutions, and (iii) sell works of ar from the Permanent eollection, but only so long as The
Broad Art Foundation sells such works according to principles consistent with deaccessioning
principles adopted by other similar museums, whereby such sales would be for the purpose of
refining and improving the quality of the Permanent eollection and all proceeds from the sales
would be used to acquire other works of art for the Permanent Collection of a similar or higher
quality, as determned in the good faith curatorial discretion of The Broad Ar Foundation's
professional staff. Nothing in the Museum Parcel Ground Lease shall prohibit the Museum from
exhibiting other works of contemporary ar or The Broad Ar Foundation from lending works of
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art from the Permanent Collection to other institutions as par of its world-wide lending program,
in the good faith curatorial discretion of The Broad Ar Foundation's professional staff. Works
from the personal ar collection of Eli and Edythe Broad shall be loaned to the Museum from time
to time as determned by Eli and Edythe Broad in their discretion.

2.2 Museum Café. Phase IIA Developer may operate a Museum eafé on the
Museum Parcel in order to. offer food and beverages to museum staff and patrons.

2.3 Museum Shop. Phase IIA Developer shall operate a Museum Shop on the
Museum Parcel, which Museum Shop shall be open, at a minimum, during such hours as the
Museum is open to the general punlic. Access to the Museum Shop shall be from Upper Grand
A venue and shall be permitted without having to purchase entry to the Museum. The materials
sold in the Museum Shop are anticipated to include ar-related publications and other art-related
materials similar to those sold in other high-end museum shops, including without limitation the
shops at MOeA, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the New York Museum of
Modern Ar. The Museum Shop shall not engage in a general retail book trade unrelated to the
Museum's purpose.
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EXHIBIT "I-I"

FOUNATIONS GUARANTY

THE BROAD COLLEeTION, a California nonprofit public benefit corporation (referred
to herein as "Phase IIA Developer") and GRAN AVENU L.A., LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company ("GALA'), have entered into that certain Grand Avenue Project-Phase IIA .

_ParcelAssinmentand AssumptionAgreemntdaed3.flun2L2QlO-Lth-'~.base IIA _n _ . ___m_
Assignment"). Pursuant to the Phase IIA Assignment, GALA assigned to Phase IIA Developer
its rights under that certain Disposition and Development Agreement dated as of March 5, 2007
between GALA and The Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority, a ealiforniajoint powers
authority (the "Authority") with respect to the development of the Phase ITA Parcels. Authority,
GALA and Phase II Developer are concurrently entering into a First Amendment to
Disposition and Development Agreement ("First Amendment") (the Disposition and
Development Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment, is referred to herein as the
"DDA") with respect to the development of the Phase IIA Parcels. Capitalized terms used and
not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanng ascribed to such terms in the DDA.

In consideration for, and as a condition to, the consent of the Authority to the Assignment
Agreement and Authority's execution of the First Amendment, The Broad Ar Foundation, a
California chartable trust ("TBAF") and The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation, a California
chartable trust ("TEEBF") , jointly and severally (hereinafter, individually and collectively,
"Guarantor"), have agreed to guaranty the Guaranteed Obligations (as defined in Section 2
below). Guarantor hereby acknowledges that it wil benefit from the Phase IIA Assignment, the
First Amendment and the ground lease to be executed between Authority and Phase IIA
Developer pursuant to the DDA (the "Ground Lease"), in that Guarantor wishes to facilitate the
development of the Museum by Phase IIA Developer for the purpose of makng the Permanent
eollection (as defined in Exhibit "G-I" to the First Amendment) and other works of ar as
described in Section 2.1 of Exhibit "G-I" to the First Amendment, available at the Museum for
the public to visit and view on an ongoing basis. Therefore, for valuable consideration, the
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Guarantor hereby agrees as follows:

1. Guarantor acknowledges that Authority is relying upon Guarantor's covenants

herein in consenting to the Phase IIA Assignment and executing the First Amendment, and
Guarantor undertakes to perform its obligations hereunder promptly and in good faith.

2. Guarantor, jointly and severally, hereby:

(a) unconditionally, absolutely and irrevocably guarantees the full, complete,

lien-free completion of the Museum on the Museum Parcel in accordance with the Project
Documents approved by the Authority, the applicable requirements of the DDA and the
substantially identical requirements of the Ground Lease including, without limitation, the
Museum Schedule of Performance;

(b) unconditionally guarantees and promises on demand to pay to Authority in

lawful money of the United States all amounts actually owed by Phase IIA Developer under
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Sections 419, 601, 602, 1005, 1311 and/or 1608 of the DDA (and the substantially identical
provisions of the Ground Lease) at the times and in the manner set forth therein; and

(c) unconditionally guarantees and promises on demand to perform all of 
the

duties and obligations to be kept, observed, or performed by Phase IIDeveloper under Exhibit
G-I to the DDA (and the substantially identical provisions ofthe Ground Lease), at the times and
in the manner set forth therein including; without limitation, the funding of costs and expenses as

urequired-inQfdeItQ-comply- with-uch Exhibt Q"l-(andthe..bstantially-i-dentil pro-visions of: - -
the Ground Lease).

Notwithstanding the foregoing or any other provision of this Guaranty, (i) TEEBF shall have no
liability with respect to the obligations set forth in Section 2(b) of this Guaranty, and (ii) TBAF
may, at any time, at its election, cause Phase II Developer to provide environmental insurance
in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Authority, namng Authority as an additional
insured, whereupon TBAF's obligations under Section 2(b) above pertaining to Section 1005 of
the DDA wil be deemed to have been fully satisfied and discharged.

The liabilties and obligations described in Sections 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) above wil be herein
called ".Guaranteed Obligations." Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Guaranty or
the First Amendment to the contrary, (i) TEEBF shall maintain a net worth of at least Five
Hundred Millon Dollars ($500,000,00) until the issuance of a Certificate of Completion for the
Museum, (ii) thereafter, TEEBF may, in its sole and absolute discretion, give away all of its
assets and termnate its operations (whereupon TEEBF and its trustees, officers, employees and
agents (but only in their capacity as trustees, offcers, employees or agents of TEEBF) shall have
no further obligation or liability under this Guaranty), and (iii) TEEBF's total liability under
Section 2(c) above shall not exceed Two Hundred Millon Dollars ($200,000,000) in the
aggregate. For so long as this Guaranty is required to be in effect, TBAF shall maintain a net
worth of at least Five Hundred Millon Dollars ($500,000,000), which may include, without
limitation, funds pertaining to the Endowment and TBAF's physical assets.

3. Guarantor shall pay all of the foregoing amounts and perform all of the foregoing

duties and obligations notwithstanding that the Phase IIA Assignment, DDA or Ground Lease
may be void or voidable as against Phase IIA Developer or any of Phase IIA Developer's
creditors, including a trstee in bankrptcy of Phase IIA Developer, by reason of any fact or
circumstance including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, failure by any person to
fie any document or to take any other action to make the Phase IIA Assignment, DDA or
Ground Lease enforceable in accordance with its terms. Guarantor hereby waives any right it
may have to claim that the underlying obligations of Phase IIA Developer under the Phase IIA
Assignment, DDA or Ground Lease are unenforceable.

4. This Guaranty is a continuing one and shall termnate only onJull payment and

performance of all of the Guaranteed Obligations.

5. Guarantor authorizes Authority and Phase IIA Developer, without notice or

demand, and without affecting Guarantor's liability hereunder, from time to time to:
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(a)
IIA Developer;

change the amount, time, or manner of payment of sums owed by Phase

(b) amend, modify or change any of the covenants, conditions, or provisions
of the DDA or Ground Lease; and

(c) take and hold security for the performance of the obligations of Phase II

_~__ __ peY~I.9Ptrllnd.e-l(or.fe, waivt,_~!lg_i:elt!~s~_lll1Y_Sllcl: StCllijty.u___ _.nn ______n___________u __________ ____~__

6. No failure or delay on Authority's par in exercising any power, right or privilege
hereunder shall impair or be construed as a waiver of any such power, right or privilege.

7. Authority may, without notice, assign this Guaranty in whole or in par in

conjunction with an assignment of Authority's interest in the DDA or Ground Lease. Guarantor
may not assign this Guaranty without the prior written consent of Authority in its sole discretion;
and no assignment of this Guaranty made without the consent of Authority shall waive or release
any obligation of Guarantor hereunder.

8. If Phase IIA Developer fails to payor perform any of the Guaranteed Obligations

when payment or performance, as applicable, is due, then upon the expiration of the applicable
cure period, if any, Authority, in its sole discretion, may proceed directly against Guarantor
under this Guaranty with respect to such Guaranteed Obligations without first proceeding against
Phase II Developer or exhausting any of its rights or remedies against Phase II Developer.
Guarantor waives and relinquishes all rights and remedies accorded by applicable law (and
agrees not to assert or take advantage of any such rights or remedies) to require Authority to:

(a) proceed against Phase IIA Developer or any person;

(b) proceed against or exhaust any security held from Phase II Developer or

pursue any other remedy in Authority's power before proceeding against Guarantor; or

(c) notify Guarantor of any default by Phase IIA Developer in the payment of

any sums which are a par of the Guaranteed Obligations.

9. Guarantor waives:

(a) any defense arsing by reason of any disability or other defense of Phase
ITA Developer or by reason of the cessation from any cause whatsoever of the liability of Phase
IIA Developer, excepting only a termnation of the Guaranteed Obligations;

(b) the defense of the statute of limitations in any action hereunder or in any

action by Authority under the DDA;

(c) any defense that may arise by reason of the incapacity, lack of authority,

death or disability of any other person or persons or the failure of Authority to file or enforce a
claim against the estate (in administration, bankruptcy or any other proceeding) of any other
person or persons;
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(d) any defense based upon any statute or rule of law which provides that the

obligation of a surety must be neither larger in amount nor in other respects more burdensome
than that of the principal;

(e) any right to plead that it is the alter ego of Phase IIA Developer as a
defense to its liability hereunder or the enforcement of this Guaranty;

_____ ____un____(f)d___ any-duty OIlthe. par of Auhority-todisclose-tuGuaantor-anyfats.

Authority may now or hereafter know about Phase II Developer, regardless of whether
Authority has reason to believe that any such facts materially increase the risk beyond that which
Guarantor intends to assume or has reason to believe that such facts are unknown to Guarantor or
has a reasonable opportunity to communicate such facts to Guarantor, it being understood and
agreed that Guarantor is fully responsible for being and keeping informed of the financial
condition of Phase IIA Developer and of all circumstances bearng on the risk of non-payment or
non-pedormance of any obligations hereby guaranteed; and

(g) any defense arsing because of Authority's election, in any proceeding

instituted under the Bankrptcy Code, of the application of Section 1111 (b )(2) of the Bankruptcy
eode.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing or any other provisions hereof, Guarantor
expressly waives any and all benefits which might otherwise be available to Guarantor under
ealifornia eivil Code Sections 2809, 2810, 2819, 2839 (except only upon full pedormance by
Phase II Developer of all of the Guaranteed Obligations), 2845, 2847, 2848, 2849, 2850, 2899
and 3433. Until the payment of all amounts and the performance of all obligations required to be
kept, observed or performed by Phase II Developer, Guarantor shall have no right of
subrogation, and Guarantor hereby waives any right to enforce any remedy which Authority now
has or may hereafter have against Phase II Developer, and waives any benefit of, and any right
to paricipate in any security now or hereafter held by Authority. Guarantor waives all
presentments, demands for performance, notices of nonperformance, protests, notices of protests,
notices of dishonor, and notices of acceptance of this Guaranty.

10. Guarantor represents and warants to Authority that it has the power, capacity and
authority to execute and deliver this Guaranty and to perform its obligations pursuant to this
Guaranty.

11. Guarantor does not intend by any provision of this Guaranty to confer any right,
remedy or benefit upon any person, firm or entity other than Authority and its successors and
assigns under the DDA and the Museum Parcel Ground Lease, and no person, firm or entity
other than Authority and its successors and assigns under the DDA and the Museum Parcel
Ground Lease shall be entitled to enforce or otherwise acquire any right, remedy or benefit by
reason of any provision of this Guaranty.

12. Guarantor shall pay reasonable attorneys' fees and all other costs and expenses
which may be incurred by Authority in the enforcement of this Guaranty.

13. Subject to the limitations of liabilty with respect to TEEBF set forth in Section 2
above, the obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty are joint and severaL. The obligations of
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Guarantor under this Guaranty are independent of the obligations of Phase II Developer. A
separate action or actions may be brought and prosecuted against Guarantor, whether or not an
action is brought against Phase IIA Developer or whether Phase II Developer is joined in any
such action or actions.

14. This Guaranty shall inure to the benefit of Authority, its successors and assigns,
and shall be binding on the successors and assigns of Guarantor.

15. This Guaranty shall be governed by and interpreted according to the laws of the
State of California. In any action brought under or arsing out of this Guaranty, Guarantor
hereby consents to the jurisdiction of any competent court within the State of California and
consents to service of process by any means authorized by ealifornia law. Except as provided in
any other written agreement now or at any time hereafter in force between Authority and
Guarantor, this Guaranty shall constitute the entire agreement of Guarantor with Authority with
respect to the subject matter hereof, and no representation, understanding, promise or condition
concerning the subject matter hereof shall be binding upon Authority unless expressly stated
herein.

16. If any provision or portion of this Guaranty is declared or found by a court of

competent jurisdiction to be unenforceable or null and void, such provision or portion thereof
. shall be deemed stricken and severed from this Guaranty, and the remaining provisions and
portions thereof shall continue in full force and effect.

17. All notices, statements, reports or other communications required or permtted

hereunder (individually, a "Notice") shall be in writing and shall be given to the addressee at its
address set forth below or such address as such pary may hereafter specify for the purpose by
Notice to the other pary listed below. Each Notice shall be deemed delivered to the pary to
whom it is addressed (a) if personally served or delivered, upon delivery, (b) if given by certified
or registered mail, return receipt requested, deposited with the United States mail with first-class
postage prepaid, seventy-two (72) hours after such Notice is deposited with the United States
mail, (c) if given by overnight courier with courier charges prepaid, twenty-four (24) hours after
delivery to said overnight courier, or (d) if given by any other means, upon delivery when
delivered at the address specified below.

If to Authority:

The Los Angeles Grand A venue Authority
c/o ealifornia eommunity Foundation
445 South Figueroa Street, Suite 3400
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1638

With a copy to:

Gilchrst & Rutter Professional Corporation

1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 900
Santa Monica, ealifornia 90401
Attention: Jonathan Gross
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If to Guarantor:

10900 Wilshire Boulevard
12th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90024
Att.entlQn:_ GeneraLCoJJnseL _ _ __ ____

With eopy To:

Pircher, Nichols & Meeks
1925 eentury Park East, Suite 1700
Los Angeles, California 90067
Attention: Real Estate Notices (LJP/FV)

18. This Guaranty constitutes the entire and exclusive agreement between Authority

and Guarantor, and may be amended, modified or revoked only by an instrument in writing
signed by Authority and Guarantor. All prior or contemporaneous oral understandings,
agreements or negotiations relative to the guaranty are merged into and revoked by this
instrment.

19. GUARANTOR HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT GUARANTOR HAS
BEEN AFFORDED THE OPPORTUNY TO READ THIS DOeUMNT eARFUL Y
AN TO REVIEW IT WITH AN ATTORNY OF GUARANTOR'S eHOieE BEFORE
SIGNING IT. GUARANTOR AeKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ AND UNERSTOOD
THE MEANG AND EFFCT OF THIS DOeUMNT BEFORE SIGNIG IT.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has duly executed this Guaranty as of
,20_.

GUARANTOR:

THE BROAD ART FOUNATION,
a ealifornia chartable trst

By:
Eli Broad, Its Trustee

THE ELI AND EDYTHE BROAD FOUNATION,
a ealifo"rnia chartable trust

By:
Eli Broad, Its Trustee
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SCHEDULE 418

COMPLETION BONDS

"418. Completion Bonds.

__li:rJo_tbe__Commencement ofCQns.trctionof1heuMieum,Jb.ase lIDe.yeloper shall_

deliver to Authority the following with respect to the development of the Museum:

copies of (i) labor and material bonds and payment and performance bonds with respect
to the following limited items applicable to the general contractor: general conditions, insurance,
taxes, and contractor's design build costs and fee ("Bonded Items"); such bond or bonds shall be
for a total aggregate amount of not less than one hundred percent (100%) of the scheduled cost
of the Bonded Items unless waived by mutual agreement of Authority and Phase IIA Developer,
and (ii) payment and performance bonds or evidence of subguard insurance for all subcontracts
for design-build work, roofing, waterproofing, exterior skin and primary structure components
("Critical Trades"), regardless of the value of such Critical Trades subcontracts. Such bond or
bonds shall be for a total aggregate amount of not less than one hundred percent (100%) of the
scheduled cost of the Critical Trades. Evidence of subguard insurance shall be provided with
respect to all subcontracts and purchase orders with an initial value of $100,000 or more
(exclusive of the Critical Trades subcontracts). Subcontracts with an initial value of $100,000 or
more that fall below the threshold through approved change orders wil continue to be covered
by the subguard policy. Subcontracts with an initial value of less than $100,000 that later
increase so that they are above the threshold through approved change orders wil not require
coverage by the subguard policy.

All bonds listed above shall name Authority as a dual obligee. Each labor and material
bond and payment and performance bond shall be issued by an insurance company that is
licensed to do business in California and named in the current list of "Surety Companies
Acceptable on Federal Bonds" as published in the Federal Register of the U.S. Treasury
Deparment. Authority acknowledges and agrees that all subcontracts with an initial value of
less than $100,000, other than Critical Trades, may not be bonded or covered by the sub guard
policy. Authority further acknowledges and agrees that professional services (such as surveying,
site security, detailing, architects and engineers) shall not be required to be bonded or covered by
the subguard policy. At the request of Phase II Developer, Authority shall consider (but have

no obligation to approve) alternate forms of reasonable assurance that the Musuem wil be
completed in the manner contemplated by the Amended DDA, including obtaining a letter of
credit."
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SCHEDULE 602

INSURNCE REQUIREMENTS

"602. Insurance Requirements.

Without limiting Phase II Developer's indemnification of Authority

_ ..__u__ Jnd.e:rfie_d_ partÜ~s,-lh¡is.e llA De.Y~l!2pe.i:sh?1l ii?inlaln or cause lQbe.rnai.ntaln~Q,çlnd_k~epjn__ _ _
fun force and effect the following insurance coverages, unless otherwise agreed by Authority in
writing. Such insurance relates to Phase II Developer's performance and operations and shan
be primary to and not contributing with any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by
any of the Governing Entities, and such coverage shall be provided and maintained at the Phase
II Developer's own expense.

A. Policy Requirements.

1. Commercial General Liability Insurance. A policy of commercial
general liabilty insurance with limits of not less than the following:

General Aggregate: $25,000,000
Products/Completed Operations Aggregate: $25,000,000
Each Occurrence: $10,000,000

Such policy shall protect the Governing Entities as additional insureds
against incurrng any legal cost in defending claims for alleged loss subject to all the terms and
conditions of the commercial general liability policy. Excess insurance that complies with the
general insurance requirements set forth in Section 602(B) below may be used to provide the
required coverage limits.

2. Automobile Liability Insurance. Phase IIA Developer shall require

contractors and other paries working on the Museum Parcel to have commercial automobile
liability insurance written on ISO policy form CA 00 01 or its equivalent, with a limit of liability
of not less than One Milion Dollars ($1,000,000) per accident, including coverage for any
owned, hired or non-owned automobiles, or coverage for "any auto." Phase IIA Developer's
excess liability insurance policies shall also apply to commercial automobile liability.

3. Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance.

Worker's compensation insurance having limits not less than those required by the Labor eode
of the State of California and federal statute, if applicable, and Employer's Liability covering all
persons entering onto the Museum Parcel to perform work thereupon and/or employed by Phase
IIA Developer or Phase II Developer's contractors in the conduct of their respective operations
on the Museum Parcel (including the "all states" and volunteers endorsements, if applicable),
with minimum limits of not less than One Millon Dollars ($1,000,000) covering accidental
death, bodily injury, ilness and disease.

4. Liquor Liability Insurance. If and when the manufacture,

distribution or service of alcoholic beverages occurs on the Museum Parcel, Phase IIA Developer
shall provide or cause to be provided Liquor Liability insurance with a liability limit of not less
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than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) per occurrence and an annual aggregate of Ten Millon
Dollars ($10,000,000). If written on a "claims made" form, the coverage shall also provide an
extended two (2) year reporting period commencing upon the expiration or earlier termnation of
this Agreement.

5. Commercial Property Insurance. A policy of insurance to cover
damage to the Museum including improvements and betterments, from perils covered by the

._H_Cae&cok Loss. SpecialEorm oritsequi v..lent, including. earthquake.( withc.overae levels based_
on replacement cost and if coverage is available at commercially reasonable rates), and
ordinance or law coverage, written for the full replacement value of the Museum, with a
deductible no greater than $250,000 (adjusted by epI) or 5% of the property values whichever is
less (except for earhquake deductible which shall not exceed 5 % of the insured unit value).
Such policy of insurance shall also include boiler and machinery coverages, and business
interrption coverage, including loss of rent equal to twelve (12) months of rent. Insurance

proceeds wil be payable to the Phase II Developer, Authority, CRA, City and County as their

interests may appear and wil be utilzed for repair and restoration of the Museum. The
obligation to provide insurance coverages under this Section 602(A)(5) shall not be applicable so
long as the insurance coverage described in Subsection 602(A)(6)(1) below, is cared.

6. Insurance During Construction. Phase II Developer shall

maintain or cause to be maintained, and keep in full force and effect the following insurance
coverage during construction of the Museum:

(1) Builder's Risk Course of Construction. Such coverage shall: (i)

insure against damage from perils covered by builder's risk "all risk" coverage, and be endorsed
to include earhquake, ordinance or law coverage, coverage for temporary offsite storage, debris
removal, pollutant cleanup and removal, preservation of property, excavation costs, landscaping,
shrubs and plants, full collapse coverage during construction (without restricting collapse
coverage to specified perils), boiler and machinery coverage for air conditioning, heating and
other equipment during testing, covering the entire value of materials and equipment in transit,
and (ii) be written on a completed-value basis (except the earhquake coverage (which shall be
based on replacement cost and if coverage is available at commercially reasonable rates)) and
cover the entire value of the construction project, including materials and equipment of the
County, City or CRA, against loss or damage until completion and acceptance of the
construction by the Authority.

(2) General Liability Insurance. Such coverage shall have limits of

not less than Ten Milion Dollars ($10,000,000) per occurrence, Twenty-Five Milion Dollars
($25,000,000) policy aggregate and Twenty-Five Milion Dollars ($25,000,000) products/
completed operations aggregate. The products/completed operations coverage shall continue to
be maintained in the amount indicated above for at least ten (10) years from the date the Museum
is completed and accepted by Authority. Such insurance shall be an occurrence based policy
with no "On Going Operations Endorsement" and "elose of Escrow Coverage Forms." Excess
insurance that complies with the general insurance requirements set forth in Section 602(B)
below may be used to provide the required coverage limits.
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(3) Errors and Omissions. Phase IIA Developer shall cause all

architects, engineers and other design professionals providing services in connection with the
Museum to cary Professional Liability Insurance covering errors, omissions, negligent or
wrongful acts. The limits of coverage required shall be (a) Five Milion Dollars ($5,000,000)
with respect to the prime architect for the Improvements, and (b) One Millon Dollars
($1,000,000) with respect to each other architect, engineers, surveyor or other licensed
professional rendering services in connection with design or construction on the Museum ParceL.

-'Ihe -€0V€fage shaU-alsodpfG-vide-an- extendedthæe (-3) y-earfeporting-period-Gomm-enGing -upon-..-

termnation or cancellation of the errors and omissions coverage or acceptance of the Museum by
the Authority, whichever occurs first.

(4) Worker's eompensation and Employer's Liability Insurance.

Worker's compensation insurance having limits not less than those required by the Labor eode
of the State of California and federal statute, if applicable, and Employer's Liability covering all
persons entering onto the Museum Parcel to perform work thereupon and/or employed by Phase
II Developer's contractors in the conduct of their operations on the Museum Parcel (including

the "all states" and volunteers endorsements, if applicable), in minimum limits of not less than
One Millon Dollars ($1,000,000) covering accidental death, bodily injury, ilness and disease.

(5) Reserved

(6) Automobile Liabilty Insurance. Phase IIA Developer shall require

contractors and other paries working on the Museum to have commercial automobile liability
insurance with a limit of liability of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per accident,
including coverage for any owned, hired or non-owned automobiles, or coverage for "any auto."
Phase IIA Developer's excess liability insurance policies shall also apply to commercial
automobile liability.

7. Modifications to eoverages. The Authority reserves the right

throughout the term of this Agreement, to require reasonable changes to the amounts and types
of insurance coverage required hereunder based on accepted risk management principles by
giving Phase IIA Developer ninety (90) days prior written notice of such change, provided such
requirements are commercially available and are what is customarly maintained by comparable
developers of comparable projects.

B. General Insurance Requirements.

1. Insurance eompanies. Insurance required to be maintained

pursuant to this Section 602 shall be written by companies authorized to do business in
ealifornia and having a "General Policyholders Rating" of at least A:VIII (or such higher rating
as may be required by a Mortgagee) as set forth in the most current issue of "Best's Key Rating
Guide."

2. Certificates of Insurance. Phase IIA Developer shall monitor the

insurance of Phase IIA Developer's contractors and design professionals and maintain proof of
such insurance during construction. Phase IIA Developer shall deliver to Authority certificates
of insurance with original additional insured endorsements as indicated in Section (B)(3) below,
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for all coverages required by this Section 602. The certificates and endorsements of each
insurance policy shall be on forms reasonably acceptable to Authority and signed by a person
authorized by the insurer to bind coverage on its behalf and provided prior to commencing any
activities on the Museum ParceL.

3. Additional Insureds. All policies of insurance required hereunder

(other than worker's compensation insurance, employer's liability insurance and professional
. liilit)Lurane) .shal name Auriy,. thGrand Avenue. Comtt the CRth Cit)L and
the County as additional insureds as their respective interests may appear. The policy required
under Par (A)(1) above shall provide for severability of interest.

4. Excess Coverage. Any umbrella liability policy or excess liability
policy shall be in "following form" and shall contain a provision to the effect that, if the
underlying aggregate is exhausted, the excess coverage wil drop down as primary insurance.

5. Notification of Incidents. Phase IIA Developer shall promptly

notify Authority of the occurrence of any accidents or incidents in connection with the Museum
which could give rise to a claim under any of the insurance policies required under this Section
602. Phase IIA Developer shall notify its insurer of the occurrence of any accidents or incidents
in connection with the Museum within the time periods required under each insurance contract
and shall provide a copy thereof to Authority upon request by Authority.

6. Full Insurable Value. The term "full insurable value" shall mean

the actual replacement cost (without deduction for depreciation) of the Museum immediately
before such casualty or other loss, including the cost of construction of the Museum,
architectural and engineering fees, and inspection and supervision. Phase ITA Developer shall
make available upon request, to Authority, for its review and approval all documents, data and
resources used in determning the full insurable value.

7. No Cancellation. All policies of insurance shall not be subject to
cancellation, reduction in coverage, or nonrenewal except after notice in writing by the insurer
shall have been sent to Authority not less than ten (10) days prior to the effective date of
cancellation, nonrenewal, amendment or reduction in coverages.

8. Premiums. Phase IIA Developer agrees to pay all premiums

timely for all insurance required by this Section 602 and, at its sole cost and expense, to comply
and secure compliance with all insurance requirements necessar for the maintenance of such
insurance.

9. Blanket Policies. The insurance described in this Section 602 may

be cared under a blanket policy or policies covering other liabilities and locations of Phase IIA
Developer, in form, amount and content reasonably satisfactory to the Authority, provided such
coverage provides the same protection as if the insurance had been procured on an individual
location basis.

10. Waiver of Subrogation. Phase IIA Developer agrees to release the
Authority Indemnified Paries and waive its rights of recovery against the Authority Indemnified
Paries under the insurance policies specified in this Agreement. Phase IIA Developer shall

(DDA Amendment (14).DOC/4282.002) Schedule 602-4



ensure that each policy of property insurance includes a waiver of subrogation against the
Authority Indemnified Paries.

11. Duration of Obligations. The Ground Lease for each respective

Parcel and each Operator Ground Lease shall require similar insurance coverages to be
maintained in effect for the term of each Ground Lease for the benefit of each ground lessor.

. . u __ ___u___ _ _ _ ..___ __l~. _d ___ N o!ice._l-h~s~JlA p~vel.2~r~li~i-s_~i:(Iallr~q~ire_d il1surance
information Authority c/o the Grand Avenue Commttee at 445 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 3400,
Los Angeles, CA 90071 with a copy to the eRA at 354 South Spring Street, Los Angeles,
California 90013 (Attention: Regional Administrator) and to the County at 500 W. Temple
Street, Room 713, Los Angeles, California 90012 (Attention: ehief Administrative Officer) or
such other address as provided in writing to each Pary.

13. Self-Insured Retentions (SIR) or Deductibles. Phase II

Developer shall identify any SIR or deductibles that exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000).

14. Failure to Maintain Coverage. Failure of Phase IIA Developer to

procure, maintain or renew the herein required insurance shall, if not cured within ten (10)
business days after written notice from Authority, constitute a default hereunder. In the event of
such failure, in addition to the other rights and remedies provided hereunder, Authority may, at
its discretion, procure or renew such insurance and pay any and all premiums in connection
therewith. Authority shall be entitled to reimbursement for all actual costs incurred by the
Authority in the procurement or renewal of such insurance, with interest thereon at the Reference
Rate, within five (5) business days after written demand by Authority."

(DDA Amendment (l4).DOC/4282.002) Schedule 602-5
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ADDENDUM TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE 

GRAND AVENUE PROJECT 

SCH NO. 2005091041 

INTRODUCTION 

This Addendum to the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Grand Avenue Project (State 

Clearinghouse No. 2005091041) has been prepared to evaluate potential environmental effects that may 

be associated with proposed changes in the previously-approved Grand Avenue Project.  These changes 

are related to potential changes in development plans for Parcels L and M-2 (described in full below 

under “PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE GRAND AVENUE PROJECT”). 

The Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority (Authority)
1
, acting as lead agency for the Grand Avenue 

Project under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), certified the EIR for the Grand Avenue 

Project in November 2006.  This document is hereinafter referred to as the Certified EIR.  In November 

2006, the Authority approved the Grand Avenue Project, which consisted of the following three 

components to be located in downtown Los Angeles: (1) the creation of a 16-acre Civic Park that builds 

and expands upon the existing Civic Center Mall that connects Los Angeles’ City Hall to Grand Avenue; 

(2) streetscape improvements along Grand Avenue between Fifth Street and Cesar E. Chavez Avenue to 

attract and accommodate more pedestrian traffic; and (3) development of five parcels, which are referred 

to as Parcels Q, W-1, W-2, L, and M-2 (refer to Figure 1 [Certified EIR Aerial Photograph]).  Two 

development options were analyzed in the Certified EIR: the Project with County Office Building Option 

and the Project with Additional Residential Development Option.  Under the Project with County Office 

Building Option, up to 2,060 residential units, including up to 412 affordable units; up to 449,000 square 

feet of retail floor area; up to 275 hotel rooms; and a County Office Building containing up to 681,000 

square feet, would be constructed.  Under the Project with Additional Residential Development Option, 

up to 2,660 residential units, including 532 affordable units; 449,000 square feet of retail floor area; and 

up to 275 hotel rooms would be constructed.  The County Office Building would not be constructed under 

the Project with Additional Residential Development Option.  The total floor area to be developed under 

both options is 3.6 million square feet.  The Grand Avenue Project, as approved by the Authority, is 

hereinafter referred to as the Approved Project. 

                                                      

1
  The Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority (Authority) was established through a Joint Exercise of the Powers 

Agreement between the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles and the County of Los 

Angeles.   



Figure 1
Certified EIR Aerial Photograph

Source: Grand Avenue The Related Companies, 2005.

   Gross Acres Net Acres*

Parcel Q:   3.68 acres  2.98 acres
Parcels W-1/W-2:  3.92 acres  3.28 acres
Parcels L and M-2:  2.71 acres  2.24 acres
Total:    10.31 acres  8.50 acres
* Excludes easements and street and sidewalk rights-of-way.Scale (Feet)

0 400 800
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The Certified EIR for the Grand Avenue Project evaluated the potential environmental impacts of a 

project that would be developed in a series of phases.  Initially, the Approved Project was to involve the 

development of Parcel Q concurrently with the development of the Civic Park.  Improvements to Grand 

Avenue, from Second Street to Temple Street, would also be implemented during this phase.  Parcels W-

1/W-2, L and M-2 would be developed in later phases, along with the completion of the Grand Avenue 

streetscape program, from Fifth Street to Second Street, and from Temple Street to Cesar E. Chavez 

Avenue.  

This Addendum addresses proposed changes to the Approved Project, consisting of proposed changes to 

development of Parcels L and M-2.  These changes are hereinafter referred to as the Revised Project.  

Other than the changes set forth in this Addendum, all aspects of the Approved Project would remain the 

same as originally analyzed in the Certified EIR. 

This Addendum was prepared under the authority of State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164(a) which 

allows a lead agency to prepare an addendum to a previously Certified EIR if some changes or additions 

to the previously Certified EIR are necessary but none of the conditions described in Section 15162(a) of 

the State CEQA Guidelines calling for preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred.  Section 15162(a) 

of the State CEQA Guidelines states that preparation of a subsequent EIR or a Negative Declaration is 

required when one of the following occurs: 

(1) Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of the previous 

EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 

severity of previously identified significant effects; 

 

(2) Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken 

which will require major revisions of the previous EIR due to the involvement of new significant 

environmental effects of a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 

effects; 

 

(3) New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have been known 

with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was certified as complete, 

shows any of the following: 

 

(A) The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the previous EIR; 

(B) Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the 

previous EIR; 

(C) Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be 

feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project, but the 

project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative; 
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(D) Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those analyzed in 

the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the 

environment, but project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative. 

The Addendum to the EIR neither controls nor determines the ultimate decision on the Revised Project.  

The information in the Addendum will be considered by the lead and responsible agencies only if and 

when they consider separate discretionary actions to implement a change in the Scope of Development of 

the originally approved Grand Avenue Project.  Those actions are separate from action on the Addendum, 

discretionary and may differ for each agency based upon its required actions under the Grand Avenue 

Project’s Disposition and Development Agreement or other transactional documents. 

This Addendum describes the proposed changes to the Approved Project and provides an analysis of the 

potential environmental effects of the proposed changes as compared to the environmental effects of the 

Approved Project as set forth in the Certified EIR.  As discussed in the sections which follow, the 

analysis demonstrates that the Revised Project would not involve substantial changes that would result in 

new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of significant effects 

previously identified in the Certified EIR prepared for the Project.  In addition, the analysis demonstrates 

that there will be no substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the project would 

be undertaken that would result in new significant environmental effects and no substantial increase in the 

severity of significant effects previously identified in the Certified EIR.  Finally, the analysis 

demonstrates that new information of substantial importance meeting the criteria of Guidelines Section 

15162(a)(3) would not occur.  Thus, in accordance with the State CEQA Guidelines, preparation of a 

subsequent EIR to address the Revised Project would not be required. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE GRAND AVENUE PROJECT 

Changes to Development on Parcels L and M-2 

Approved Project 

The Certified EIR for the Grand Avenue Project evaluated the potential environmental impacts of a 

project that would be developed in a series of phases.  Initially, the Approved Project was to involve the 

development of Parcel Q concurrently with the development of the Civic Park.  Improvements to Grand 

Avenue, from Second Street to Temple Street, would also be implemented during this phase.  Parcels W-

1/W-2, L and M-2 would be developed in later phases, along with the completion of the Grand Avenue 

streetscape program, from Fifth Street to Second Street, and from Temple Street to Cesar E. Chavez 

Avenue.  

With respect to Parcels L and M-2, the Certified EIR for the Approved Project evaluated the potential 

environmental effects of replacing existing surface parking lots within Parcels L and M-2, located at the 

southwest corner of the intersection of 2
nd

 Street and Grand Avenue in the City of Los Angeles, with 
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development consisting of up to 850 residential units and approximately 101,000 square feet of retail 

floor area.  The Conceptual Plan for the Approved Project called for construction of up to three high-rise 

buildings containing the residential units, to be located along the southern and western edges of Parcels L 

and M-2.  The Conceptual Plan also showed low-rise retail uses oriented to Grand Avenue along the 

northern and eastern edges of Parcels L and M-2 (see Figure 2 [Certified EIR Conceptual Development 

for Parcels L and M-2]).  Under the Approved Project, the Conceptual Plan and land use mix for Parcels 

L and M-2 was the same under both the County Office Building Option and the Additional Residential 

Development Option. 

 The Conceptual Plan for development of Parcels L and M-2 under the Approved Project assumed a mix 

of high and low-rise development.  The Certified EIR identified the following height envelopes for this 

development: 

 Up to 30 percent of the site (i.e., Parcels L and M2) could be occupied by buildings of height up 

to 985 feet above mean sea level (approximately 600 feet above Grand Avenue); 

 Up to 40 percent of the site could be occupied by buildings of height of up to 685 feet above 

mean sea level (approximately 300 feet above Grand Avenue); and 

 Buildings with heights of up to 460 feet above mean sea level (approximately 75 feet above 

Grand Avenue) could be built anywhere on the site. 

Revised Project 

Revised Conceptual Plan 

The Revised Project would revise the Conceptual Plan for Parcels L and M-2 to reflect a different mix of 

land uses and a different site configuration than was provided for in the Conceptual Plan for the Approved 

Project.  The Revised Project would include a museum facility, along with residential and retail uses and 

associated parking facilities, on Parcels L and M-2.  Inclusion of the museum facility would be offset by 

reductions in residential units and retail square footage compared to the Approved Project. 

Figure 3 [Revised Project Conceptual Site Plan] shows the revised site configuration under the Revised 

Project.  The revised plan would reduce the number of high-rise residential buildings from three to two, 

which are now referred to as Tower 1 and Tower 2, and would be located at the western edge of Parcel L 

and the southwest corner of Parcel M-2, respectively.  A stand-alone low-rise retail area would be located 

adjacent to Tower 2.  The museum building would be located adjacent to Tower 1, and would occupy the 

remainder of Parcel L. The museum and the retail area would be connected by a public plaza that would 

be pedestrian-accessible from Grand Avenue.  Parking facilities for all uses would be located below the 
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public plaza level.  The Revised Project for Parcels L and M-2, including total buildout, is summarized in 

Table 1, Project Summary for Parcels L and M-2.  With the inclusion of the 120,000 square foot (as 

calculated per applicable code) museum use, total residential units on Parcels L and M-2 would be 

reduced from 850 to 790, and retail use would be reduced from 101,000 square feet to 19,422 square feet 

under the Revised Project. 

 

Between 2
nd

 and 4
th
 Streets, and adjacent to Parcels L and M-2, Grand Avenue runs at two levels, referred 

to as upper Grand Avenue and lower Grand Avenue.  Upper Grand Avenue provides access to the office, 

retail and cultural uses located along the segment of Grand Avenue between 2
nd

 and 4
th
 Streets and 

represents the location of urban activity in this area.  Lower Grand Avenue is located approximately 30 

feet below upper Grand Avenue and provides access to loading docks and parking structures associated 

with these uses.  The ground level of Parcels L and M-2 generally coincides with the elevation of lower 

Grand Avenue.  After the development on Parcels L and M-2 is completed, the main entrances and 

pedestrian access to the uses on Parcels L and M-2 would be provided from upper Grand Avenue.   

As shown in Figure 4 (Revised Project Cross Section), the museum building would be built to a 

maximum height of approximately 95 feet above upper Grand Avenue (480 feet above mean sea level).  

The height of the museum would not enlarge or reduce the allowable heights of remaining buildings on 

Parcels L and M-2 would be consistent with the height envelopes identified for the Approved Project. 

Table 1 

Comparison of Approved Project and Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2 

Use 

Approved Project Revised Project 

Number 

Square 

Feet  Units Number 

Square 

Feet  Units 

Residential Towers  3 829,330 850 2 790,908 790 

Retail 101,000 sq.ft. 19,422 sq.ft. 

Museum
1
 N/A 120,000 sq.ft 

Total Building Area 930,330 850 930,330 790 

PARKING 

Museum N/A 120
2 

Residential/Retail 

Parking 
1,570 1,246 

Total Parking Spaces 1,570 1,366 
1 Could include related refreshment and retail uses of approximately 5,000 square feet. 
2 Parking for the museum use to be provided in accordance with Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.21.A.4.  
Source: Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects LLP, 2010. 



Legend

Figure 4
Revised Project Cross Section

               Source: Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects LLP., 06/22/2010.  

SECTION A
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Under the Revised Project, the inclusion of the museum use would not increase the overall floor area of 

development on Parcels L and M-2, when compared to the Approved Project.  Under the zoning 

approvals granted by the City of Los Angeles for the Approved Project (and under the still existing 

zoning designation of R5), the proposed development of the museum on Parcels L and M-2 is a permitted 

use.  Other than as described above, the Revised Project would not change any of the land uses and 

development parameters with respect to any other aspect of the Approved Project, including the Civic 

Park, Grand Avenue Streetscape Program and development of Parcels Q, W-1 and W-2. 

Museum Use 

Figure 3 (Revised Project Conceptual Site Plan) shows the location of the proposed museum use in 

relation to the remaining residential and retail uses.  The proposed museum use would be located at the 

northeastern corner of Parcel L, in place of the low-rise retail uses identified in the Conceptual Plan for 

the Approved Project.  The museum would include approximately 120,000 square feet of gallery, office 

and archive/storage space and would be located adjacent to Tower 1.  The museum building would be 

built to a maximum height of 95 feet above upper Grand Avenue (480 feet above mean sea level).  Figure 

4 (Revised Project Cross Section) shows the proposed height of the museum building as compared to the 

adjacent Disney Hall. 

The hours of operation for the museum would vary and would be set to optimize the availability of the 

museum to visitors.  In general, the museum is expected to be open five days a week (closed Tuesdays 

and Wednesdays).  The museum would open to the public at approximately 11 a.m. and, for purposes of 

analysis, could stay open until 9 p.m., although this would not be the case every day that the museum is 

open.  The traffic study provided in this Addendum focuses on a conservative weekday worst case 

analysis of the museum closing at 5 p.m.  This provides a higher estimate of peak hour trips as it assumed 

that all visitors and employees would be leaving the building during the peak hour of 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., 

compared to what would be a lower hourly volume if the museum were open till 9 p.m. (i.e., activity 

spread over more hours without concentration in peak hour).  It is expected that the museum would be 

open to the public for a total of approximately 30 to 35 hours per week.  Approximately 200,000 visitors 

are expected at the museum each year.  Pedestrian access to the museum would be from the upper Grand 

Avenue plaza.  

The museum anticipates holding approximately three exhibition openings per year. These will be held 

weekday evenings and/or on weekends, and will most likely range in size between 500 and 700 guests. 

The museum will also host smaller functions of approximately 50 to 100 guests at other times throughout 

the course of the year.  These events will be infrequent and typically will be held during the evening hours 

or on weekends (i.e. outside the peak roadway traffic hours).  The museum may also host visits by 

students from local schools, which would arrive at and depart from the museum in buses during non-peak 

hours.  The museum is expected to have a full-time staff of 40 and up to 10 to 15 part-time employees on-

site on a normal day.  
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The museum plans to have a museum store that would have frontage on and/or be easily accessed from 

upper Grand Avenue and that would be open to the public during the same hours as the museum.  In 

addition, the museum might include an ancillary refreshment concession.   

A parking garage would be provided beneath the museum  building that would provide dedicated parking 

for museum visitors, along with parking spaces that would serve the residential units to be constructed in 

the future in Tower 1.  If the museum building is completed before construction of Tower 1, the extra 

parking spaces in the parking structure would be made available for public use, until they are needed to 

serve the Tower 1 residential uses. 

Construction of the museum parking structure could commence in late 2010, while construction of the 

museum building could commence in mid to late 2011. 

Residential/Retail Uses 

Under the Revised Project, the remaining uses in the Conceptual Plan for Parcels L and M-2 would be re-

sited to accommodate the location of the museum building.  The residential uses under the Revised 

Project would be located in two high rise towers, referred to as Tower 1 and Tower 2.  A total of 790 

residential units would be provided.  Building heights for the residential towers would be consistent with 

the height envelopes of the Approved Project.  The Revised Project would also include approximately 

19,422 square feet of retail uses.  These retail uses would primarily be located within a freestanding low-

rise retail area located at the southeast corner of Parcel M, just to the east of Tower 2, although some 

retail could also be located at the ground floors of Towers 1 and 2.  Primary access to the retail areas 

would be from the pedestrian plaza located at upper Grand Avenue. 

A portion of the parking for Tower 1 residential uses would be located within the museum parking 

structure, as discussed above.  The remainder of the parking supply for Tower 1 would be provided in a 

parking structure(s) located elsewhere on Parcels L/M-2.  Parking for the Tower 2 residential and the 

remaining retail uses would be provided in a parking structure that would be located beneath Tower 2. 

Construction 

Construction activity under the Revised Project would be the same or less compared to the Approved 

Project.  The Certified EIR evaluated a scenario for construction on Parcels L and M-2 that assumed that 

all of the proposed uses (850 residential units and 101,000 square feet of retail) would be constructed at 

one time over a three year period.  Under the Revised Project, it is reasonably foreseeable that 

construction of the proposed museum use would occur in a separate sub-phase from the construction of 

the remainder of the residential and retail uses on Parcels L and M-2.  Under this scenario, construction of 

the parking structure that would serve the museum use and some of the future residential use on Parcel L 

would occur during the first sub-phase in conjunction with the museum construction, and the remainder of 
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the residential and retail development and associated parking structures on Parcel M-2 and the remainder 

of Parcel L would be constructed together during a later sub-phase. 

Under this scenario, if the sub-phases described above were to occur separately, the daily levels of 

hauling activity, construction equipment utilization and construction employment would be less for each 

separate sub-phase than was analyzed for Parcels L and M2 in the Certified EIR.  This is because the 

activity needed to construct a 120,000 square foot museum and associated parking structure on less than 

half of the total area of Parcels L and M-2 is less than would be required to construct the three high-rise 

towers and three low-rise retail buildings under the Conceptual Plan for the Approved Project.  Similarly, 

the activity associated with constructing the two high-rise residential towers and one low-rise retail area 

under the Revised Project would be no greater than would be required for the full buildout of Parcels L 

and M2 under the Conceptual Plan for the Approved Project.  Moreover, if the two sub-phases were to 

overlap at all, the level of daily activity under the Revised Project would be also expected to be the same 

or less as under the Conceptual Plan for the Approved Project because the overall square footage and type 

(i.e., high-rise/low-rise) of development would be similar to the Approved Project and the level of activity 

associated with constructing this development is directly related to the size and type of development. 

Since the level of daily construction activity under the Revised Project would not exceed that of the 

Approved Project as evaluated in the Certified EIR and the thresholds of significance for construction 

activity in the Certified EIR are based on daily construction activity levels, construction activity under the 

Revised Project would not create new significant impacts or result in increased severity of impacts 

previously identified in the Certified EIR, as detailed in the impact sections that follow.  

Under the Revised Project, a haul route approval will be required.  For the reasons discussed above, 

hauling activity under the Revised Project would be similar to or less than the Approved Project as 

analyzed in the Certified EIR.  As would occur under the Approved Project, most construction truck 

traffic would be freeway-oriented and would use Highway 101 (the “Hollywood Freeway”) and Interstate 

110 (the “Harbor Freeway”), which are only two blocks from the Project Site.  The likely routes to/from 

these freeways would be by Grand Avenue and Hope Street.  The number of daily and hourly truck trips 

associated with the Revised Project would not exceed the levels of truck traffic that would occur under 

the Approved Project.  The highest periods of truck activity would be in the initial six to eight months of 

construction for Parcels L and M-2, when haul trucks would carry excavated material from the Project 

Site.  During those periods it is estimated there may be from 130 trucks a day to a peak of 300 trucks a 

day.  These numbers of truck trips would be lower if museum construction occurs in a separate sub-phase 

from the construction of the remaining residential and retail uses on Parcels L and M2. 

ANALYSIS OF ANY CHANGES IN CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE 

PROJECT WOULD BE UNDERTAKEN 

Since the Project was approved, no new major development has occurred within one-quarter mile of the 

Project Site.  In addition, land use patterns in the vicinity of the Project Site have remained the same and 
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no major changes have occurred which would constitute changed circumstances for undertaking the 

Revised Project.  Although the Civic Park component of the Approved Project is scheduled to begin 

construction in the near future, this activity would not affect the development of Parcels L and M-2 under 

the Revised Project.   Notably, the immediately adjacent uses to the southern edge of the Project Site (the 

Grand Promenade Tower to the south) are the same as when the previous EIR was certified.  The current 

circumstances in the immediate vicinity of the Project Site would not necessitate any changes to the 

conclusions presented in the Certified EIR. 

ANALYSIS OF ANY NEW INFORMATION OF SUBSTANTIAL IMPORTANCE THAT 

WAS NOT KNOWN AT THE TIME THE PREVIOUS EIR WAS CERTIFIED AS 

COMPLETE 

There is no new information associated with the Revised Project that would show that: (1) the Revised 

Project would have one or more significant effects not discussed in the Certified EIR; (2) significant 

effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the Certified EIR; (3) 

mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be feasible and 

would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project, but the project proponents 

declined to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative; or (4) mitigation measures or alternatives which 

are considerably different from those analyzed in the Certified EIR would substantially reduce one or 

more significant effects on the environment, but the project proponents declined to adopt the mitigation 

measure or alternative.   

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The potential effects of the Revised Project with respect to each of the environmental issue areas 

addressed in the Certified EIR for the Approved Project are examined below to determine whether they 

would result in any new significant impacts or increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts, as 

presented in the Certified EIR. 

Land Use 

Land Use Compatibility 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project’s land use impacts, for Parcels L and M-2, 

associated with size, intensity, density, and scale would be less than significant.  The Approved Project’s 

residential and commercial uses would support the existing uses in the area by providing land uses that 

would be interactive with existing surrounding uses.  Since the Approved Project would be consistent 

with or complementary to existing uses and consistent with the existing and projected density and scale of 
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the area, no significant impacts relative to land use compatibility between the Approved Project and 

surrounding uses would occur.    

Revised Project 

Under the Revised Project, the proposed project changes would only slightly change the pattern of uses 

along Hope Street and Grand Avenue from those that were in the Approved Project.  Similar to the 

Approved Project, development along Grand Avenue would continue to include a street-front retail edge 

that would help define Grand Avenue as a primary urban avenue.  Under the Revised Project, this retail 

area would be relocated along the southeastern edge of the site, to Parcel M-2, in order to make way for a 

public museum with a related museum store retail use and a possible refreshment use to be located along 

the northeastern edge of the site, on Parcel L.  With the public plaza located between the retail and 

museum uses, the entire length of upper Grand Avenue along the street-front edges of Parcels L and M-2 

would be enlivened with publicly-available offerings.  Thus, the Revised Project would serve to define 

Grand Avenue as a primary urban avenue to an even greater extent than did the Approved Project.  

Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would include a large open plaza accessible to Hope 

Street and Grand Avenue that would improve pedestrian linkages between the existing Bunker Hill 

development west of Hope Street and Grand Avenue.  Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised 

Project, the residential component would be located along Hope Street and would contribute to street 

activity during evenings and weekends.  At buildout, the availability of services and entertainment in the 

weekend and evening hour, including services and restaurants contained within the Revised Project, 

would contribute to the experience of attending the Walt Disney Concert Hall, Music Center, and MOCA.  

Patrons of these may wish to stroll, visit the museum, or retail establishments before or after attending 

other cultural activities.  No impacts would be associated with the Revised Project in this regard.  As 

such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the 

severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to land use compatibility. 

Land Use Policy Consistency 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the uses proposed for the Project Site, for Parcels L and M-2, would be 

substantially consistent with the applicable provisions of the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan and with 

the objectives of the Los Angeles General Plan Framework, the Central City Community Plan, the 

Downtown Strategic Plan, the Los Angeles Civic Center Shared Facilities and Enhancement Plan, and the 

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide 

(RCPG).  Therefore, it was concluded under the Approved Project that impacts would be less than 

significant.  
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Revised Project 

Under the Revised Project, the pattern of commercial uses along Grand Avenue would change with the 

inclusion of a museum, which would replace a portion of the retail uses that were included in the 

Approved Project.  However, the museum would essentially establish a similar outcome as a retail use, by 

defining Grand Avenue as a primary urban avenue and increasing the availability of services and 

entertainment on the weekends for the Downtown area.  Furthermore, the museum would hold an 

estimated three openings per year.  The special openings would be held weekday evenings and/or on 

weekends, and would most likely range in size from 500-700 guests.  The museum would also host 

smaller functions of approximately 50-100 guests at other times throughout the course of the year.  These 

openings and smaller functions would attract additional residents and visitors to downtown Los Angeles, 

consistent with the policies contained in adopted land use plans for the area. As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to land use plans and policies. 

Consistency with Zoning Requirements 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR identified a requirement, under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, for a zone 

change and variances for the development of Parcels L and M-2.  Neither Project Option under the 

Approved Project was in compliance with the current designations.  As such, it was conservatively 

concluded for purposes of CEQA that there would be a significant impact relative to zoning and 

discretionary approvals would be required from the City of Los Angeles.  The zone changes and variances 

were granted by the City of Los Angeles in conjunction with various entitlement actions that were 

undertaken for the Approved Project. 

Revised Project 

The museum use would constitute the only new use on Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project.  The 

museum use is permitted under the C2 zone applicable to Parcels L and M-2 per the approvals of the 

Project granted in 2006 (as well as under the still-existing R-zoning designation for these parcels).  

Therefore, no additional zoning or land use entitlement actions are required from the City to permit the 

museum or other uses within the Project Site.  Under the Revised Project, haul route approval from the 

Department of Building and Safety will be required, similar to the Approved Project.  As such, the 

Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to zoning requirements. 
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Traffic, Circulation, and Parking 

Construction Traffic 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR examined potential traffic impacts during construction that would be associated with 

haul trips, worker trips, temporary lane closures, pedestrian access, reconstruction of the Civic Center 

Mall ramps, bus stop relocation and construction worker parking.  The Certified EIR concluded that, 

because some of the up to 300 daily haul truck trips during construction could occur during the a.m. peak 

hour, a short-term significant impact would occur.  The Certified EIR concluded that temporary lane 

closures up to 24 months in duration would cause significant traffic impacts during the time of such 

closures.  The Certified EIR concluded that diversion of traffic caused by the temporary closure of the 

Civic Center Mall ramps could potentially create short-term traffic impacts.  The Certified EIR concluded 

that the need for parking for up to 600 construction workers would cause potential impacts on parking 

supply in the area.  The Certified EIR concluded that impacts associated with worker trips, pedestrian 

access, and bus stop relocation would be less than significant. 

Revised Project 

Construction activities under the Revised Project would be the same or less than identified under the 

Approved Project.  The underground parking garages on Parcels L and M-2 would be constructed 

separately, with the museum being built first on Parcel L, including an underground parking structure 

containing parking for the museum use and additional parking to serve the remaining future residential 

development on Parcel L.  The excess parking would be used for the residential units in Tower 1 on 

Parcel L once they are built.  In the interim, before Tower 1 is built, the parking spaces within this 

structure would be available for public use.  Underground parking structures serving future residential and 

retail development on Parcel M-2 and the remainder of Parcel L would be built in conjunction with that 

development.  Under this scenario, impacts of excavation, garage construction and associated hauling 

activity would be lower than the Approved Project since the level of construction activity for each 

individual parking structure would be lower than if both structures were built concurrently.   Since the 

museum use could be constructed independently of the other uses on Parcels L and M-2, even though 

grading, excavation and garage construction would be the same as the Approved Project, building framing 

and finishing activities would be less than the Approved Project, which assumed that all of these 

buildings would be constructed concurrently. 

Under this construction phasing scenario, the significant impacts associated with haul trips under the 

Revised Project would be lower than the Approved Project.  The significant impacts associated with 

temporary lane closures would likely be less than the Approved Project because construction of the 

museum building and the other buildings would occur at different times.  The Revised Project would not 

affect the closure of the Civic Center Mall ramps, and this significant short term traffic impact under the 
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Approved Project would not change under the Revised Project.  The parking demand associated with 

construction workers could be less under the Revised Project, as the peak number of construction workers 

on-site could be lower because construction of the museum building and the other buildings could occur 

at different times.  The impacts of worker trips, pedestrian access and bus stop relocation, which would be 

less than significant under the Approved Project, would be the same or lower under the Revised Project. 

Mitigation measures B-1, B-2 and B-3, as set forth in the Certified EIR, require preparation and 

distribution of a Construction Traffic Control/Management Plan and provision of temporary construction 

worker parking.  These mitigation measures would apply to the development associated with the Revised 

Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, and for the reasons discussed at page 13 of this Addendum, the 

Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to construction traffic. 

Operational Traffic, Access and Parking 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR identified that the Approved Project, including development of Parcels L and M-2, 

would generate approximately 1,551 a.m. peak hour trips and 2,464 p.m. peak hour trips under the 

County Office Building Option.  Under the Project with Additional Residential Development Option, the 

Approved Project would generate approximately 1,019 a.m. peak hour trips and 2,003 p.m. peak hour 

trips.  Of these totals, proposed development on Parcels L and M-2 would contribute 263 a.m. peak hour 

trips and 494 p.m. peak hour trips.  This total would be the same under both the County Office Building 

Option and the Project with Additional Residential Development Option.  The Certified EIR examined 

potential impacts on 32 study intersections and concluded that, under the County Office Building Option, 

significant traffic impacts would occur at seven intersections in the a.m. peak hour and 17 intersections in 

the p.m. peak hour.  Under the Additional Residential Development Option, significant impacts would 

occur at six intersections in the a.m. peak hour and 17 intersections in the p.m. peak hour.  With the 

implementation of mitigation measures, one intersection in the a.m. peak hour and 13 intersections in the 

p.m. peak hour would be significantly and unavoidably impacted under the County Office Building 

Option.  No intersections in the a.m. peak hour and seven intersections in the p.m. peak hour would be 

significantly and unavoidably impacted under the Additional Residential Development Option. 

The Certified EIR also examined potential impacts on the freeway system and at Congestion Monitoring 

Program (CMP) monitoring locations and concluded that, under the County Office Building Option, two 

significant impacts on the freeway system, one of which would occur at a CMP monitoring location (US-

101 Hollywood Freeway north of Vignes Street), would occur.  Under the Additional Residential 

Development Option, no significant freeway traffic impacts would occur.  The Certified EIR concluded 

that no significant traffic or access impacts would occur at proposed driveway locations under the 

Approved Project.   
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The Certified EIR concluded that, under both the County Office Building Option and the Additional 

Residential Development Option, commercial and residential parking would be consistent with the 

requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and that the Approved Project would not significantly 

impact off-site parking supply in the surrounding area.  The Certified EIR noted that neither option would 

meet the requirements of the Deputy Advisory Agency Residential Policy (DAARP), which requires 2.5 

parking spaces per dwelling unit and conservatively concluded that there would be a significant impact 

for purposes of CEQA as a result of this inconsistency. 

Revised Project 

A Supplemental Traffic Review to the Grand Avenue Project EIR Traffic Study was conducted by The 

Mobility Group to evaluate the effects of the proposed changes under the Revised Project (Appendix A to 

this EIR Addendum).  This study has been approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of 

Transportation (LADOT).  This evaluation addressed the traffic generating characteristics of the proposed 

development on Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project as compared to the Approved Project.  The 

trip generation calculations are the primary input to the calculation of the intersection level of service and 

volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio that are used in the significance threshold for determining significant 

traffic impacts. 

The trip generating characteristics of the proposed museum use were assessed based on the characteristics 

of similar museums in the area and the anticipated operating characteristics of the proposed museum, as 

set forth in the Project Description section in this Addendum.  Trip generation for the Revised Project as 

compared to the Approved Project, for development of Parcels L and M-2 and for the total project, is 

shown in Table 2. 

As shown in Table 2, the total number of trips for Parcels L and M-2 in each time period is lower for the 

Revised Project than for the Approved Project.  In the a.m. peak hour, a total of 255 trips would be 

generated under the Revised Project, compared to 263 for the Approved Project.  In the p.m. peak hour, a 

total of 422 trips would be generated by the Revised Project, compared to 494 for the Approved Project.  

Although there are some differences between the inbound and outbound traffic levels, the differences 

amount to a small number of trips and the in/out splits of trips would remain similar.  As such, the 

Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously identified impacts with respect to intersection, freeway or CMP impacts, based on reduced trip 

generation compared to the Approved Project.  Accordingly, the Revised Project does not require any 

additional mitigation measures other than those measures already applicable to the Approved Project, and, 

it should be noted, some of these measures are not needed to mitigate the impacts of the museum 

component of the Revised Project.  
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Table 2 

Revised Project – Trip Generation Comparison 

 Total Trips Inbound Trips Outbound Trips 

Parcels L and M-2 Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

AM Peak Hour (7-9 a.m.) 263 255 77 95 186 160 

PM Peak Hour (4-7 p.m.) 494 422 279 201 215 242 

Daily (Whole Day) 5,549 4,352 2,774 2,176 2,775 2,176 

 

Total Project Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

Approved 

Project 

Revised 

Project 

AM Peak Hour (7-9 a.m.) 1,551 1,543 919 937 632 606 

PM Peak Hour (4-7 p.m.) 2,464 2,413 1,120 1,042 1,344 1,371 

Daily (Whole Day) 22,601 21,404 11,299 10,702 11,302 10,703 

 

Source: The Mobility Group, 2010.  Calculations and assumptions are contained in Appendix A to this EIR Addendum. 

 

With respect to special events, the museum anticipates holding approximately three exhibition openings 

per year. These will be held weekday evenings and/or on weekends, and will most likely range in size 

between 500 and 700 guests. The museum will also host smaller functions of approximately 50 to 100 

guests at other times throughout the course of the year.  These events will be infrequent and typically will 

be held during the evening or at weekends (i.e. outside the peak roadway traffic hours).  Since 

background roadway traffic volumes would be much lower than during peak hours, significant traffic 

impacts would not be expected due to such events.   The museum may also host visits by students from 

local schools, which would arrive at and depart from the museum in buses during non-peak hours. 

If, for any occasional special event or circumstance, it becomes desirable to close traffic lanes or street 

segments on a temporary basis, then the museum would work with LADOT to prepare at the agency’s 

discretion an approved special traffic management and control plan on a temporary basis, as are currently 

prepared for other special events throughout the City as deemed necessary by LADOT.   Given the traffic 

management and controls in such plans, the temporary and infrequent nature of such events, and the 

general acceptance of the public of some level of traffic congestion and vehicle delays in arriving at or 

departing from successful special events, no significant traffic impacts would be associated with these 

events.  

With respect to parking, as these irregular special events would generally occur in the evening or at 

weekends, a substantial amount of parking in nearby Bunker Hill garages, and numerous surface lots, that 

are usually used by employees during the weekday daytime, would be available.  Therefore, there would 

be no significant parking impacts caused by these events. 
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Mitigation Measure B-7 in the Certified EIR comprises restriping the westbound approach to the 

intersection and a slight widening of the west leg of the intersection.  An analysis was conducted to 

determine if the museum component of the Revised Project alone would cause a significant traffic impact 

at this location and thereby require implementation of the mitigation measure.  This analysis is contained 

within Appendix A of this EIR Addendum and shows that the museum component of the Revised Project 

alone would not cause a significant traffic impact at the intersection of Third Street & Hill Street.  It was 

therefore concluded that the museum component of the Revised Project would not be required to 

implement this mitigation measure.  Accordingly, Mitigation Measure B-7 would be revised if the 

Revised Project is approved to read as follows: 

“After construction of the museum, but prior to issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the next 

phase of the Revised Project, the Developer, with regard to the five development parcels, shall re-stripe 

the westbound approach of the Third Street and Hill Street intersection from the existing configuration of 

one left turn lane, one through lane, and one shared through/right-turn lane to a future configuration of 

one left turn lane, two through lanes, and one exclusive right-turn lane.  This improvement would require 

a slight widening of Third Street west of Hill Street before the entrance to the tunnel within the public 

right-of-way.  The final lane configuration of this intersection shall be to the satisfaction of the City of 

Los Angeles Department of Transportation.  In addition, any street widening and construction activities 

shall be coordinated with the City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering.”   

Under the Revised Project, access/egress would be similar to that identified for Parcels L and M-2 under 

the Approved Project.  The Revised Project would provide a full access driveway on Second Street, 

similar to the Approved Project.  A full access driveway would also be provided on the south side of 

General Thaddeus Kosciusko Way (GTK Way), which would serve both of the residential towers on 

Parcels L and M-2.  The only difference in access to that identified for the Approved Project is that the 

Second Street driveway would not be directly connected to the Parcel M-2 parking garage due to design 

constraints.  Nevertheless, vehicular access/circulation would be very similar to that assumed for the 

Approved Project because of connections between the residential parking areas.  Truck access would 

continue to be provided from Lower Grand Avenue for both parcels as identified for the Approved 

Project. As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial 

increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to driveway 

locations. 

The parking supply would be slightly lower for the Revised Project, once built, (1,366 spaces) than for 

the Approved Project (1,570 spaces).  Of the total of 1,366 parking spaces, 120 would be dedicated to the 

museum use, 56 spaces for commercial uses and 1,190 spaces for residential uses.  Parking supply for the 

museum use would meet the requirement of LAMC Section 12.21.A.4.  Parking demand would be lower 

under the Revised Project because of lower levels of retail and residential development.  For Parcels L 

and M-2, the Revised Project would provide approximately 524 more parking spaces than required by the 

Municipal Code.  As previously stated, the Certified EIR concluded that there would be a significant 
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parking impact for purposes of CEQA with respect to the parking supply for the residential units.  

However, the Approved Project was granted an exception from the DAARP in the course of the original 

project approvals, which reduced the parking requirement for the residential units.  This exception would 

also apply to the Revised Project.  The Revised Project would include parking supply for the residential 

units that would be consistent with the requirement established in the exception from the DAARP 

previously granted to the Approved Project.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new 

significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified 

EIR with respect to parking.  

Aesthetics and Visual Resources 

Visual Quality 

Certified EIR 

The proposed development of Parcels L and M-2 under the Approved Project would remove the existing 

surface parking lot and would contribute to the existing visual character of the area by raising the site to 

the Grand Avenue street level and would create a continuous interface with the sidewalk that is currently 

missing along the west side of Grand Avenue.  Development of Parcels L and M-2 was envisioned to 

contribute to revitalizing the street space by adding a street-front retail edge that would help define Grand 

Avenue as an active urban avenue.  The street front of Parcels L and M-2 would be integrated with the 

Grand Avenue streetscape and the street-front retail uses would provide an amenity that now only occurs 

minimally along Grand Avenue.  The active street front would reinforce the street front plazas that would 

be incorporated into Parcel Q and would provide continuity along the sidewalk between the Walt Disney 

Concert Hall and Third Street.  Hope, Second, and Third Streets adjoining Parcels L and M-2, would be 

designed with pedestrian friendly street edges that would be enhanced with entrances to residential 

buildings and streetscape amenities, including trees, landscaping, paving systems, benches, trash 

receptacles, street graphics, and lighting.  Building height overlays in Parcels L and M-2, under the 

Conceptual Plan, would allow a cluster of two high-rise towers and low-rise buildings.  The buildings up 

to 600 feet above upper Grand Avenue (985 feet above mean sea level) would be allowed to occupy 30 

percent of the site; buildings up to 300 feet above upper Grand Avenue (685 feet above mean sea level) 

would be allowed to occupy 40 percent of the site; and buildings up to 75 feet above upper Grand Avenue 

(460 feet above mean sea level) would be allowed to occupy 100 percent of the site.  The variation in 

building heights would reduce the overall mass of the development and would reduce the contrast of the 

development with the low-rise Walt Disney Concert Hall, located north of Second Street.  Although 

proposed buildings in Parcel L would not be oriented toward the Walt Disney Concert Hall, Parcel L’s 

buildings nearest the Walt Disney Concert Hall, under the Conceptual Plan, would be low-rise street-front 

shops.  The use and scale of Parcel L’s low-rise retail component would be compatible in scale and 

function with the adjoining low-rise Walt Disney Concert Hall, which also features a street-front theme 

shop on Grand Avenue. 
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The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, with the inclusion of 

mitigation measures, would be consistent with and would promote the Project’s compatibility with the 

existing urban design character of the area, including during the construction timeframe.  Furthermore, 

the Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project would be consistent with the applicable urban 

design guidelines and regulations of the General Plan Framework, the Central City Community Plan, the 

Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan, the existing Bunker Hill Design for Development, and the Downtown 

Strategic Plan.  Therefore, impacts under the Approved Project were concluded to be less than significant 

with respect to visual quality/aesthetics and applicable plans and regulations. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

Under the Revised Project, construction of the museum would relocate the remaining retail uses identified 

for the northeast corner of the Project Site of the Approved Project to the southeast corner of Parcels L 

and M-2.  This retail use would still be oriented to Grand Avenue.  Similar to the Approved Project, 

although construction activities would reduce the existing visual attributes of the Parcels L and M-2 

during the construction phases, these parcels do not currently contain any aesthetic features that 

contribute to the existing visual character of the area.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified 

EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the 

development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.   As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to construction activities. 

Operation 

Under the Revised Project, the museum, with its related museum store use and its potential related 

refreshment use, would contribute to revitalizing the street space by adding a publicly-available venue to 

the northeastern street-front edge of the site which, together with the retail uses planned for the 

southeastern street-front edge and the public plaza in the middle, would help define Grand Avenue as an 

active urban avenue.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would design Hope Street and 

Second Street with pedestrian friendly street edges that would be enhanced with entrances to residential 

buildings and streetscape amenities, including trees, landscaping, paving systems, benches, trash 

receptacles, street graphics, and lighting.  Furthermore, under the Revised Project, building heights are 

planned with several high-rise towers and low-rise buildings, thus creating a reduction in overall mass of 

development and reducing the contrast of the Revised Project with the low-rise Walt Disney Concert Hall, 

located north of 2
nd

 Street. Under the Revised Project, the proposed museum building could potentially 

extend to a height of 95 feet above upper Grand Avenue (480 feet above mean sea level), which would 

slightly exceed the height envelope evaluated in the Certified EIR (75 feet above upper Grand 

Avenue/460 feet above mean sea level).  However, as shown in Figure 4 in the Project Description 

section of this EIR Addendum, this aspect of the Revised Project would not affect the visual prominence 
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of Disney Hall, which is the visual landmark of the area.  Disney Hall is 521 feet above mean sea level at 

its highest point and possesses sufficient building mass and unique design features that will enable it to 

retain its visual prominence even in the presence of another architecturally unique building such as the 

proposed museum building.  The two residential towers under the Revised Project would be within the 

same height envelope of the Approved Project.  Furthermore, the museum building would enhance the 

area as a cultural center by including an additional prominent cultural feature to the area and it would be 

separated from Disney Hall by 2
nd

 Street and the Philharmonic office building located along the southern 

edge of the Disney Hall site on the north side of 2
nd

 Street.  As such, the site plan for the Revised Project 

would provide for some physical and visual separation between these two architecturally significant 

buildings, which would minimize the visual impact of the museum building on the Disney Hall.  Height 

variations created by the building height overlay would also add interest and variation to the skyline in 

this area of downtown.  The Revised Project would remove the existing surface parking lot and would 

contribute to the existing visual character of the area by raising the site to the Grand Avenue street level 

and would create a continuous interface with the sidewalk that is currently missing along the west side of 

Grand Avenue.  The Revised Project would therefore not introduce elements that would be incompatible 

with the character, scale, height, massing, and architectural articulation of existing development. The 

mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five 

development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L 

and M-2.    As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial 

increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to visual 

quality/aesthetics and applicable plans and regulations.  

Since the Revised Project would comprise a variety of building heights and configurations, the Revised 

Project would contribute to the existing visual quality of the Los Angeles Downtown skyline and would 

be consistent with the variety of building heights and setbacks characterizing the existing skyline.  The 

Revised Project would not substantially alter, degrade or eliminate the existing visual character of the 

area, including valued existing features, nor would the Revised Project contrast with the visual character 

of the surrounding area, the impact of the Revised Project relative to the Los Angeles Downtown valued 

skyline.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial 

increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to the Los 

Angeles Downtown skyline. 

Views 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, would obstruct views of 

the Walt Disney Concert Hall and distant vistas to the north including the San Gabriel Mountains, from 

the Grand Promenade Tower, a 28-story residential building located immediately south of Parcel M-2.  

This analysis was based on consideration of the following height limits that would apply as a 

development standard on Parcels L and M-2, as taken from the Certified EIR Project Description: 
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 Building heights of 985 feet above mean sea level (approximately 600 feet above Grand Avenue) 

would be allowed on 30 percent of the site (approximately 27,000 square feet); 

 Building heights of 685 feet above mean sea level (approximately 300 feet above Grand Avenue) 

would be allowed on 40 percent of the site (approximately 36,000 square feet); and 

 Building heights of 460 feet above mean sea level (approximately 75 feet above Grand Avenue) 

would be allowed on 100 percent of the site (approximately 90,000 square feet). 

The Certified EIR concluded that the view blockage impact from the Grand Promenade Tower would be 

significant and unavoidable. 

Revised Project 

Under the Revised Project, the proposed project changes would include replacement of retail uses with a 

museum on the northeast corner of the Parcels L and M-2 site.  Two residential towers and a lower scale 

retail building would also be included within Parcels L and M-2.  The conceptual massing of the towers 

as shown in Figure 4 would fall within the height limits of the Approved Project.  The height of the 

museum building would not exceed 95 feet above upper Grand Avenue (480 feet above mean sea level. 

Because the proposed museum building could extend to a slightly greater height than the Approved 

Project, impacts of the Revised Project could exceed the impacts identified in the Certified EIR.  

However, the additional 20 feet of height for the museum building would only affect the lower floors of 

the Grand Promenade Tower, which were already affected by the buildings included in the Approved 

Project.  As such, the buildings to be constructed on Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project would 

block views for residents of the Grand Promenade Tower that have northerly views, which would be a 

significant and unavoidable impact that would be the same as would occur under the Approved Project.  

As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the 

severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to views.  

Light and Glare 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded, for the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, that although ambient 

lighting would increase, the increased ambient light would not alter the character of the highly urbanized 

area or prevent the performance of any off-site activity, such as the safe operation of a motor vehicle.  

The Approved Project would generate potential glare associated with reflected sunlight from building 

surfaces.  However, with the implementation of Mitigation Measures, potential light and glare impacts 

associated with special events lighting and reflected sunlight would be reduced to less than significant 

levels. 
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Revised Project 

Construction-Lighting 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project although the construction site may be 

illuminated for safety and security purposes, nighttime construction limitations of the Los Angeles 

Municipal Code (LAMC) would preclude any significant light and glare impacts on residential or 

sensitive land uses due to the Revised Project construction activities.  The mitigation measures set forth in 

the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to 

the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.   As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to construction lighting. 

Operation-Lighting 

Under the Revised Project, impacts from light levels during operation under the Revised Project would be 

similar to the Approved Project.  The same mitigation and regulatory measures set forth in the Certified 

EIR with respect to lighting impacts would apply to the Revised Project.  These include design of new 

lighting sources to prevent light spillover onto adjacent private property (i.e., shielding of building 

lighting). The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity 

within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project 

on Parcels L and M-2.   As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to 

lighting during operation of the Revised Project. 

Glare 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, although the existing Grand Promenade 

Tower would largely block views of the south façade of future buildings in Parcels L and M-2, any shiny 

trim or awnings visible from northbound Grand Avenue would have the potential to reflect sunlight.  

However, the museum building could include an extensive amount of glass coverage on the façade of the 

building.  It is noted, however, that Grand Avenue also experiences a great deal of existing afternoon 

shading and all reasonable and appropriate measures would be taken to prevent significant light and glare 

impacts relative the glass façade.  No sun reflection toward southbound streets is anticipated since, in 

order to receive sun reflection, the sun must be behind the viewer and reflect on a surface that is in front 

of the viewer.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity 

within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project 

on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to 

glare. 
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Shade/Shadow 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, would not shade any off-

site sensitive uses in excess of the established significance thresholds and, therefore, would not cause any 

significant and unavoidable shade/shadow impacts.   

Revised Project 

Under the Revised Project, the proposed project changes would include replacement of retail uses with a 

museum on the northeast corner of the Project Site.  Shadow impacts were analyzed in the Certified EIR 

at the maximum height envelope for the entire area of Parcels L and M-2, 600 feet above upper Grand 

Avenue (985 feet above mean sea level), with the exception of a small area at the southeast corner of 

Parcel M-2, which was analyzed at 75 feet above upper Grand Avenue (460 feet above mean sea level).  

Under the Revised Project, this area would be occupied by the retail uses fronting on Grand Avenue, 

which would be below this height.  The remainder of the proposed buildings under the Revised Project 

would be within the height envelope evaluated in the Certified EIR with respect to shade/shadow and thus 

would not exceed the impacts of the Approved Project with respect to shade/shadow.  As such, the 

Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to shade/shadow. 

Historic Resources 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, would not result in direct 

impacts to historic resources, as no historic resources were located within the Project Site.  The Certified 

EIR concluded that although less than fifty years of age, the Walt Disney Concert Hall is an exceptional 

piece of architecture that was designed by a master architect.  It is historically and architecturally 

significant on a number of levels: (1) in that it is directly associated with Frank Gehry, a Pritzker 

Architecture Prize Laureate architect; (2) possesses high artistic values for its ability to so fully articulate 

a particular concept of design that it expresses an aesthetic ideal; (3) embodies distinctive characteristics 

of a type of architectural style and method of construction; and (4) is a cultural and social landmark as 

well as a visual icon within the downtown area of Los Angeles.  Because of its historical and architectural 

importance, it appears to satisfy National Register Criteria A and C, as well as Criteria Consideration G: 

Properties That Have Achieved Significance within the Last Fifty Years.  The building also appears 

eligible for listing in the California Register.  Therefore, for the purposes of CEQA compliance, this 

property was considered a historical resource, pursuant to Section 15064.5(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, 

under the Certified EIR. The Certified EIR concluded that the Grand Avenue Project would have 

significant impacts related to specified historic resources in other areas as a result of development 
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activity.  The Certified EIR concluded that these impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels 

with the implementation of mitigation measures.  

Revised Project 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, no identified historic resources are located 

within the Project Site and thus no identified historic resources would be affected by the proposed project 

changes.  Furthermore, the development proposed for Parcels L and M-2 would not physically, 

aesthetically, or visually impact the historic and cultural qualities of the Walt Disney Concert Hall that 

make it historically significant. As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant 

impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with 

respect to historic resources. 

Population, Housing, and Employment 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, would not exceed 

SCAG’s adopted projections for the City of Los Angeles Subregion.  The Approved Project would be 

consistent with adopted policies, including job/housing balance, as set forth in the Central City 

Community Plan, the City’s General Plan Housing Element, the General Plan Framework, and SCAG’s 

RCPG.  Therefore, the Approved Project would not result in any significant environmental impacts to 

housing or population. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project construction employees would not typically 

relocate closer to a construction site, as the length of time spent at a specific job site is limited.  

Additionally, the Project Site is currently utilized as a vehicle parking lot, providing a limited number of 

jobs.  These few jobs would be affected during construction activities, but the Revised Project operations 

would support on-going opportunities for parking lot employment, upon completion of construction.  The 

Revised Project construction would not involve the relocation of any residences.  As such, the Revised 

Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to housing and population related to 

construction workers. 

Operation 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, the new development would support 

population, housing, and employment increases within the following areas: the City of Los Angeles 
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Subregion, the Central City Community Plan area, and the Project’s Census Tract, Census Tract No. 

207500.  As shown in Table 3, the Revised Project is forecasted to have a residential population of 1,123 

and 159 employees.  This is a decrease in forecasted residential population and employees when 

compared to the Certified EIR (forecasted to have a residential population of 1,207 and 202 employees).  

The increases that would occur are compared to projected increases in population, housing, and 

employment during the 2006 through 2015 time frame in Table 4. 

Table 3 

Revised Project Population and Employment Projections 

Type Proposed Factor Total 

CERTIFIED EIR 

Population 

Total Housing Units 850 units 1.42 persons/unit
a
 1,207b 

Total 1,207 

Employment 

Retail 101,000 sq. ft. 500 sq. ft./employee c 202 

Total 202 

REVISED PROJECT 

Population 

Total Housing Units 790 units 1.42 persons/unit
a
 1,123b 

Total 1,123 

Employment 

Retail 19,422 sq. ft. 500 sq. ft./employee c 39 

Museum 120,000 sq. ft. 1,000 sq. ft./employee d 120 

Total 159 
a Household size is based on the 2004 household size for the Revised Project’s Census Tract. 
b Assumes 100% occupancy. 
c Based on data provided in the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Seventh Edition, 2003. 
d Based on data provided in the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Seventh Edition, 2003. 

The projected growth that is forecasted to occur in the City of Los Angeles Subregion between 2006 and 

2015 is as follows: 176,692 persons, 117,374 households, and 222,628 employees.  The additional 

population of 1,123 persons associated with the Revised Project would comprise 0.64% of the expected 

growth.  The 790 households would represent 0.67% of the projected household growth; and the 159 

employees would represent 0.08% of the projected employment growth.  Thus, the contribution to growth 

associated with the Revised Project would be a small part of the expected growth and would not cause the 

expected growth to be exceeded. As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant 

impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with 

respect to growth.   
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Table 4 

Comparison of Revised Project to SCAG Projections 

Geographic Zone 
Growth 

2006-2015
a
 Revised Project Increase 

Percent of Expected 

Increase 

Population 

Census Tract 207500 68 1,123 1,651.5% 

Community Plan Area 403 1,123 278.7% 

City of Los Angeles Subregion (SCAG) 176,692 1,123 0.64% 

Households 

Census Tract 207500 272 790 290.4% 

Community Plan Area 1,120 790 70.5% 

City of Los Angeles Subregion (SCAG) 117,374 790 0.67% 

Employment 

Census Tract 207500 1,117 159 14.3% 

Community Plan Area 8,668 159 1.84% 

City of Los Angeles Subregion (SCAG) 222,628 159 0.07% 
a Estimates/projections are taken from SCAG 2004 RTP data. 2006 estimates are based on an interpolation of the 2005 and 2010 

projections.  The projections for the Community Plan area are based on the Census Tract data in the RTP, but have been aggregated 

to the Community Plan area. 

 

Furthermore, it may be noted that the population and housing growth would exceed SCAG advisory 

projections for population and housing within the Central City Community Plan area and the Revised 

Project’s Census Tract.  The population growth would be almost 2.8 times over what is projected within 

the Central City Community Plan area during the 2006 to 2015 time period, and the housing growth 

would be 0.7 times of that projected.  Similar to the Approved Project, these increases over the local 

advisory projections indicate that the Revised Project would be increasing housing and population in the 

jobs/rich downtown area at a faster rate than SCAG anticipated; and therefore, improvements in the 

job/housing ratio at the local area can be achieved to a much greater level than anticipated.  Further, the 

Revised Project’s housing and population growth support the objectives of the Downtown Strategic Plan 

to enhance the importance of the downtown area as a residential center and government employee center.  

Thus, the Revised Project’s growth would be considered a beneficial impact of the Revised Project.  As 

such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the 

severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to growth. 
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Air Quality 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, with implementation of regulatory 

measures and mitigation measures, heavy-duty construction equipment emissions of Particulate Matter 

(PM10), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and Carbon Monoxide (CO) would 

exceed the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) daily emission thresholds after 

implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.  Therefore, construction of the Approved Project 

would have a significant and unavoidable impact on regional air quality. This more conservative scenario 

reflected overlapping construction activities on Parcel Q and Parcels L and M-2. 

With respect to construction on Parcels L and M-2 alone, the Certified EIR identified that under the 

Approved Project, with implementation of regulatory measures and mitigation measures, heavy-duty 

construction equipment emissions of PM10 and NOx would exceed the SCAQMD daily emission 

thresholds after implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.  Therefore, construction of the 

Approved Project on Parcels L and M-2 alone would have a significant and unavoidable impact on 

regional air quality. 

With regard to localized emissions, construction activities would still exceed the SCAQMD daily 

emission threshold for PM10 and NO2 after implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.  

Therefore, construction of the Approved Project would have a significant and unavoidable impact with 

respect to localized emission concentrations during construction. 

Furthermore, under the Approved Project, no notable impacts related to Toxic Air Contaminant (TAC) 

emissions during construction were anticipated to occur and no substantial amounts of objectionable odor 

emissions during construction were anticipated.  As such, potential impacts with respect to these 

emissions sources would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the full buildout of the Approved Project, including Parcels L and 

M-2, regional operational emissions would exceed the SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for regional 

CO, VOC, PM10, and NOX after implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.  Therefore, operation 

of the Approved Project would have a significant and unavoidable impact on regional air quality.  The 

Certified EIR identified that mobile and area source emissions associated with development of Parcels L 

and M-2 alone would be below SCAQMD thresholds.     
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No significant impacts related to local CO concentrations would occur for the Revised Project and 

development would be consistent with the air quality policies set forth in the SCAQMD’s AQMP and the 

City of Los Angeles General Plan Air Quality Element, resulting in an impact that is less than significant. 

Furthermore, the Certified EIR concluded that the Approved Project by compliance with industry 

standard odor control practices, SCAQMD Rule 402 (Nuisance), and SCAQMD Best Available Control 

Technology Guidelines, potential impacts that could result from any potential odor source would be less 

than significant. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The Certified EIR did not address greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Approved Project.  

Global climate change was not routinely analyzed prior to AB32, effective in 2007, and the CEQA 

Guidelines did not address greenhouse gases or global climate change at the time the EIR for the 

Approved Project was certified.  

Revised Project 

Construction 

The Revised Project would have the same or lower average daily emissions during construction compared 

to the Approved Project. Because the underground parking garages serving Parcels L and M2 would be 

constructed in phases, with the underground parking structure on Parcel L being constructed at the time of 

museum construction and the underground parking structure on Parcel M2 being constructed in 

conjunction with the development of the remainder of the site, impacts of excavation, garage construction 

and associated hauling activity would be lower on Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project as 

compared to the Approved Project.  Daily emissions of all criteria pollutants would be lower during this 

phase under the Revised Project.  Although significant and unavoidable impacts with respect to PM10 and 

NOx emissions could still occur under the Revised Project, the impacts of the Revised Project would not 

exceed the impacts of the Approved Project with respect to these emissions.  Since the museum use could 

be constructed independently of the other uses on Parcels L and M-2, building framing and finishing 

activities could be less than the Approved Project, which assumed that all of these buildings would be 

constructed concurrently.  These emission levels would also be less in the event that construction on 

Parcel Q were to overlap with either the museum construction or construction of the remaining uses on 

Parcels L and M-2.  For the same reasons, localized emissions concentrations would be the same or lower 

than the Approved Project under the Revised Project and could be significant and unavoidable for PM10 

and NO2 after implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.  Under the Revised Project, 

construction equipment would be utilized at the same or lower rates of use than under the Approved 

Project and impacts related to TAC emissions and objectionable odor emissions would be the same or 

lower than the Approved Project.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to 

development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with 
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the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, and also for the reasons discussed at page 13 of this 

Addendum, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or increase in the severity of 

previously identified impacts with respect to construction air quality. 

Operation 

The Revised Project would have lower regional operational emissions compared to the Approved Project 

because daily traffic generation and vehicle miles travelled that would be associated with the Revised 

Project (21,404 daily trips, see Table 2 above) would be lower than the Approved Project (22,601 daily 

trips, Table 2).  The reduction in trips would not be sufficient to reduce any of the daily emission levels 

below SCAQMD thresholds, so impacts would remain significant and unavoidable under the Revised 

Project.  Similarly, regional operational emission levels associated with activity on Parcels L and M-2 

alone would also be lower than the Approved Project, based on lower daily trip generation (4,352 daily 

trips under the Revised Project, 5,549 under the Approved Project). The mitigation measures set forth in 

the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to 

the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to emission levels. 

In addition, local CO concentrations would be lower under the Revised Project due to reduced peak hour 

trip generation.  The Revised Project would generate 255 trips in the a.m. peak hour and 422 trips in the 

p.m. peak hour on Parcels L and M-2 compared to 263 trips in the a.m. peak hour and 494 trips in the 

p.m. peak hour under the Approved Project.  The Revised Project in total would generate 1,543 trips in 

the a.m. peak hour and 2,413 trips in the p.m. peak hour on Parcels L and M-2 compared to 1,551 trips in 

the a.m. peak hour and 2,464 trips in the p.m. peak hour under the Approved Project.  These reductions in 

peak hour traffic under the Revised Project would cause localized CO concentrations at nearby 

intersections, already determined in the Certified EIR to be less than significant, to be reduced even 

further. The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within 

the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on 

Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to 

these concentrations. 

The Revised Project would introduce a new land use (museum) on Parcels L and M-2.  However, this use 

would not introduce any new sources of odor generation on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised 

Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of 

previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to odor generation. 
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Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change  

The following analysis has been prepared in accordance with the requirements set forth in Section 

15164.4 and Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, which became effective on March 18, 2010. 

Section 15064.4 of the revised CEQA Guidelines that became effective on March 18, 2010 states: 

(b)  A lead agency should consider the following factors, among others, when assessing the 

significance of greenhouse gas emissions on the environment: 

(1) The extent to which the project may increase or reduce greenhouse gas emissions as 

compared to the existing environmental setting; 

(2) Whether the project emissions exceed a threshold of significance that the lead agency 

determines applies to the project; and 

(3) The extent to which the project complies with regulations or requirements adopted to 

implement a statewide, regional, or local plan for the reduction or mitigation of 

greenhouse gas emissions.  Such requirements must be adopted by the relevant public 

agency through a public review process and must reduce or mitigate the project’s 

incremental contribution of greenhouse gas emissions.  If there is substantial evidence 

that the possible effects of a particular project are still cumulatively considerable 

notwithstanding compliance with the adopted regulations or requirements, an EIR must 

be prepared for the project. 

According to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as revised on March 18, 2010, a project could have a 

significant environmental impact if it would: 

 Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 

impact on the environment; or 

 Conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the 

emissions of greenhouse gases. 

As such, the Revised Project would have a significant impact with respect to GHG emissions and global 

climate change if it would substantially conflict with applicable plans and policies that have been adopted 

for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions (which plans are identified at pages 43 to 47 of this 

Addendum). 
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Introduction 

The Earth’s natural warming process is known as the “greenhouse effect.”  This greenhouse effect 

compares the Earth and the atmosphere surrounding it to a greenhouse with glass panes.  The glass allows 

solar radiation (sunlight) into the Earth’s atmosphere, but prevents radiative heat from escaping, thus 

warming the Earth’s atmosphere.  Greenhouse gases (GHGs) keep the average surface temperature of the 

Earth close to a hospitable 60 degrees Fahrenheit.  However, excessive concentrations of GHGs in the 

atmosphere can result in increased global mean temperatures, with associated adverse climatic and 

ecological consequences.  

Scientists studying the particularly rapid rise in global temperatures have determined that human activity 

has resulted in increased emissions of GHGs, primarily from the burning of fossil fuels (during motorized 

transport, electricity generation, consumption of natural gas, industrial activity, manufacturing, etc.) and 

deforestation, as well as agricultural activity and the decomposition of solid waste.   

Scientists refer to the global warming context of the past century as the “enhanced greenhouse effect” to 

distinguish it from the natural greenhouse effect.  While the increase in temperature is known as “global 

warming,” the resulting change in weather patterns is known as “global climate change.”  Global climate 

change is evidenced in changes to wind patterns, storms, precipitation, and air temperature. 

GHGs include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), 

perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3).  Carbon dioxide is the 

most abundant GHG.  Other GHGs are less abundant, but have higher global warming potential than CO2.  

Thus, emissions of other GHGs are frequently expressed in the equivalent mass of CO2, denoted as CO2e.  

Forest fires, decomposition, industrial processes, landfills, and consumption of fossil fuels for power 

generation, transportation, heating, and cooking are the primary sources of GHG emissions.  A general 

description of the GHGs discussed is provided in Table 5, Description of Identified Greenhouse Gases. 

Table 5 

Description of Identified Greenhouse Gases  

Greenhouse Gas General Description 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 

An odorless, colorless GHG, which has both natural and anthropocentric 

sources. Natural sources include the following: decomposition of dead organic 

matter; respiration of bacteria, plants, animals, and fungus; evaporation from 

oceans; and volcanic activity.  Anthropogenic (human caused) sources of 

carbon dioxide are from burning coal, oil, natural gas, and wood.  

Methane 

A flammable gas and the main component of natural gas.  When one molecule 

of methane is burned in the presence of oxygen, one molecule of carbon dioxide 

and two molecules of water are released.  There are no ill health effects from 

methane. A natural source of methane is from the anaerobic decay of organic 

matter. Geological deposits, known as natural gas fields, also contain methane, 

which is extracted for fuel.  Other sources are from landfills, fermentation of 

manure, and cattle. 
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Table 5 

Description of Identified Greenhouse Gases  

Greenhouse Gas General Description 

Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 

A colorless GHG.  High concentrations can cause dizziness, euphoria, and 

sometimes slight hallucinations. Nitrous oxide is produced by microbial 

processes in soil and water, including those reactions which occur in fertilizer 

containing nitrogen. In addition to agricultural sources, some industrial 

processes (fossil fuel-fired power plants, nylon production, nitric acid 

production, and vehicle emissions) also contribute to its atmospheric load.  It is 

used in rocket engines, race cars, and as an aerosol spray propellant. 

Hydrofluorocarbons 

(HFCs) 

HFCs are synthetic man-made chemicals that are used as a substitute for 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) for automobile air conditioners and refrigerants.  

CFCs are gases formed synthetically by replacing all hydrogen atoms in 

methane or ethane with chlorine and/or fluorine atoms.  CFCs are nontoxic, 

nonflammable, insoluble, and chemically unreactive in the troposphere (the 

level of air at the earth’s surface).  CFCs were first synthesized in 1928 for use 

as refrigerants, aerosol propellants, and cleaning solvents.  As CFCs destroy 

stratospheric ozone, their production was stopped as required by the Montreal 

Protocol in 1987. 

Perfluorocarbons 

(PFCs) 

PFCs have stable molecular structures and do not break down though the 

chemical processes in the lower atmosphere.  High-energy ultraviolet rays about 

60 kilometers above the earth’s surface are able to destroy the compounds.  

PFCs have very long lifetimes, between 10,000 and 50,000 years.  Two 

common PFCs are tetrafluoromethane and hexafluoroethane.  The two main 

sources of PFCs are primary aluminum production and semiconductor 

manufacture. 

Sulfur Hexafluoride 

(SF6) 

An inorganic, odorless, colorless, non-toxic, and nonflammable gas.  SF6 is 

used for insulation in electric power transmission and distribution equipment, in 

the magnesium industry, in semiconductor manufacturing, and as a tracer gas 

for leak detection. 

Nitrogen Trifluoride 

(NF3) 

NF3 is an inorganic, odorless, colorless, toxic, nonflammable gas.  It has one of 

the highest GWP among GHGs (17,200) with an atmospheric lifetime of 740 

years.  NF3 is emitted during manufacture of various electronics including 

televisions, photovoltaic solar panels, and microprocessors. 

 

Sources: Association of Environmental Professionals, Alternative Approaches to Analyze Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

and Global Climate Change in CEQA Documents, Final, June 29, 2007. 

 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2007. “Climate Change 2007 - The Physical Basis, 

Contribution Working Group I to the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC” http://ipcc-

wg1.ucar.edu/wg1/wg1-report.html.  

 

Global Warming Potential  

Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) are one type of simplified index based upon radiative (heat-

absorbing) properties that can be used to estimate the potential future impacts of emissions of different 

gases upon the climate system in a relative sense.  GWP is based on a number of factors, including the 

radiative efficiency (heat-absorbing ability) of each gas relative to that of carbon dioxide, as well as the 

decay rate of each gas (the amount removed from the atmosphere over a given number of years) relative 
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to that of carbon dioxide. For example, methane has 21 times the global warming potential as does carbon 

dioxide.  A summary of the atmospheric lifetime and GWP of selected gases is presented at Table 6, 

Atmospheric Lifetimes and Global Warming Potentials.  As indicated, GWP ranges from 1 to 23,900 

times the GWP of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.   

Table 6 

Atmospheric Lifetimes and Global Warming Potentials  

Gas Atmospheric Lifetime (years) 

Global Warming Potential 

(100 year time horizon) 

Carbon Dioxide 50 – 200 1 

Methane 12 (+/-3) 21 

Nitrous Oxide 120 310 

HFC-23 264 11,700 

HFC-134a 14.6 1,300 

HFC-152a 1.5 140 

PFC: Tetrafluoromethane (CF4) 50,000 6,500 

PFC: Hexafluoroethane (C2F6) 10,000 9,200 

Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) 3,200 23,900 

Source: IPCC, 2006. 

Existing State-wide GHG Inventory
 

The California Energy Commission (CEC) published the Inventory of California Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions and Sinks: 1990 to 2004 in December 2006.  This report indicates that California emitted 

between 425 and 468 million metric tons of greenhouse gases in 1990.  As reported by the California 

Energy Commission, California contributes 1.4 percent of global and 6.2 percent of national GHG 

emissions.
2
  Approximately 80 percent of greenhouse gases in California are CO2 produced from fossil 

fuel combustion.  Although California is the second largest contributor of GHG emissions in the U.S 

(after Texas), it has the second lowest per capita CO2 emission rate in the nation (after the District of 

Columbia).  Between 1990 and 2000, California’s population grew by 4.1 million people; and during the 

1990 to 2003 period, California’s gross state product grew by 83 percent (in dollars, not adjusted for 

inflation).  However, California’s GHG emissions grew by only 12 percent between 1990 and 2003.  The 

report concludes that California’s ability to slow the rate of growth of GHG emissions is largely due to 

the success of its energy efficiency, renewable energy programs, and commitment to clean air and clean 

energy.  The State’s programs and commitments lowered its GHG emissions rate of growth by more than 

half of what it would have been otherwise. 

                                                      

2
  California Energy Commission, Inventory of California Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990 to 2004, 

CEC-600-2006-013, October 2006. 
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Projected Impacts of Climate Change in California 

According to the 2006 California Climate Action Team (CAT) Report, temperature increases arising from 

increased GHG emissions potentially could result in a variety of impacts to the people, economy, and 

environment of California associated with a projected increase in extreme conditions, with the severity of 

the impacts depending upon actual future emissions of GHGs and associated warming.  If emissions from 

GHGs are not reduced significantly, the warming increase could have the following consequences in 

California
3
: 

 The Sierra snowpack could decline between 70 and 90 percent, threatening California’s 

water supply; 

 Attainment of air quality standards could be impeded by increasing emissions, 

accelerating chemical processes, and raising inversion temperatures during stagnation 

episodes;  

 Erosion of California’s coastlines could increase as well as sea water intrusion; 

 Pest infestation and vulnerability to fires of the State’s forests could increase; and  

 Rising temperatures could increase power demand, especially in the summer season.  

Policy Responses 

In 2005, in recognition of California’s vulnerability to the effects of climate change, Governor 

Schwarzenegger established Executive Order S-3-05, which sets forth a series of target dates by which 

statewide emissions of GHG would be progressively reduced, as follows: 

 By 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels; 

 By 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels; and 

 By 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels. 

In response to Executive Order S-3-05, the Secretary of Cal/EPA created the Climate Action Team 

(CAT), which, in March 2006, published the Climate Action Team Report to Governor Schwarzenegger 

and the Legislature (the “2006 CAT Report”).  The 2006 CAT Report identifies a recommended list of 

strategies that the State could pursue to reduce climate change GHG emissions.  These are strategies that 

                                                      

3
  California Environmental Protection Agency, Climate Action Team Report to Governor Schwarzenegger and 

the Legislature, March 2006, p. 11. 
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could be implemented by various State agencies to ensure that the Governor’s targets are met and can be 

met with existing authority of the State agencies. 

In 2006, California passed the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill No. 32; 

California Health and Safety Code Division 25.5, Sections 38500, et seq., or AB 32), which requires the 

California Air Resources Board (ARB) to design and implement emission limits, regulations, and other 

measures, such that feasible and cost-effective statewide GHG emissions are reduced to 1990 levels by 

2020. 

As a central requirement of AB 32, the ARB was assigned the task of developing a Scoping Plan that 

outlines the State’s strategy to achieve the 2020 GHG emissions limit.  This Scoping Plan, which was 

developed by the ARB in coordination with the CAT, was published in October 2008.  The Scoping Plan 

proposed a comprehensive set of actions designed to reduce overall GHG emissions in California, 

improve the environment, reduce the State’s dependence on oil, diversify the State’s energy sources, save 

energy, create new jobs, and enhance public health.  An important component of the plan is a cap-and-

trade program covering 85 percent of the State’s emissions.  Additional key recommendations of the 

Scoping Plan include strategies to enhance and expand proven cost-saving energy efficiency programs; 

implementation of California’s clean cars standards; increases in the amount of clean and renewable 

energy used to power the State; and implementation of a low-carbon fuel standard that will make the fuels 

used in the State cleaner.  Furthermore, the Scoping Plan also proposes full deployment of the California 

Solar Initiative, high-speed rail, water-related energy efficiency measures, and a range of regulations to 

reduce emissions from trucks and from ships docked in California ports.  The Proposed Scoping Plan was 

approved by the ARB on December 11, 2008.  The measures in the Scoping Plan would be developed 

over the next two years and be in place by 2012.   

California-Specific Adaptation Strategies 

Because climate change is already affecting California and current emissions will continue to drive 

climate change in the coming decades, the necessity of adaptation to the impacts of climate change is 

recognized by the State of California.  The 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy Discussion Draft 

(the Strategy) begins what will be an ongoing process of adaptation, as directed by Governor 

Schwarzenegger’s Executive Order S-13-08.  The goals of the strategy are to analyze risks and 

vulnerabilities and identify strategies to reduce the risks.  Once the strategies are identified and 

prioritized, government resources will be identified.  Finally, the strategy includes identifying research 

needs and educating the public.  

Climate change risks are evaluated using two distinct approaches: (1) projecting the amount of climate 

change that may occur using computer-based global climate models and (2) assessing the natural or 

human system’s ability to cope with and adapt to change by examining past experience with climate 

variability and extrapolating this to understand how the systems may respond to the additional impact of 

climate change.  The major anticipated climate changes expected in the State of California include 
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increases in temperature, decreases in precipitation, particularly as snowfall, and increases in sea level, as 

discussed above.  These gradual changes will also lead to an increasing number of extreme events, such 

as heat waves, wildfires, droughts, and floods.  This would impact public health, ocean and coast 

resources, water supply, agriculture, biodiversity, and the transportation and energy infrastructures. 

Key preliminary adaptation recommendations included in the Strategy are as follows: 

 Appointment of a Climate Adaptation Advisory Panel; 

 Improved water management in anticipation of reduced water supplies, including a 20 

percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020;  

 Consideration of project alternatives that avoid significant new development in areas that 

cannot be adequately protected from flooding due to climate change; 

 Preparation of agency-specific adaptation plans, guidance or criteria by September 2010; 

 Consideration of climate change impacts for all significant State projects; 

 Assessment of climate change impacts on emergency preparedness; 

 Identification of key habitats and development of plans to minimize adverse effects from 

climate change; 

 Development of guidance by the California Department of Public Health by September 

2010 for use by local health departments to assess adaptation strategies; 

 Amendment of Plans to assess climate change impacts and develop local risk reduction 

strategies by communities with General Plans and Local Coastal Plans; and 

 Inclusion of climate change impact information into fire program planning by State fire 

fighting agencies.   

City of Los Angeles Green Building Ordinance 

In April, 2008, the City of Los Angeles adopted a Green Building Ordinance designed to reduce the use 

of natural resources, create healthier living environments and minimize the negative impacts of 

development on local, regional and global ecosystems.  The requirements of the Green Building 

Ordinance apply to all projects for which building permits are issued after November 1, 2008.  However, 

the Ordinance exempted projects for which an application for City entitlements was deemed complete 

before November, 2008.  The application for the necessary City entitlements for the original Grand 

Avenue Project, which was approved in 2006, was deemed complete before that date. Although additional 
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approvals/entitlements are needed for the revised project from the JPA, CRA and County, no additional 

entitlements are needed from the City. If the JPA, CRA and County approve the revised project, only 

building permits are need from the City and building permits are not entitlements within the meaning of 

the Ordinance. As such, the Green Building Ordinance would not apply to the Revised Project. 

Changes to CEQA Guidelines 

Additionally, in August 2007, the Legislature adopted Senate Bill 97 (SB 97), which required the 

California Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to prepare and transmit new CEQA guidelines for the 

mitigation of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG emissions to the Natural Resources Agency by July 

1, 2009.  On April 13, 2009, OPR submitted to the Secretary for Natural Resources its proposed 

amendments to the state CEQA Guidelines for greenhouse gas emissions, as required by Senate Bill 97.  

These proposed CEQA Guideline amendments provided guidance to public agencies regarding the 

analysis and mitigation of the effects of greenhouse gas emissions in draft CEQA documents.  On 

December 31, 2009, the Natural Resources Agency transmitted the Adopted Amendments and the entire 

rulemaking file to the Office of Administrative Law (OAL).  On February 16, 2010, OAL approved the 

Adopted Amendments and filed them with the Secretary of State for inclusion in the California Code of 

Regulations.  The Adopted Amendments became effective on March 18, 2010. 

In the CEQA Guideline Amendments, a threshold of significance for greenhouse gas emissions was not 

specified, nor does it prescribe assessment methodologies or specific mitigation measures.  Instead, the 

amendments encourage lead agencies to consider many factors in performing a CEQA analysis and relies 

on the lead agencies in making their own significance threshold determinations based upon substantial 

evidence. The CEQA Amendments also encourage public agencies to make use of programmatic 

mitigation plans and programs from which to tier when they perform individual project analyses. As 

discussed above, the threshold of significance utilized in this analysis is as follows: 

The Revised Project would have a significant impact with respect to GHG emissions and global 

climate change if it would substantially conflict with applicable plans and policies that have been 

adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions (which plans are identified at pages 43 to 47 of 

this Addendum). 

Project GHG Emissions 

In terms of generating an inventory of the Revised Project’s GHG emissions, the California Climate 

Action Registry (CCAR) has prepared a protocol (CCAR Protocol) for calculating and reporting GHG 

emissions from a number of general and industry-specific activities.  However, there is no clear guidance 

defining the extent to which direct and indirect emissions resulting from a project need be included under 

CEQA.  For example, composting of yard waste and decomposing solid waste at landfills result in the 

emission of GHGs.  From a global perspective, whether produced locally or throughout the world, the 

manufacture and transport of construction materials result in the emission of GHGs, and the loss of forest 
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to produce wood products reduces the Earth’s ability to sequester carbon emissions.  However, the CEQA 

Guidelines Amendments do not require calculation or analysis of these “lifecycle” emissions and this 

analysis is therefore not included herein.  It is, however, reasonable to consider the GHG emissions 

resulting from the incremental increase in usage of on-road mobile vehicles, electricity, natural gas, and 

water upon implementation of the Revised Project as project-related. 

During the operational phase of the development that would be permitted under the proposed project 

changes, the consumption of fossil fuels is necessary to generate electricity, provide heating and hot water 

for the on-site land uses, and convey, transport, and treat water.  Fuel is also consumed by on-road mobile 

vehicles associated with the proposed project. The consumption of these fossil fuels creates GHG 

emissions.  Additionally, on-site solid waste generation would result in GHG emissions from landfill 

operations.  In calculating the GHG emissions estimated to result from the proposed project changes, the 

future fuel consumption rates, water use, and solid waste generation rates for the proposed project 

changes by these sources were estimated based on the proposed land uses and in the analysis in contained 

in the Utilities section of this Addendum below.  The GHG emission factors from the CCAR Protocol for 

natural gas and electricity were then applied to the respective consumption rates, to calculate annual GHG 

emissions in metric tons.  GHG emissions from water consumption were determined by evaluating the 

water-related energy use relationship identified in the CEC’s California’s Water-Energy Relationship 

document.  The solid waste emission rate was obtained from the EPA’s Solid Waste Management and 

Greenhouse Gases: A Life-Cycle Assessment of Emissions and Sinks.  The on-road mobile vehicle miles 

per day and vehicle fleet mix with the proposed project changes were estimated using the URBEMIS 

2007 computer model and sources of assumed miles per gallon were based upon the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration Summary of Fuel Economy Performance and the U.S. Department of 

Energy Transportation Energy Book.  The GHG emission factors from the CCAR Protocol for motor 

vehicles were applied to calculate annual GHG emissions in metric tons.  The calculations and 

assumptions utilized in the analysis provided in this Addendum are contained in Appendix B. 

As discussed above, not all GHGs exhibit the same ability to induce climate change; as a result, GHG 

contributions are commonly quantified in CO2 equivalents (CO2e).  The GHG mass emissions for the 

proposed project were calculated by converting pollutant specific emissions to CO2e emissions by 

applying the applicable global warming potential (GWP) values shown in Table 6 above.  

Based on the methodology described above, operational GHG emissions have been calculated in metric 

tons per year as shown in Table 7, Predicted Revised Project Greenhouse Gas Emissions.  These 

emissions reflect the projected emissions under the Revised Project development on Parcels L and M-2.  
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Table 7 

Predicted Greenhouse Gas Emissions Associated with Revised Project on 

Parcels L and M-2 

Emissions Source 

CO2e Emissions in Metric Tons per 

Year 

Construction – All construction 

activity on Parcels L and M-2 
3,021.73 

Revised Project Operation  

Natural Gas Consumption 2,327.09 

Electricity Consumption 2,089.36 

Water Consumption 240.99 

Solid Waste Generation 610.12 

Motor Vehicles 9,111,37 

Total Emissions 14,378.93 

Source: Christopher A. Joseph & Associates, 2010.   

 

For the qualitative GHG emissions analysis for the Revised Project, the 2006 CAT Report and the ARB’s 

AB 32 Scoping Plan have recommended a list of strategies and measures that the State could pursue to 

reduce climate change greenhouse gas emissions.  Thus, in the absence of regulatory guidance, this 

document addresses the potential impacts associated with GHG emissions resulting from implementation 

of the Revised Project by evaluating qualitatively whether the Revised Project development on Parcels L 

and M-2 would be consistent with the emission reduction strategies identified by the CAT Report and the 

ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan. 

Project GHG Emissions Impact Analysis 

As discussed above, the increase in greenhouse gas emissions associated with the proposed project 

changes has been quantified in accordance with accepted methodologies in accordance with Guidelines 

Section 15064.4(b)(1).  However, neither the State, the South Coast Air Quality Management District 

(SCAQMD), nor the City of Los Angeles has officially adopted a quantitative significance threshold for 

GHG emissions that can be used to determine whether a project “may have a significant impact on the 

environment” in accordance with Guidelines Appendix G.  The emission by any individual project of 

GHGs into the atmosphere typically is too small to cause an adverse environmental effect by itself.  

Rather, the potential impact is attributable to the increased accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere that 

results in global climate change.  The resultant consequences of that climate change can cause adverse 

environmental effects.  Due to the complex physical, chemical, and atmospheric mechanisms involved in 

global climate change, it is not possible to establish direct relationships and predict the specific impact, to 

global climate change from one project’s or even a set of cumulative projects’ relatively small 

incremental increase in emissions.  However, AB 32 represents the statewide plan for reducing 

California’s GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.  In addition, the AB 32 Scoping Plan contains the 

main strategies California will use to reduce the GHGs that cause climate change.  The scoping plan has a 
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range of GHG reduction actions which include direct regulations, alternative compliance mechanisms, 

monetary and non-monetary incentives, voluntary actions, market-based mechanisms such as a cap-and-

trade system, and an AB 32 cost of implementation fee regulation to fund the program. These measures 

have been introduced through four workshops held between November 30, 2007 and April 17, 2008.  A 

draft scoping plan was released for public review and comment on June 26, 2008 followed by more 

workshops in July and August, 2008.  The proposed scoping plan was released on October 15, 2008 and 

approved by the California Air Resources Board at the Board hearing on December 12, 2008
4
.  As such, 

the AB 32 Scoping Plan would represent a statewide plan for the reduction or mitigation of greenhouse 

gas emissions that was adopted by the relevant public agency through a public review process in 

accordance with Guidelines Section 15064.4(b)(3), and would constitute a plan, policy, or regulation 

adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases in accordance with Guidelines 

Appendix G. 

Accordingly, taking all of the factors set forth in Guidelines Section 15064.4(b) into account, the Revised 

Project will be deemed to cause a significant impact with respect to GHG emission if the Revised Project 

would be inconsistent with the ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan and other applicable guidance documents issued 

in furtherance of AB 32 to date, including the 2006 CAT Report, and the Attorney General’s publication, 

CEQA: Addressing Global Warming Impacts at the Local Agency Level.   

Revised Project Compliance with ARB’s AB 32 Scoping Plan Recommended Measures 

The consistency of the Revised Project development on Parcels L and M-2 with the strategies from the 

ARB’s AB 32 Scoping Plan measures is evaluated in Table 8, Revised Project Consistency with ARB 

Scoping Plan Recommended Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Measures.  As shown, the Revised 

Project would be consistent with the recommended measures of the ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions in California.  Therefore, GHG emissions associated with the development on 

Parcels L and M-2 that would be permitted under the Revised Project would not significantly contribute 

to cumulative adverse GHG emissions impact, and the impact of the Revised Project with respect to GHG 

emissions and climate change would be less than significant. 

                                                      

4
  California Air Resources Board at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scopingplan.htm. 
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Table 8 

Revised Project Consistency with ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan Recommended Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reduction Measures 

Measure Project Consistency 

California Air Resources Board 

California Cap-and-Trade Program Linked to Western 

Climate Initiative Partner Jurisdictions 

 

Implement a broad-based California cap-and-trade 

program to provide a firm limit on emissions.  Link the 

California cap–and-trade program with other Western 

Climate Initiative Partner programs to create a regional 

market system to achieve greater environmental and 

economic benefits for California.  Ensure California’s 

program meets all applicable AB 32 requirements for 

market-based mechanisms. 

Not applicable.   
 

 

While this measure is not specifically applicable to the 

Revised Project, the Revised Project would not preclude 

the implementation of this measure by the ARB.   

 

 

California Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas 

Standards 

 

Implement adopted Pavley standards and planned 

second phase of the program.  Align zero-emission 

vehicle, alternative and renewable fuel and vehicle 

technology programs with long-term climate change 

goals. 

Not Applicable.   
 

 

The Revised Project does not influence or impact 

regulatory decision-making on light-duty vehicle 

standards.   

Energy Efficiency 

 

Maximize energy efficiency building and appliance 

standards, and pursue additional efficiency efforts 

including new technologies, and new policy and 

implementation mechanisms.  Pursue comparable 

investment in energy efficiency from all retail providers 

of electricity in California (including both investor-

owned and publicly owned utilities). 

Consistent.   
 

The Revised Project would be required to be constructed 

in compliance with the standards of Title 24 that are in 

effect at the time of development.  With intent of the 

Revised Project to achieve certification at the LEED-

certified level, the Revised Project could exceed Title 24 

standards.  In addition, under State law, appliances that 

are purchased for the Revised Project – both pre- and 

post-development – would be consistent with energy 

efficiency standards that are in effect at the time of 

manufacture. 

Renewables Portfolio Standard 

 

Achieve 33 percent renewable energy mix statewide. 

Not applicable. 

 

While this measure is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this measure 

by municipal utility providers.   

Low Carbon Fuel Standard 

 

Develop and adopt the Low Carbon Fuel Standard. 

Not Applicable.   
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making regarding low carbon fuel 

standards. 
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Table 8 

Revised Project Consistency with ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan Recommended Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reduction Measures 

Measure Project Consistency 

Regional Transportation-Related Greenhouse Gas 

Targets 

 

Develop regional greenhouse gas emissions reduction 

targets for passenger vehicles. 

Not Applicable.   
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making regarding GHG emissions 

targets. 

Vehicle Efficiency Measures 

 

Implement light-duty vehicle efficiency measures. 

Not Applicable.   
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making regarding vehicle efficiency 

standards.   

Goods Movement 

 

Implement adopted regulations for the use of shore 

power for ships at berth.  Improve efficiency in goods 

movement activities. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making regarding the improvement 

in goods movement activities.   

Million Solar Roofs Program 

 

Install 3,000 MW of solar-electric capacity under 

California’s existing solar programs. 

Consistent   
 

Although solar roofs are not specifically proposed as 

part of the Revised Project, the design of the new 

residential buildings would not preclude the installation 

and use of solar equipment in the future if they become 

cost effective from a purchase and maintenance 

standpoint of the property owners. 

Medium/Heavy-Duty Vehicles 

 

Adopt medium and heavy-duty vehicle efficiency 

measures. 

Not Applicable.   
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making regarding medium/heavy-

duty vehicle efficiency standards.   

Industrial Emissions 

 

Require assessment of large industrial sources to 

determine whether individual sources within a facility 

can cost-effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

and provide other pollution reduction co-benefits.  

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from fugitive 

emissions from oil and gas extraction and gas 

transmission.  Adopt and implement regulations to 

control fugitive methane emissions and reduce flaring at 

refineries. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project is not an industrial facility and 

would not involve the operation of industrial processes.   

High Speed Rail 

 

Support implementation of a high speed rail system. 

Not applicable. 

 

While this measure is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this measure 

by the State.   
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Table 8 

Revised Project Consistency with ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan Recommended Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reduction Measures 

Measure Project Consistency 

Green Building Strategy 

 

Expand the use of green building practices to reduce the 

carbon footprint of California’s new and existing 

inventory of buildings. 

Consistent. 

 

As the Revised Project would seek certification at the 

LEED-Certified level, water saving features and energy 

efficient features would be incorporated into the 

Project’s design.   

High Global Warming Potential Gases 

 

Adopt measures to reduce high global warming potential 

gases. 

Consistent. 

 

As the Revised Project would seek certification at the 

LEED-certified level, water saving features and energy 

efficient features would be incorporated into the 

project’s design.  The Revised Project would also not 

preclude the implementation of this measure by the 

ARB. 

Recycling and Waste 

 

Reduce methane emissions at landfills.  Increase waste 

diversion, composting, and commercial recycling.  Move 

toward zero-waste. 

Consistent. 

 

The Revised Project would be subject to the 

requirements of AB 939.  In addition, the Project Site is 

located within the City of Los Angeles, which surpassed 

the State-mandated 50 percent diversion rate for the year 

2000 and achieved a 58.8 percent diversion rate.  In 

2001 and 2002, the City achieved a diversion rate of 63 

and 62 percent, respectively.  Furthermore, in 1999, the 

Mayor directed City departments to develop strategies to 

achieve the citywide recycling goal of 70 percent by 

2015.  The Revised Project would also be subject to all 

applicable State and City requirements for solid waste 

reduction as they change in the future.  Finally, the 

Revised Project would  be subject to the mitigation 

measures included in the Certified EIR that require the 

Revised Project to include recycling of construction 

materials and recycling facilities in the Project. 

Sustainable Forests 

 

Preserve forest sequestration and encourage the use of 

forest biomass for sustainable energy generation. 

Not applicable. 
 

The Revised Project is not located within or near a 

forest. 

Water 

 

Continue efficiency programs and use cleaner energy 

sources to move and treat water. 

Consistent. 
 

As the Revised Project would seek certification at the 

LEED-certified level, water saving features and energy 

efficient features would be incorporated into the 

Project’s design. 
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Table 8 

Revised Project Consistency with ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan Recommended Greenhouse Gas 

Emission Reduction Measures 

Measure Project Consistency 

Agriculture 

 

In the near-term, encourage investment in manure 

digesters and at the five-year Scoping Plan update 

determine if the program should be made mandatory by 

2020. 

Not applicable. 
 

The Revised Project would not include any elements of 

agriculture.   

Sources:  Air Resources Board, Climate Change Proposed Scoping Plan, October 2008 and Christopher A. Joseph 

& Associates, January 2010. 

 

Compliance with 2006 CAT Report Strategies and the Attorney General’s Guidance on Addressing 

Global Warming Impacts at the Project Level 

The consistency of the Revised Project with the strategies from the 2006 CAT Report is evaluated in 

Table 9, Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies.  As 

shown, the Revised Project would be consistent with all feasible and applicable strategies of the 2006 

CAT Report.   

Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

California Air Resources Board 

Vehicle Climate Change Standards 

 

AB 1493 (Pavley) required the state to develop and 

adopt regulations that achieve the maximum feasible and 

cost-effective reduction of climate change emissions 

emitted by passenger vehicles and light duty trucks.  

Regulations were adopted by the ARB I September 

2004. 

Consistent. 

 

The vehicles that travel to and from the Project Site on 

public roadways would be in compliance with ARB 

vehicle standards that are in effect at the time of vehicle 

purchase. 

Diesel Anti-Idling 

 

In July 2004, the ARB adopted a measure to limit diesel-

fueled commercial motor vehicle idling. 

Consistent.   
 

The Revised Project, which involves a development 

consisting of residential, commercial and museum uses, 

would not involve substantial diesel truck idling 

operations.  The museum would include a loading dock, 

however, trucks are not expected to idle at this facility.  

If they do, they are limited to 5 minutes in accordance 

with SCAQMD Rules.  
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Hydrofluorocarbon Reduction 

 

1) Ban retail sale of HFC in small cans. 

2) Require that only low GWP refrigerants be used in 

new vehicular systems. 

3) Adopt specifications for new commercial 

refrigeration. 

4) Add refrigerant leak-tightness to the pass criteria for 

vehicular inspection and maintenance programs. 

5) Enforce federal ban on releasing HFCs. 

Consistent. 

 

This strategy applies to consumer products that may be 

used by the new residents associated with the Revised 

Project.  All applicable products would be required to 

comply with the regulations that are in effect at the time 

of manufacture. 

Transportation Refrigeration Units, Off-Road 

Electrification, Port Electrification (ship to shore) 

 

Require all new transportation refrigeration units (TRU) 

to be equipped with electric standby. 

Require cold storage facilities to install electric 

infrastructure to support electric standby TRUs. 

 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not involve the use of 

transportation refrigeration units. 

Manure Management 

 

Improved management practices, manure handling 

practices, and lagoon/liquid waste control options. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not involve any manure 

handling. 

Semi Conductor Industry Targets 

 

Emission reduction rules for semiconductor operations. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not involve any 

semiconductor operations. 

Alternative Fuels: Biodiesel Blends 

 

ARB would develop regulations to require the use of 1 

to 4 percent biodiesel displacement of California diesel 

fuel. 

Not Applicable. 

 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on ARB 

decision-making regarding fuel blend regulations. 

Alternative Fuels: Ethanol 

 

Increased use of E-85 fuel. 

Not Applicable. 

 

The Revised Project does not impact the availability of 

fuel blends. 

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emission Reduction Measures 

 

Increased efficiency in the design of heavy duty vehicles 

and an education program for the heavy duty vehicle 

sector. 

Consistent. 

 

The heavy-duty vehicles (e.g., refuse and delivery 

trucks) that travel to and from the Project Site on public 

roadways would be subject to all applicable ARB 

efficiency standards that are in effect at the time of 

vehicle manufacture. 

Reduced Venting and Leaks on Oil and Gas Systems 

 

Improved management practices in the production, 

processing, transport, and distribution of oil and natural 

gas. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project does not involve any production, 

processing, transport, or distribution of oil and natural 

gas. 
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Hydrogen Highway 

 

The California Hydrogen Highway Network (CA H2 

Net) is a State initiative to promote the use of hydrogen 

as a means of diversifying the sources of transportation 

energy. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not be responsible for 

promoting the use of hydrogen for transportation energy.  

However, residents and patrons of the Revised Project 

could use this fuel once it becomes commercially 

available. 

Achieve 50% Statewide Recycling Goal 

 

Achieving the State’s 50 percent waste diversion 

mandate as established by the Integrated Waste 

Management Act of 1989, (AB 939, Sher, Chapter 1095, 

Statutes of 1989), will reduce climate change emissions 

associated with energy intensive material extraction and 

production as well as methane emission from landfills.  

A diversion rate of 48% has been achieved on a 

statewide basis.  Therefore, a 2% additional reduction is 

needed. 

Consistent. 

 

The Revised Project would be subject to the 

requirements set forth in AB 939, which requires each 

city or county to divert 50 percent of its solid waste from 

landfill disposal through source reduction, recycling, and 

composting.  The Revised Project would  be subject to 

the mitigation measures included in the Certified EIR 

that require the Revised Project to include recycling of 

construction materials and recycling facilities in the 

Project. 

Landfill Methane Capture 

 

Install direct gas use or electricity projects at landfills to 

capture and use emitted methane. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project does not involve landfill operations. 

Zero Waste – High Recycling 

 

Efforts to exceed the 50 percent goal would allow for 

additional reductions in climate change emissions. 

Consistent. 

 

The Revised Project would be subject to the 

requirements of AB 939.  In addition, the Project Site is 

located within the City of Los Angeles, which surpassed 

the State-mandated 50 percent diversion rate for the year 

2000 and achieved a 58.8 percent diversion rate.  In 

2001 and 2002, the City achieved a diversion rate of 63 

and 62 percent, respectively.  Furthermore, in 1999, the 

Mayor directed City departments to develop strategies to 

achieve the citywide recycling goal of 70 percent by 

2015.  The Revised Project would also be subject to all 

applicable State and City requirements for solid waste 

reduction as they change in the future.  Finally, the 

Revised Project would  be subject to the mitigation 

measures included in the Certified EIR that require the 

Revised Project to include recycling of construction 

materials and recycling facilities in the Project. 
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Department of Forestry 

Forest Management 

 

Increasing the growth of individual forest trees, the 

overall age of trees prior to harvest, or dedicating land to 

older aged trees. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project is not located within or near a 

forest. 

Forest Conservation 

 

Provide incentives to maintain an undeveloped forest 

landscape. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project is not located within or near a 

forest. 

Fuels Management/Biomass 

 

Reduce the risk of wildland fire through fuel reduction 

and biomass development. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project is not located within or near a forest 

or an area of open space in which fuel accumulation is 

an issue. 

Urban Forestry 

 

A new statewide goal of planting 5 million trees in urban 

areas by 2020 would be achieved through the expansion 

of local urban forestry programs. 

Not Applicable. 
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on State 

decision-making regarding urban forestry programs. 

Afforestation/Reforestation 

 

Reforestation projects focus on restoring native tree 

cover on lands that were previously forested and are now 

covered with other vegetative types. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project is not located within or near a 

forest. 

Department of Water Resources 

Water Use Efficiency 

 

Approximately 19 percent of all electricity, 30 percent of 

all natural gas, and 88 million gallons of diesel are used 

to convey, treat, distribute and use water and 

wastewater.  Increasing the efficiency of water transport 

and reducing water use would reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

Consistent. 

 

The Project applicant will seek certification at the 

LEED-certified level.  As such, the provision of water 

saving features and energy efficient features would be 

included in the Revised Project.  In addition, mitigation 

measures contained in the Certified EIR would require 

the Revised Project to include water conservation 

features and operational water use restrictions in 

accordance with laws and regulations in effect at the 

time of development. 

Energy Commission (CEC) 

Building Energy Efficiency Standards in Place and in 

Progress 

 

Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the CEC to 

adopt and periodically update its building energy 

efficiency standards (that apply to newly constructed 

buildings and additions to and alterations to existing 

buildings). 

Consistent. 

 

The Revised Project would be required to be constructed 

in compliance with the standards of Title 24 that are in 

effect at the time of development.  As the Revised 

Project will seek certification at the LEED-certified 

level, the Revised Project would exceed Title 24 

standards. 
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Appliance Energy Efficiency Standards in Place and in 

Progress 

 

Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the Energy 

Commission to adopt and periodically update its 

appliance energy efficiency standards (that apply to 

devices and equipment using energy that are sold or 

offered for sale in California). 

Not Applicable. 

 

The Revised Project does not influence or impact 

regulatory decision-making on energy efficiency 

standards. 

Fuel-Efficient Replacement Tires & Inflation Programs 

 

State legislation established a statewide program to 

encourage the production and use of more efficient tires. 

Not Applicable. 
 

The Revised Project has no influence or impact on 

regulatory decision-making on tire production or 

efficiency standards. 

Cement Manufacturing 

 

Cost-effective reductions to reduce energy consumption 

and to lower carbon dioxide emissions in the cement 

industry. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project does not involve cement 

manufacturing. 

Municipal Utility Energy Efficiency Programs/Demand 

Response 

 

Includes energy efficiency programs, renewable 

portfolio standard, combined heat and power, and 

transitioning away from carbon-intensive generation. 

Not applicable.   

 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by municipal utility providers. 

Municipal Utility Renewable Portfolio Standard 

 

California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), 

established in 2002, requires that all load serving entities 

achieve a goal of 20 percent of retail electricity sales 

from renewable energy sources by 2017, within certain 

cost constraints. 

Not applicable. 

 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by municipal utility providers. 

Municipal Utility Combined Heat and Power 

 

Cost effective reduction from fossil fuel consumption in 

the commercial and industrial sector through the 

application of on-site power production to meet both 

heat and electricity loads. 

Not applicable. 

 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by municipal utility providers. 

Municipal Utility Electricity Sector Carbon Policy 

 

State agencies to address ways to transition investor-

owned utilities away from carbon-intensive electricity 

sources. 

Not applicable.   
 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by municipal utility providers. 
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Alternative Fuels: Non-Petroleum Fuels 

 

Increasing the use of non-petroleum fuels in California’s 

transportation sector, as recommended as recommended 

in the CEC’s 2003 and 2005 Integrated Energy Policy 

Reports. 

Not Applicable. 

 

The Revised Project does not influence or impact 

regulatory decision-making regarding the composition or 

availability of non-petroleum fuels, nor consumer choice 

regarding use of non-petroleum fuels in the 

transportation sector. 

Business, Transportation and Housing 

Measures to Improve Transportation Energy Efficiency 

 

Builds on current efforts to provide a framework for 

expanded and new initiatives including incentives, tools 

and information that advance cleaner transportation and 

reduce climate change emissions. 

Not applicable. 
 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by State or local agencies. 

Smart Land Use and Intelligent Transportation Systems 

(ITS) 

 

Smart land use strategies encourage jobs/housing 

proximity, promote transit-oriented development, and 

encourage high-density residential/commercial 

development along transit corridors. 

 

ITS is the application of advanced technology systems 

and management strategies to improve operational 

efficiency of transportation systems and movement of 

people, goods and services. 

 

Governor Schwarzenegger is finalizing a comprehensive 

10-year strategic growth plan with the intent of 

developing ways to promote, through state investments, 

incentives and technical assistance, land use, and 

technology strategies that provide for a prosperous 

economy, social equity and a quality environment. 

 

Smart land use, demand management, ITS, and value 

pricing are critical elements in this plan for improving 

mobility and transportation efficiency.  Specific 

strategies include: promoting jobs/housing proximity 

and transit-oriented development; encouraging high 

density residential/commercial development along 

transit/rail corridor; valuing and congestion pricing; 

implementing intelligent transportation systems, traveler 

information/traffic control, incident management; 

accelerating the development of broadband 

infrastructure; and comprehensive, integrated, 

multimodal/intermodal transportation planning. 

Consistent. 

 

The Project Site is located within proximity to several 

public transportation services, including transit services 

provided by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

(MTA), the City of Los Angeles Department of 

Transportation (LADOT) Dash service, and the Metro 

Rail system.  MTA provides both local and commuter 

bus lines through the downtown area.  The Metro Red 

Line Civic Center station is approximately one-half mile 

from parcels L and M-2.  Several public and private 

shuttle services also operate in this area, providing 

access to downtown locations and rail transit stations. 

 

In addition, the Revised Project is situated within easy 

walking distance to existing retail, restaurant, and other 

commercial businesses located along the Grand Avenue 

corridor.  Furthermore, the commercial component of 

the Revised Project would also serve the surrounding 

residential uses in the neighborhood, which in turn 

would reduce vehicular travel by the surrounding 

residences.  The location of the museum facility in 

proximity to other cultural facilities such as MOCA will 

encourage visitors to access multiple locations with a 

single trip or to use transit. 
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Table 9 

Project Consistency with 2006 CAT Report Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies 

Strategy Project Consistency 

Department of Food and Agriculture 

Conservation Tillage/Cover Crops 

 

Conservation tillage and cover crops practices are used 

to improve soil tilt and water use efficiency, and to 

reduce tillage requirements, labor, fuel, and fertilizer 

requirements. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not include any elements of 

agriculture. 

Enteric Fermentation 

 

Cattle emit methane from digestion processes.  Changes 

in diet could result in a reduction in emissions. 

Not applicable.   
 

The Revised Project would not include any elements of 

agriculture. 

State and Consumer Services Agency 

Green Buildings Initiative 

 

Green Building Executive Order, S-20-04 (CA 2004), 

sets a goal of reducing energy use in public and private 

buildings by 20 percent by the year 2015, as compared 

with 2003 levels.  The Executive Order and related 

action plan spell out specific actions state agencies are to 

take with state-owned and –leased buildings.  The order 

and plan also discuss various strategies and incentives to 

encourage private building owners and operators to 

achieve the 20 percent target. 

Consistent. 

 

As discussed previously, the Revised Project would be 

required to be constructed in compliance with the 

standards of Title 24 that are in effect at the time of 

development.  In addition, as the Revised Project will 

seek certification at the LEED certified level, the 

Revised Project could exceed Title 24 standards. 

Public Utilities Commission (PUC) 

Accelerated Renewable Portfolio Standard 

 

The Governor has set a goal of achieving 33 percent 

renewable in the State’s resource mix by 2020.  The 

joint PUC/Energy Commission September 2005 Energy 

Action Plan II (EAP II) adopts the 33 percent goal. 

Not applicable.   

 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by municipal utility providers. 

California Solar Initiative 

 

The solar initiative includes installation of 1 million 

solar roofs or an equivalent 3,000 MW by 2017 on 

homes and businesses, increased use of solar thermal 

systems to offset the increasing demand for natural gas, 

use of advanced metering in solar applications, and 

creation of a funding source that can provide rebates 

over 10 years through a declining incentive schedule. 

Consistent 

 

Although solar roofs are not proposed as part of the 

Revised Project, the design of the new residential 

buildings would not preclude the installation and use of 

solar equipment in the future if they become cost 

effective from a purchase and maintenance standpoint of 

the property owners. 

Investor-Owned Utility Programs 

 

These strategies include energy efficiency programs, 

combined heat and power initiative, and electricity 

sector carbon policy for investor owned utilities. 

Not applicable.   
 

While this strategy is not applicable, the Revised Project 

would not preclude the implementation of this strategy 

by investor owned utility providers. 

Sources:  Climate Action Team, Climate Action Team Report to Governor Schwarzenegger and the Legislature, 

2006 and Christopher A. Joseph & Associates, January 2010. 
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The Office of the Attorney General (AG’s Office) released an updated memo in January 2010
5
 that 

provides a list of various measures that may reduce the GHGs associated with a project.  As discussed 

above, the proposed project incorporates a number of the listed measures that would reduce GHG 

emissions from the proposed project, including:  

Energy Efficiency 

 Install energy efficient lighting 

Water Conservation and Efficiency 

 Create water-efficient landscapes 

 Install water-efficient fixtures and appliances 

Solid Waste Measures 

 Reuse and recycle construction waste 

 Integrate reuse and recycling into project 

Land Use Measures 

 Incorporate public transit into the project’s design 

 Create open space and parks. 

 Include pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the proposed project. 

Transportation and Motor Vehicles 

 Require amenities for non-motorized transportation, such as secure and convenient 

bicycle parking. 

 Enforce and follow limits idling time for commercial vehicles, including delivery and 

construction vehicles. 

These measures are largely duplicative of the components of the ARB AB 32 Scoping Plan and 2006 

CAT Report and consistency with these measures is documented in Tables 8 and 9.  

Because the Revised Project would be consistent with the provisions of the AB 32 Scoping Plan, 2006 

CAT Report and AG’s Office Guidance, impacts of the Revised Project with respect to GHGs and climate 

change would not conflict with the adopted state strategies for achieving reductions in GHG emissions to 

meet the requirements of AB 32 and would therefore be less than significant.  No mitigation measures are 

required.  

                                                      

5
  California Attorney General. The California Environmental Quality Act Addressing Global Warming Impacts 

at the Project Level, January 2010. 
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Noise 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, with implementation of mitigation 

measures, noise reduction measures would achieve a minimum 5-dBA reduction along areas of sensitive 

receptors where the line-of-sight to ground level construction activity that occurs on the Project Site is 

broken.  Noise level reductions attributable to mitigation measures and Approved Project design features 

(e.g., use of noise mufflers and on-site storage of construction equipment) would reduce the noise level 

impact associated with construction activities to the extent practicable.  Nevertheless, Project construction 

activities would intermittently increase the daytime noise levels at nearby sensitive land uses during 

construction activities by more than the 5-dBA significance threshold.  As such, noise impacts during 

construction were concluded to be significant and unavoidable. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, development would not result in any 

significant noise impacts to off-site receptors during long-term operations.  With implementation of 

mitigation measures on-site residents would not be exposed to inappropriately high noise levels from off-

site activity (i.e., vehicle traffic on adjacent roadways).  As such, noise impacts during operation would be 

less than significant.  

Revised Project  

Construction 

Under the Revised Project, noise impacts associated with the operation of construction equipment would 

be the same as the Approved Project.  The same construction equipment and techniques would be utilized 

for construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 and the same sensitive receptors are located in the vicinity 

of Parcels L and M-2 as were considered in the analysis in the Certified EIR.  The mitigation measures set 

forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would 

apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  Impacts related to 

construction noise would be significant and unavoidable under the Revised Project. As such, and for the 

reasons discussed at page 13 of this Addendum, the Revised Project would not result in any new 

significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified 

EIR with respect to construction noise. 
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Operation 

Under the Revised Project, noise levels would be less than under the Approved Project because of 

reduced traffic generation, however, the reduction in noise levels would likely not be noticeable.  Traffic 

noise levels would be similar to the less than significant levels identified in the Certified EIR. As such, 

the Revised Project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity 

of previously-identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to operational noise. 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, there were no 

potential Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) at the Project Site.  Furthermore, under the 

Certified EIR the Approved Project construction would not expose people or structures to substantial risk 

resulting from the release of a hazardous material, or from exposure to a health hazard, in excess of 

regulatory standards, and impacts would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, impacts associated 

with the potential discovery of hazardous and non-hazardous materials on the Project Site would be 

reduced to a less than significant level with compliance of regulatory measures. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, for Parcels L and M-2, there are no potential 

RECs at the Project Site.  In addition, Parcels L and M-2 are located outside of the City of Los Angeles 

Engineering Department “Methane Zone.”  As such, the Revised Project would not result in any new 

significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts in the Certified 

EIR with respect to encountering hazardous materials or potentially hazardous materials during 

construction. 

Demolition, excavation, and construction of the Project Site would involve the use of potentially 

hazardous materials, including vehicle fuels, paints, cleaning materials, and caustic construction 

compounds.  As such, under the Revised Project, construction activities would occur in accordance with 

standard construction practices and manufacturer guidelines, as required by Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration (OSHA) and Cal/OSHA.  With the implementation of applicable federal and state 
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guidelines and statutes, and Los Angeles City Fire Department (LAFD) requirements for the handling of 

common hazardous materials, construction activities would not create a significant hazard to the public or 

environment through the disturbance, removal, storage or disposal of hazardous construction materials.  

The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five 

development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L 

and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project construction would not result in new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to use of hazardous 

materials during construction. 

Operation 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, including possible use of formaldehyde and 

certain solvents connected to day-to-day operation of the museum, the transport, use, and storage of 

hazardous materials would be managed in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local regulations, 

and therefore, these materials would not be expected to pose significant risks to the public or the 

environment.  With the implementation of existing Cal-EPA and LAFD regulations, the Revised Project 

would not significantly expose people to hazardous substances and chemicals.  Furthermore, impacts 

associated with the potential discovery of hazardous and non-hazardous materials on the Project Site 

would be reduced to a less than significant level with compliance of regulatory measures.  The mitigation 

measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development 

parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As 

such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the 

severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to use of hazardous materials during operation. 

Public Services-Fire 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, during its 

construction would comply with OSHA and Fire and Building Codes regarding site safety.  Since the 

Approved Project would comply with existing codes, any additional demand on fire services would not 

exceed the current capabilities of the LAFD.  Given the generally acceptable levels of service (LOS) at 

intersections in the vicinity of the Project Site during peak and off-peak hours, impacts on area surface 

streets would be minimal.  Thus, LAFD emergency response times would not be significantly impacted 

by construction traffic.  Therefore, the Certified EIR concludes that construction impacts would be less 

than significant. 
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Operation 

The adequacy of fire protection for a given area is based on required fire flow, response distance from 

existing fire stations, and the LAFD’s judgment for needs in the area.  In general, the required fire flow is 

closely related to land use.  The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L 

and M-2, after compliance with all fire safety regulations, the incorporation of Project Design Features 

and the implementation of mitigation measures, would be reduced to a less than significant level with 

respect to fire services impacts. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, 

during its construction would comply with OSHA and Fire and Building Codes regarding site safety.  

Since the Revised Project would comply with existing codes, any additional demand on fire services 

would not exceed the current capabilities of the LAFD.  Similar to the Approved Project, given the 

generally acceptable LOS at intersections in the vicinity of the Project Site during peak and off-peak 

hours, impacts on area surface streets would be minimal.  Thus, LAFD emergency response times would 

not be significantly impacted by construction traffic and construction impacts would be less than 

significant.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity 

within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project 

on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to fire protection services 

during construction. 

Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would comply 

with all applicable State and local codes and ordinances, and the guidelines found in the Fire Protection 

and Fire Prevention Plan Element, as well as the Safety Element, both of which are elements of the 

General Plan of the City of Los Angeles.  The uses at the Project Site would generate approximately 159 

new employees and a permanent population of approximately 1,123 residents under the Revised Project; a 

decrease from approximately 202 new employees and approximately 1,207 residents as estimated under 

the Approved Project.  Response distance and times to the Project Site are anticipated to remain 

unchanged as a result of the Revised Project and are not affected by the size of the on-site population.  

Similar to the Approved Project, fire flow requirements of 12,000 gallons per minute from eight fire 

hydrants flowing simultaneously and a minimum residual water pressure of 20 pounds per square inch for 

the Project Site would be required under the Revised Project.  Notwithstanding, similar to the Approved 
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Project, Project Design Features and Mitigation Measures would need to be implemented to reduce 

potential impacts.  Furthermore, based on the analysis presented in Section IV.N, Water, of the Certified 

EIR, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) has indicated that sufficient fire flow 

currently exists to serve the Project Site. The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with 

respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development 

associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.    As such, the Revised Project would not 

result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified 

impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to fire flow. 

Public Services-Police 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, due to the 

temporary and limited nature of the closures along roadways and the wide selection of alternative routes 

to and through the Project Site, street and/or lane closures would not be expected to significantly affect 

emergency access or emergency response times.  As such, the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) 

emergency response times would not be significantly impacted by construction traffic associated with the 

Approved Project.  Therefore, the Certified EIR concludes that impacts would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, with the 

implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, impacts to police protection services or 

response times would be less than significant. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project 

construction may result in temporary lane closures in the immediate area.  However, public detour routes 

would be established, where required, to divert traffic from the affected street segments.  Due to the 

temporary and limited nature of the closures along roadways and the wide selection of alternative routes 

to the Project Site, street and/or lane closures would not be expected to significantly affect emergency 

access or emergency response times.  Given the proximity of regional freeways and the generally 

acceptable LOS at intersections in the vicinity of the Project Site during off-peak hours, impacts on area 

surface streets would be minimal.  Although minor traffic delays may result, particularly on freeway 

ramps, these impacts would be temporary in nature and therefore not significant.  As such, LAPD 
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emergency response times would not be significantly impacted by construction traffic associated with the 

Revised Project.  With coordination between the Revised Project’s construction managers and the LAPD, 

the potential impact of construction on emergency access and response times would be reduced to a less 

than significant level.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development 

activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised 

Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts 

or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to police services 

during construction. 

Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project, for Parcels L 

and M-2, with an estimated average household size of 1.42 persons, would generate approximately 1,123 

new residents.  Using Police Service Population Conversion Factors for commercial uses, the commercial 

component is estimated to generate an equivalent daily on-site population of 418.
6
  For the purpose of 

analyzing potential impacts related to police services, the total population for the Revised Project, 

inclusive of residential and commercial components, is 1,541.  With the development, crimes associated 

with the proposed uses are anticipated to occur, placing an increased demand on police protection 

services.  Therefore, the population growth attributed to the Revised Project would reduce the existing 

police officer per resident ratio.  Assuming that the Revised Project’s population would generate a 

demand for police protection services in accordance with available statistical data for the Central LAPD 

Area, there would be approximately 237 additional crimes per year.  Thus, the average number of crimes 

committed annually in the LAPD Central Area would increase from roughly 6,744 to 6,981.  With the 

same number of officers as under existing conditions the ratio of crimes to be handled by each officer 

would increase from approximately 20 for each officer to 20.7 for each officer, an increase of 0.7 for each 

officer.  This level of increased demand when viewed in the context as occurring over the entire year is 

concluded to not constitute a substantial exceedance of LAPD’s capacity and, thus, a less than significant 

impact on the demand for LAPD services would occur.  Moreover, the museum component of the 

Revised Project would provide a substantial on-site physical security and security personnel presence that 

would offset the need for additional LAPD services.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified 

                                                      

6
  The Los Angeles Police Department measures service ratios on the basis of residential populations.  At a 

Citywide scale this practice recognizes that citizens act as both residents and employees, and are thereby 

accounted for in the more inclusive residential category.  However, to provide a more conservative analysis and 

account for the Revised Project’s localized commercial activities, the analysis of impacts on police services 

includes the Revised Project’s commercial population, and treats that population as though they were residents 

and thus, contributors to the LAPD per resident ratios.  The population conversion factors for the commercial 

activities are taken from the City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide, May 14, 1998.  The factor is 3 

persons per 1,000 sq. ft. of retail space.  No factor was listed for museum uses.  Therefore, the retail factor of 3 

persons per 1,000 sq. ft. of museum space was used to generate the equivalent residential population 

represented by visitors and employees for the museum use.   
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EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the 

development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified 

impacts with respect to police services during operation. 

Public Services-Schools 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, as the Project Site 

is located south of the freeway interchange, construction traffic would not exit nearby or in front of a 

school.  Due to the location of the identified schools in relationship to the Project Site, haul routes would 

not interfere with school bus or pedestrian routes during Approved Project construction.  The Certified 

EIR concluded that impacts would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, as the Project 

applicant is required to pay school facility development fees and impacts to schools would be less than 

significant. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, 

pedestrian and bus routes would not be significantly impacted by construction-related traffic at Gratts 

Elementary School and Belmont Senior High School.  Furthermore, haul routes would not interfere with 

school bus or pedestrian routes.  Since constructed-related traffic would not interfere with school bus 

routes, school bus access and on-time performance would not be impeded.  Due to the Revised Project’s 

location relative to the locations of the identified schools, construction staging and construction vehicle 

parking would not occur on or near school property.  Safety and security would be maintained throughout 

construction of the Revised Project, as construction activities would adhere to all applicable standard 

construction standards including the California Vehicle Code.  Therefore, impacts to schools during 

construction would be less than significant. The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with 

respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development 

associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result 

in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with 

respect to schools during construction. 
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Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  As shown on Table 10 (Estimated Student Generation for the Revised 

Project), the uses at the Project Site would generate approximately 213 new students (104 elementary 

students, 56 middle school students, and 53 high school students) under the Revised Project, a decrease 

from the approximately 227 new students (110 elementary students, 60 middle school students, and 57 

high school students) as under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, while the addition 

of approximately 213 students would result in overcapacity at the schools serving the Project Site, 

payment of school fees established by the City of Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) would 

fully mitigate the potential impacts under the Revised Project.  

The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five 

development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L 

and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase 

in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to schools during operation. 

Table 10 

Estimated Student Generation for the Approved Project 

Use Type 
Amount of 

Development 
School Type 

Student Generation 

Factor
 

Total Students 

Generated
a
 

CERTIFIED EIR 

Residential Uses 

Multi-Family 

Residential 
850 du 

Elementary School (K-6) 0.1266 108 

Middle School (7-8) 0.0692 59 

High School (9-12) 0.0659 56 

 Residential Subtotal 223 

Commercial 

Retail 101,000 sq. ft. 

Elementary School (K-6) 0.0000238 2.4 

Middle School (7-8) 0.0000123 1.2 

High School (9-12) 0.0000123 1.2 

Commercial Subtotal 4 

Total Elementary School 110 

Total Middle School  60 

Total High School 57 

Total Net New Students Generated  227 

REVISED PROJECT 

Residential Uses 

Multi-Family 

Residential 
790 du 

Elementary School (K-6) 0.1266 100 

Middle School (7-8) 0.0692 55 

High School (9-12) 0.0659 52 

 Residential Subtotal 207 

Commercial 

Museum
b 

120,000 sq. ft. 
Elementary School (K-6) 0.0000238 3 

Middle School (7-8) 0.0000123 1 
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Table 10 

Estimated Student Generation for the Approved Project 

Use Type 
Amount of 

Development 
School Type 

Student Generation 

Factor
 

Total Students 

Generated
a
 

High School (9-12) 0.0000123 1 

Retail 19,422 sq. ft. 

Elementary School (K-6) 0.0000238 0.5 

Middle School (7-8) 0.0000123 0.2 

High School (9-12) 0.0000123 0.2 

Commercial Subtotal 6 

Total Elementary School 104 

Total Middle School  56 

Total High School 53 

Total Net New Students Generated  213 
a. The number of students has been rounded to the nearest whole number. 
b. LAUSD does not identify a student generation factor for museum uses.  The generation factor for commercial 

uses has been utilized.  However, the resulting student generation levels are expected to reflect a conservative 

approximation of student generation from the 40 full time and 10 to 15 part time staff expected to be associated with the museum. 

Source: Los Angeles Unified School District, School Facilities Fee Plan, February 25, 2008. 

Source (table):  Christopher A. Joseph & Associates, April 2010. 

 

Public Services-Parks and Recreation 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, potential significant 

impacts to park and recreational facilities associated with the Approved Project would be reduced to a 

level that is less than significant through compliance with regulatory measures established for the 

purposes of expanding parklands commensurate with new development.  This occurs through Approved 

Project compliance with the requirements set forth in LAMC Section 12.21 and LAMC Section 17.12.  

Thus, the Approved Project would meet the demand for parks addressed through those provisions.  

Therefore, the Certified EIR concluded that potential impacts to park and recreational facilities 

attributable to the Approved Project’s operation would be less than significant. 

Revised Project 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  The uses at the Project Site would generate approximately 159 new 

employees and a permanent population of approximately 1,123 residents under the Revised Project.  

Since employee populations are not anticipated to frequent parks and recreational services near their place 

of employment in a manner that would create a demand and since the Revised Project involves a decrease 

in the amount of multi-family residential dwelling units when compared to the Approved Project (a 

reduction of 60 units), the demand for parks and recreation services that would result from the Revised 
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Project would be less than the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the residential units 

contained in the Revised Project, under the Quimby Act, would be required to do one of the following: (1) 

dedicate additional parkland beyond any credited park/recreation space, such that the Revised Project 

would provide a total of 3 acres per 1,000 Project residents; (2) pay in-lieu fees for any land dedication 

requirement shortfall; (3) provide a combination of the above; or (4) otherwise comply with the 

requirements of the Quimby Act.  Compliance with Quimby requirements would off-set the park impacts 

of the Revised Project and avoid a significant impact.   Furthermore, the Revised Project’s open space 

would be designed to comply with the open space requirements set forth in Section 12.21 of the LAMC.  

Compliance with these open space requirements would be determined during review and approval of the 

final map by the City’s Planning and/or Building and Safety Department.  Therefore, impacts of the 

Revised Project would be less than significant.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR 

with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development 

associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result 

in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with 

respect to parks. 

Public Services-Libraries 

Certified EIR 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, no significant 

impacts relative to Los Angeles Public Library (LAPL) facilities and services would occur as a result of 

the Approved Project. 

Revised Project 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would generate 

an estimated residential population of 1,123 within the LAPL service area.  Since employee populations 

are not anticipated to frequent libraries near their place of employment in a manner that would create a 

demand and since the Revised Project involves a decrease in the amount of multi-family residential 

dwelling units when compared to the Approved Project (a reduction of 60 units), the decreased demand 

for library services that would result from the Revised Project would be less than the Approved Project.  

The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five 

development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L 

and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase 

in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to libraries. 
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Utilities-Water Supply 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, demolition and 

construction activities would require minimal water.  Water usage for such purposes would, however, be 

intermittent throughout construction and temporary in nature, and demand is not anticipated to have any 

adverse impact on the available water supply or the existing water distribution system.  Therefore, the 

Certified EIR concluded that no significant impacts to water supply were anticipated to occur during 

construction of the Approved Project. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, the total estimated 

water demand for the Approved Project at build out is not expected to exceed available supplies during 

normal, single dry and multiple dry water years during a 20-year horizon, nor is it anticipated to exceed 

the available capacity within the distribution infrastructure that would serve the Project Site.  Other than 

connections from the Project Site to the water mains and the installation of new water lines along 2
nd

 

Street, the construction of a new or upgraded distribution and conveyance infrastructure would not be 

required.  With incorporation of mitigation measures, the Certified EIR concludes that impacts to water 

supply associated with implementation of the Approved Project would be less than significant. 

Revised Project 

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project 

construction activities would require minimal water and demand is not anticipated to have any adverse 

impact on the available water supply or the existing water distribution system.  Therefore, no significant 

impact to water supply is anticipated to occur during construction of the Revised Project. The mitigation 

measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development 

parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As 

such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the 

severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to water supply during construction. 

Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would result in a 
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long-term water demand.  Specifically, domestic water would be required for residential units, retail uses, 

the museum, and landscaping.  The operation of uses for the Revised Project is estimated to have an 

average potable water demand of 203,786 gallons per day (gpd) at build out.  Table 11 presents a 

breakdown of proposed land uses and their corresponding estimated water demands.  As shown, the 

average daily water demand is generated in large part by the residential uses.  When compared to the 

Certified EIR total water demand of 223,694 gpd, the Revised Project would have a 19,908 gpd decrease 

in water demand. 

Table 11 

Estimated Water Demand 

Use Type 

Amount of 

Development Units 

Daily Average 

Consumption Rate 

(GPD)
a
 Total (GPD) 

CERTIFIED EIR 

Residential 850 Units 252/unit/day 214,200 

Retail 101,000 Square Feet 94/1,000 sq.ft./day 9,494 

Total  223,694 

REVISED PROJECT 

Residential 790 Units 252/unit/day  199,080 

Retail 19,422 Square Feet 94/1,000 sq.ft./day 1,826 

Museum 120,000 Square Feet 24/1,000 sq.ft./day 2,880 

Total  203,786 
a Water consumption calculations are based on wastewater generation rates provided by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of 

Engineering. Rates are increased 26% for residential uses and 18% for commercial uses per LADWP.  Consumption rates for 

commercial uses are expressed in terms of gpd per 1,000 square feet of floor area.  

 

It should be noted that the LADWP approved a Water Supply Assessment, dated April 13, 2006, for the 

Certified EIR that stated that LADWP would be able to meet the water demands of the proposed Project 

and of existing and other future uses over the 20-year horizon described in SB 610 and SB 221, during 

single year and multiple dry years.  Therefore, as the Revised Project would consume less water than the 

development described under the Certified EIR the total estimated water demand for the Revised Project 

at build out would not exceed available supplies, nor would the estimated water demand for the Revised 

Project exceed the available capacity within the distribution infrastructure that would serve the Project 

site.  

Compliance with state laws with regard to water conservation, including relevant provisions of Title 20 

and Title 24 of the California Government Code, would result in a reduction of water consumption 

estimates at build out, and in turn, a reduction of the demand on City supplies.  Therefore, the total 

estimated water demand for the Revised Project at build out would not exceed available supplies, nor 

would the estimated water demand for the Revised Project exceed the available capacity within the 

distribution infrastructure that would serve the Project Site. The mitigation measures set forth in the 

Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the 

development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project 
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would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to water supply. 

Furthermore, based on LAFD fire flow requirements as well as pressure flow reports from the LADWP, 

no upgrades to the existing water system serving Parcel M-2 would be required.  However, while the 

water lines serving Parcel L yields above the required 12,000 gpm for hydrant flow, 2
nd

 Street would 

require fire coverage.  As such, the installation of new water lines could be required along 2
nd

 Street, from 

Hope Street to Lower Grand Avenue to serve Parcel L, as development occurs.  New firewater meters 

would be provided with the new water connections to the existing LADWP water mains.  Additional fire 

hydrants beyond those currently existing would also be necessary to satisfy fire suppression requirements.  

Laterals for fire hydrants or sprinkler service would be installed per LAFD specifications.  Given the 

above, impacts associated with fire flow would be the same under the Revised Project as under the 

Approved Project.  Mitigation Measure J.1-1 in the Certified EIR requires that new water lines meeting 

the requirements of the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works be installed.  . A study has been 

prepared that has determined that the museum component of the Revised Project would be adequately 

served by existing water lines and no upgrades are required (see Appendix C).  Any additional water lines 

needed to serve the remaining development on Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project will be 

installed per the applicable requirements of the Department of Public Works at the time of that 

development.  Accordingly, Mitigation Measure J.1-1 will be revised if the Revised Project is approved to 

provide as follows: 

 “After construction of the museum, but prior to the occupancy of the buildings within Parcels L and W-

1/W-2, Related shall install new water lines along Second Street, from Olive Street to Hill Street, to serve 

Parcels W-1 and W-2, and from Hope Street to Lower Grand Avenue to serve Parcel L.  The City’s 

Department of Public Works shall review and approve all plans related to these new water lines.  The 

Developer shall be responsible for the implementation of these improvements.”  

The remaining mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity 

within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project 

on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to water supply. 

Utilities-Wastewater 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, during construction 

of the Approved Project, construction personnel and construction of the Approved Project would generate     

a negligible amount of wastewater. It is anticipated that portable toilets would be provided and maintained 
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by a private, contracted vendor during the construction phase of the Approved Project, and that the vendor 

would dispose of waste off-site.  Therefore, the Certified EIR concluded that no significant impacts to 

wastewater service were anticipated to occur during the construction phases of the Approved Project. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, with the 

implementation of the recommended mitigation measures discussed above, any local deficiencies in 

sewer lines would be identified and remedied and wastewater generation rates would be reduced.  As 

such, the Certified EIR concluded that less than significant impacts on wastewater conveyances or the 

capacity of the Hyperion Treatment Plant would occur. 

Revised EIR 

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project, during 

construction would produce a negligible amount of wastewater would be generated by construction 

personnel.  It is anticipated that portable toilets would be provided and maintained by a private, contracted 

vendor during the construction phase of the Project, and that the vendor would dispose of waste off-site.  

Therefore, wastewater generation from construction activities is not anticipated to cause a measurable 

increase in wastewater flows at a point where, and a time when, a sewer’s capacity is already constrained 

or that would cause a sewer’s capacity to become constrained.  Additionally, construction is not 

anticipated to generate wastewater flows that would substantially or incrementally exceed the future 

scheduled capacity of the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP). The mitigation measures set forth in the 

Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the 

development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project 

would not result in any new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-

identified impacts in the Certified EIR with respect to wastewater during the construction phase.   

Construction involving connections to the sewer mains adjacent to the Project Site could involve 

trenching, backfilling, and repaving of the affected roadways.  Such construction could result in 

temporary street lane and sidewalk closures in the immediate area of the Project Site.  Public detour 

routes would be established, as necessary, to divert traffic and pedestrians from the affected street 

segments.  These detours would be temporary and limited in nature.  Nonetheless, construction associated 

with modifications to the wastewater conveyance system would be considered a secondary impact, as it 

may obstruct vehicle and pedestrian access to the Project Site.  The analysis of traffic impacts of the 

Approved Project during construction includes a mitigation measure for preparation of a Construction 

Traffic Control/Management Plan as a mitigation measure.  This mitigation measure would be applicable 

to the Revised Project.  With incorporation of this mitigation measure, short-term impacts on traffic and 
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pedestrian access would be less than significant.  Since the only impact related to sewer construction 

would be the traffic impact, construction impacts associated with the local wastewater conveyance and 

treatment system would be less than significant.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR 

with respect to development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development 

associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result 

in new significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with 

respect to wastewater systems during construction. 

Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project. Similar to the Approved Project, the Revised Project would result in a 

long-term sewer service demand for operational uses.  Sewer service demand would originate 

predominantly from commercial uses, including the retail uses and museum, as well as from residential 

uses.  Table 12 presents a breakdown of the proposed land uses of the Revised Project and their 

corresponding estimated sewer flow calculations.  As shown, based on the proposed land use mix, the 

Revised Project at build out would generate a total of approximately 161,954 gpd of wastewater.   

Table 12 

Estimated Wastewater Generation 

Use Type 

Amount of 

Development Units 

Daily Average 

Generation Rate 

(GPD)
a
 Total (GPD) 

CERTIFIED EIR 

Residential 850 Units 200/unit/day 170,000 

Retail 101,000 Square Feet 80/1,000 sq.ft./day 8,080 

    178,080 

REVISED PROJECT 

Residential 790 Units 200/unit/day 158,000 

Retail 19,422 Square Feet 80/1,000 sq.ft./day 1,554 

Museum 120,000 Square Feet 20/1,000 sq.ft./day 2,400 

Total 161,954 
a Wastewater generation calculations are based on generation rates provided by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering. 

Generation rates for commercial uses are expressed in terms of gpd per 1,000 square feet of floor area.  

 

When compared to the Certified EIR total wastewater generated of 178,080 gpd, the Revised Project 

would have a 16,126 gpd decrease in wastewater generated.    

Parcel L is anticipated to connect to the eight-inch sewer main in Grand Avenue.  Parcel M-2 is 

anticipated to connect to the 15-inch sewer main in Grand Avenue.  Similar to the Approved Project, 

sufficient remaining capacity is available on all respective lines.  Therefore, the demand for sewer 

services would be adequately met by existing infrastructure.  Through compliance with City permitting 

processes, a sewer availability study would be prepared, as necessary, to confirm that there is sufficient 
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remaining capacity in the local sewer lines that would service the Project Site.  In addition, to ensure that 

wastewater service demand is met, regulatory measures, similar to the Approved Project, would be 

implemented. 

Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, the applicant would be required to pay the 

Sewerage Facilities Charge for the Revised Project.  In addition, all projects served by the HTP are 

subject to the Sewer Allocation Ordinance, which limits additional discharge according to a pre-

established percentage rate.  By complying with the provisions of the Sewer Allocation Ordinance, this 

wastewater generation would not substantially or incrementally exceed the future scheduled capacity of 

the HTP.  In addition, the Revised Project would not cause a measurable increase in wastewater flows at a 

point where, and a time when, a sewer’s capacity is already constrained or would cause a sewer’s capacity 

to become constrained.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to 

development activity within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with 

the Revised Project on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new 

significant impacts or substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to 

wastewater systems during operations. 

Utilities-Solid Waste 

Certified EIR 

Construction 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, there is no 

anticipated shortfall in disposal capacity for inert waste.  With implementation of the City’s mandatory 

Construction and Demolition Debris Recycling Program, a minimum of 50 percent of the Project-

generated construction waste would be diverted, and thus, not be disposed of at landfill facilities; and the 

construction debris from the Approved Project would comprise an extremely small percentage of the 

remaining inert landfill capacity.  Therefore, impacts of the Approved Project on solid waste due to 

construction activities would be less than significant. 

Operation 

The Certified EIR concluded that under the Approved Project, for Parcels L and M-2, potential solid 

waste impacts would be less than significant. Waste generated by the Approved Project would not 

exacerbate the existing shortfall of landfill capacity to the point of altering the projected timeline for 

landfills within the region to reach capacity.  Nonetheless, mitigation measures have been proposed to 

identify compliance with plans, programs and policies for recycling, waste reduction and waste diversion.  

Furthermore, impacts relative to adopted solid waste diversion programs and policies would be less than 

significant. 
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Revised Project  

Construction 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and construction activity on Parcels L and M-2 as 

would occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, 

construction debris would consist primarily of asphalt paving.  The installation of water and sewer lines 

would generate related construction debris.  However, as the Project Site is essentially undeveloped, no 

structures of any note would be demolished during Revised Project construction.  Solid waste associated 

with construction activities would be disposed of at an unclassified landfill accepting inert waste. 

The calculations of construction debris are based on an average of 4.02 pounds of construction debris per 

square foot of commercial construction and 4.38 pounds of construction debris per square foot of 

residential construction.
7
  Construction of the approximately 139,422 square feet of commercial 

development under the Revised Project would generate approximately 254 tons of construction debris.  It 

is estimated that the 790 multifamily residential units would comprise approximately 790,908 square feet, 

which has been used to assess the amount of solid waste that would be generated by construction of this 

portion of the Revised Project.  Thus, construction of the residential component of the Revised Project 

would generate approximately 1,571 tons of construction debris. 

With implementation the City’s mandatory Construction and Demolition Debris Recycling Program, a 

minimum of 50 percent of the Revised Project-generated construction waste would be diverted, and thus, 

not be disposed of at landfill facilities.  With the implementation of the City’s Construction and 

Demolition Debris Recycling Program, the total amount of construction debris disposed of at a landfill 

would be on the order of 913 tons.  The total remaining permitted inert waste capacity in Los Angeles 

County is estimated to be approximately 69.94 million tons.  Based on the average 2003 disposal rate of 

1.2 million tons per year, this capacity would be exhausted in approximately 60 years (i.e., around 2065).  

Based on this data, it is concluded that there is no anticipated shortfall in disposal capacity for inert waste; 

and impacts of the Revised Project on solid waste due to construction activities would be less than 

significant.  The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity 

within the five development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project 

on Parcels L and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or 

substantial increase in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to solid waste disposal 

during construction. 

                                                      

7
  U.S. EPA, Report No. 530R98010, Characterization of Building-Related Construction and Demolition Debris in 

the United States, June 1998, page A-1. 
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Operation 

The Revised Project would include similar land uses and building types on Parcels L and M-2 as would 

occur under the Approved Project.  Similar to the Approved Project, under the Revised Project, operations 

would generate municipal solid waste from the variety of residential and commercial uses anticipated on 

the Project Site.  The estimated amount of solid waste that these uses would generate is based on solid 

waste disposal rates that are set forth in the CIWMB Solid Waste Characterization Database.  The 

estimated amount of solid waste that would be disposed of during operations of the Revised Project is 

presented in Table 13.  Residential waste disposal rates reflect the amount (tons) of solid waste disposal 

generated per dwelling unit on an annual basis.  The statewide waste disposal rate for multi-family 

residential units is 0.46 tons per unit per year.  As 790 units would be constructed, approximately 363 

tons of solid waste, that requires disposal at a landfill accepting municipal waste, would be generated 

yearly by the residential portion of the Revised Project.  Waste disposal rates for the business types 

anticipated to occur at the Project Site are calculated according to the amount (tons) of waste that an 

employee generates on an annual basis that is anticipated to be disposed of at a landfill that accepts 

municipal waste.  Based on the amount and types of proposed development, the commercial component 

would require the disposal of 48 tons of solid waste per year.  Thus, the total of all operations would 

require the disposal of approximately 411 tons of solid waste per year.  When compared to the Certified 

EIR total solid waste generated of 452 tons of solid waste per year, the Revised Project would reduce the 

solid waste generated by 41 tons per year. 

Table 13 

Solid Waste Generated 

Use Type 

Amount of 

Development Employees 

Disposal Rate 

(tons/employee/year)
a
 Total (tons/year) 

CERTIFIED EIR 

Residential 

Residential 850 units N/A 0.46 391 

Subtotal 391 

Commercial 

Retail 101,000 sq. ft. 202 0.30 61 

Subtotal 61 

Total 452 

REVISED PROJECT 

Residential 

Residential 790 units N/A 0.46 363 

Subtotal 363 

Commercial 

Retail 19,422 sq. ft. 39 0.30 12 

Museum 120,000 sq. ft. 120 0.30 36 

Subtotal 48 

Total 411 
a Disposal Waste rate calculations are based on CIWMB published units. 
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The mitigation measures set forth in the Certified EIR with respect to development activity within the five 

development parcels would apply to the development associated with the Revised Project on Parcels L 

and M-2.  As such, the Revised Project would not result in new significant impacts or substantial increase 

in the severity of previously-identified impacts with respect to solid waste disposal during operations. 

Appendix D to this Addendum identifies the complete list of CEQA mitigation measures that are 

applicable to the Grand Avenue Project and specifies the measures that are applicable to the museum 

component of the Revised Project.  A revised version of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 

Program (MMRP) will be provided to the decision makers for concurrent consideration with the 

Addendum. 

ANALYSIS OF VIEW IMPACT OF ALTERNATE DESIGN ALTERNATIVE 

In addition to consideration of the County Building Option and Additional Residential Development 

Option, the Certified EIR considered five alternatives to the Project that had the potential to reduce or 

avoid the significant impacts of the Project, namely, the no project alternative, reduced density 

alternative, alternate site design and alternate land use plan alternatives.  One of the Alternatives 

(Alternative 4: Alternate Design Alternative) evaluated an alternate site plan for Parcels L and M-2 that 

reversed the location of two of the residential towers on Parcels L and M-2 compared to the Project’s 

Conceptual Plan.  The Certified EIR concluded that Alternative 4 would reduce the Project’s significant 

view impact for residents of the adjacent Grand Promenade Tower building that have northerly views. 

The site plan for Alternative 4 was incorporated into the version of the Project approved by the lead 

agency.  The Revised Project would locate the two residential towers on Parcels L and M-2 at 

approximately the same locations as provided in the Conceptual Plan for the version of the Project 

analyzed in the Certified EIR.  Therefore, the Revised Project would not cause a significant impact not 

previously analyzed in the Certified EIR.  However, to determine whether this impact under the Revised 

Project could be reduced, alternative site plans were evaluated that considered a different site 

configuration for Parcels L and M-2 than is being proposed under the Revised Project. 

In considering options for the configuration of Parcels L and M-2 under the Revised Project, three 

alternate locations for the museum use were considered.  As proposed, the museum would be located at 

the northeast corner of Parcels L and M-2.  The potential alternate locations for the museum building 

would be at the southeast, southwest and northwest corners of the site.  If the museum is at the southeast 

or southwest corners of the site the ground level of the portion of the site located south of GTK Way 

would be narrower than the footprint for the proposed museum use.  Such a footprint would be contrary to 

the objectives of the Revised Project since it would cause construction inefficiencies and operational 

inefficiencies (galleries on multiple floors and increased security for additional floors). 

It would be technically feasible, however, to locate the museum at the northwest corner of Parcels L and 

M-2.  Therefore, an alternate site plan alternative that would reverse the locations of the museum building 

and Tower 1 was considered (Alternative Site Configuration).  While it would be possible under this 
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scenario to also reverse the locations of Tower 2 and the retail use, it would be infeasible from an 

operational standpoint to locate the retail uses anywhere other than on Grand Avenue.  The site 

configuration for this alternative is shown in Figure 5.  The purpose of this analysis is only to determine 

whether this Alternative Site Configuration would have the same potential to reduce the significant view 

impact for residents of the adjacent Grand Promenade Tower building that have northerly views.  With 

respect to all of the other issues evaluated in this Addendum, this Alternate Site Configuration for the 

Revised Project would have the same parameters and therefore the same impacts as the Revised Project, 

as discussed in the preceding sections. 

The Alternate Site Configuration for the Revised Project would not have the potential to reduce the 

significant view blockage impacts of the Revised Project on the residents of the Grand Promenade 

Towers that have northerly views.  These views would continue to be blocked by Tower 2, which would 

occupy the only feasible location within Parcels L and M-2 under the alternative.  In addition, the 

museum building alone, which would extend to 95 feet above upper Grand Avenue (480 feet above mean 

sea level) would block northerly views from the lower occupied levels of the Grand Promenade Tower.  

As such, the Alternate Site Configuration for the Revised Project Alternative would not substantially 

reduce the view impacts of the Revised Project. 

Based on the analysis above, there is no feasible alternative to the Revised Project that is available which 

would substantially reduce the significant visual effect of the Project.  



Scale (Feet)

6520 128 19264

Figure 5
Alternate Site Configuration

Source: Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects LLP., 03/16/2010.  

Legend
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the previous analysis, which compared the potential impacts of the Revised Project, with the 

potential impacts of the Approved Project as discussed in the Certified EIR and is summarized below in 

Table 14, it is concluded that the Revised Project would not require major revisions of the previous EIR 

due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 

previously identified significant effects (State CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(1)).  In addition, no 

substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the Revised Project 

would be undertaken which would require major revisions of the Certified EIR due to the involvement of 

new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 

significant effects (State CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(2)).  Finally, no new information of 

substantial importance has been presented which would show that the Revised Project would have one or 

more significant effects not discussed in the Certified EIR, that significant effects previously examined 

will be substantially more severe than shown in the Certified EIR, that mitigation measures or alternatives 

previously found not to be feasible would in fact be feasible and would substantially reduce one or more 

significant effects of the project, but the project proponents declined to adopt the mitigation measure or 

alternative, or that mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those 

analyzed in the Certified EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the 

environment, but the project proponents declined to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative (State 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(3)).  Therefore none of the conditions described in Section 15162 of 

the State CEQA Guidelines calling for preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred.  Substantial 

evidence supporting the conclusions presented above is provided in the preceding sections of this 

addendum (State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164(e)). 
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Table 14 

Summary of Revised Project Compared to the Approved Project 

Impact Category 

Impacts of Approved 

Project  

Impacts of Revised 

Project 

Land Use – Land Use Compatibility  Less Than Significant Same  

Land Use – Policy Consistency Less Than Significant  Same 

Land Use – Zoning Requirements Significant and Unavoidable Lesser 

Traffic, Circulation, and Parking Significant and Unavoidable Lesser 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Visual Quality 

(Construction) 

Less Than Significant Same 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Visual Quality 

(Operation) 

Less Than Significant Same 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Light (Construction) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same
 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Light (Operation) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Glare Less Than Significant Same 

Aesthetics and Visual Resources – Shade/Shadow Less Than Significant  Same 

Historic Resources Less Than Significant Same 

Population, Housing, and Employment (Construction) Less Than Significant Same
 

Population, Housing, and Employment (Operation) Less Than Significant Same 

Air Quality – Construction Significant and Unavoidable Same or Lesser 

Air Quality – Operational Significant and Unavoidable Lesser 

Air Quality – Localized CO Concentrations Less Than Significant Lesser 

Air Quality – Odors Less Than Significant Same 

Air Quality – GHG N/A Less Than Significant 

Noise – Construction Significant and Unavoidable Same 

Noise – Operation Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Lesser 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials (Construction) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials (Operation) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same 

Public Services-Fire (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-Fire (Operation) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same 

Public Services-Police (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-Police (Operation) Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-School (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-School (Operation) Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-Parks and Recreation Less Than Significant Same 

Public Services-Libraries Less Than Significant Same 

Utilities-Water Supply (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Utilities-Water Supply (Operation) Less Than Significant with 

Mitigation 

Same 

Utilities-Wastewater (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Utilities-Wastewater (Operation) Less Than Significant Same 

Utilities-Solid Waste (Construction) Less Than Significant Same 

Utilities-Solid Waste (Operation) Less Than Significant Same 

Source: Christopher A Joseph & Associates, 2010 
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Revised Grand Avenue Project 
 

Supplemental Traffic Review to  
Grand Avenue Project EIR Traffic Study 

 
 

The Mobility Group 
 

April 23, 2010 
 
 

 
Introduction 
 
The Grand Avenue Project EIR was completed in 2006, and the project was approved by the 
City in 2007.  The Project covers four blocks adjacent to the Walt Disney Concert Hall on 
Bunker Hill in downtown Los Angeles, as shown in Figure 1.  There has been no construction 
activity or entitlement changes since the EIR was certified and the Project was approved. 
 
This memorandum addresses a proposal for a change of uses on Parcel L/M-2 of the Grand 
Avenue Project.  Parcel L is bounded by Grand Avenue, Second Street, Hope Street, and 
General Thaddeus Kosciuszko Way (GTK Way).  Parcel M-2 is bounded by Grand Avenue, 
GTK Way, Hope Street, and an adjacent property.  This change would add a museum use, and 
would reduce the amount of commercial uses on the site, as well as slightly reduce the 
number of residential units planned. 
 
The memorandum provides an evaluation of potential changes to trip generation, parking, and 
traffic impacts, due to the proposed land use changes.  It concludes that the total number of 
trips generated by the Revised Grand Avenue Project would be less than with the original 
project, and therefore that no additional significant traffic impacts would occur.  It also 
concludes that the proposed project changes would provide adequate on-site parking. 
 
 
Project Description Changes 
 
The proposed changes in land use affect only Parcels L/M-2.  The remaining parcels in the 
Grand Avenue Project remain unchanged.  The proposed land use changes are summarized in 
Table 1.  The proposed Revised Project site plan is shown in Figure 2.   
 
A museum use ( up to 120,000 gsf) would be added on Parcel L.  The size of the museum 
could be less than 120,000 gsf, but the 120,000 gsf number was used for this analysis.  The 
commercial uses on Parcels L/M-2 would be reduced from 101,000 gsf to 19,422 gsf.  The 
number of residential units on Parcels L/M-2 would be reduced from 850 dwelling units to 



Grand Avenue Project – Approved Conceptual Parcel Development Plan

Figure 1

The GroupMobility
Transportation Strategies & Solutions

Revised Grand Avenue Project – Parcel L/M-2

Source: Figure 4-5, Grand Avenue EIR Traffic Study
4/19/10



Revised Grand Avenue Project – Parcel L/M-2

Revised Project Parcel L/M-2 Site Plan

Figure 2

The GroupMobility
Transportation Strategies & Solutions

Source: ZGF 3-16-10

4/19/10



Table 1         Project Description – Land Use    4-20-10 
                 Totals for Parcels L/M-2 

 
 

Use 
 

EIR Proposed Project   

   
Museum            0 gsf 120,000 gsf  

   
Commercial Total 101,000 gsf   19,422 gsf 1 

   
Retail   86,000 gsf 16,115 gsf 
    (73,100) lsf 2    (13,698 lsf) 2 

Restaurant   15,000 gsf     3,307 gsf 3 

   
Total Non-Residential 101,000 gsf 139,422 gsf 
   
Residential Total 850 DU’s 790 DU’s 

Condos 680 DU’s 632 DU’s 
Apts 170 DU’s 158 DU’s 
 829,330 gsf 790,908 gsf 

   
Total CSF 930,330 gsf 930,330 gsf 
   
   

   
   

   
 

Notes 
     
1. Commercial space not included in museum site. 
2. Leasable sq. ft. (lsf) assumed at 85% of gross sq. ft. (gsf) for EIR. 
3. Commercial split between retail and restaurant assumed same proportion as EIR. 
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790 units.  The reductions in other uses are to balance out the addition of the museum space 
so that the overall development square footage on Parcels L/M-2 remains at 930,330 gsf. 
 
Project Trip Generation 
 
The trip generation analysis for the Revised Project was based on the analysis and trip rates in 
the EIR.  The trip generation analysis therefore focused on the weekday A.M. peak hour and 
P.M. peak hour.  However, there was no museum in the EIR Project Description.  In 
coordination and agreement with LADOT the trip rates used for the museum were those used 
for the BCAM (Broad Contemporary Art Museum) Building in the LACMA Enhancement 
Study (add reference detail), as described further later in this section of the memorandum. 
 
The proposed Broad museum at Grand Avenue is projected to have the following general 
operating characteristics.  The museum would be open three weekdays (closed Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays) and at weekends.  Typical weekday operating hours would be 11am to 5pm 
(6pm on Thursday).  The museum has a goal of approximately 200,000 annual visitors, with 
on average about 735 visitors a weekday.  It is expected there could be up to 40 full time 
employees and up to 15 part-time employees. 
 
Prior to using the trip rates for the BCAM building, a cross check analysis was completed of 
likely trip generation for the Broad Museum at Grand Avenue.  This is shown in Appendix A, 
and demonstrates that it is appropriate to use the BCAM trip rates for the P.M. peak hour. 
 
However for the A.M. peak hour the trip rates were adjusted to reflect the fact that the 
museum will not open to visitors until 11am, so there will be no visitor trips in the A.M. peak 
hour.   Use of the BCAM  rates would have resulted in inappropriately high trips for this time 
period.  Based on the analysis on Appendix A it was determined that the visitor trips are likely 
to be on the order of 70% of total trips in the P.M. peak hour.  So to determine A.M. peak 
hour trips, 30% of the P.M. peak hour rate was used and the directionality of the trips 
reversed. 
 
It should be noted that this approach provides a conservative worst case trip analysis because 
it is probable that a higher proportion of trips to/from the museum will be by transit or walk in 
the downtown location than in the Mid-Wilshire area, but no adjustments to the trip rate were 
made to reflect this likelihood. 
 
Table 2 provides a summary comparison of trip generation for Parcels L/M-2 and for the 
entire Grand Avenue Project both from the EIR and for the Revised Project.  The detailed trip 
generation calculations for each condition, in the format used in the EIR, are shown in 
Appendix B. 
 
As shown in Table 2, the total number of trips for Parcel L/M-2 in each time period is lower 
for the Revised Project than for the Grand Avenue Project in the EIR.  In the A.M. peak hour, 
a total of 255 trips would be generated compared to 263 for the EIR Project.  In the P.M. peak 



Table 2.       Revised Grand Avenue Project - Trip Generation Comparison 4/20/2010

EIR Revised 
Project

EIR Revised 
Project

EIR Revised 
Project

Parcel L / M-2

AM Peak Hour 263 255 77 95 186 160

PM Peak Hour 494 442 279 201 215 242

Daily 5,549 4,352 2,774 2,176 2,775 2,176

Total Project

AM Peak Hour 1,551 1,543 919 937 632 606

PM Peak Hour 2,464 2,413 1,120 1,042 1,344 1,371

Daily 22,601 21,404 11,299 10,702 11,302 10,703

Total Trips Inbound Trips Outbound Trips
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hour, a total of 443 trips would be generated by the Revised Project compared to 494 trips for 
the EIR Project.  Daily trips for the Revised Project would total 4,352 trips compared to 5,549 
trips for the EIR Project.   
 
In certain cases (the inbound trips for the A.M peak hour, and the outbound trips for the P.M 
peak hour) the trips are slightly higher for the Revised Project than for the Original Project, 
but this is more than balanced out by lower trips in the opposite direction.  The differences 
amount to a small number of trips and the in/out splits of trips remain very similar. 
 
As also shown in Table 2, the total trips for the overall Project will be correspondingly lower 
for the Revised Project than for the Original Project.  In the A.M. peak hour, a total of 1,543 
trips would be generated compared to 1,551 for the EIR Project.  In the P.M. peak hour, a 
total of 2,413 trips would be generated by the Revised Project compared to 2,464 trips for the 
EIR Project.  Daily trips for the Revised Project would total 21,404 trips compared to 22,601 
trips for the EIR Project.   The inbound/outbound split would be 61% to 39% in the A.M. 
peak hour for the Revised Project compared to 59% to 41% for the EIR Project.  The 
inbound/outbound split would be 43% to 57% in the P.M. peak hour for the Revised Project 
compared to 45% to 55% for the EIR Project.  
 
It is therefore concluded that because the total number of trips for both Parcel L/M-2 and the 
overall project would be lower for the Revised Project than for the EIR Project, and because 
the ratio of inbound to outbound trips would remain very similar, that no additional significant 
traffic impacts would be expected with the Revised Project.  This conclusion is supported by a 
review of the access provisions for the Revised and EIR Project, as described in the next 
section. 
 
 
Project Access 
 
Access/egress will be very similar to that identified for Parcel L/M-2 in the EIR (shown in 
Figure 3).  The EIR Traffic Study assumed full access driveways on 2nd Street to Parcel L and 
full access driveways on both the north and south side of GTK Way to Parcel L and Parcel M-
2.  It also assumed truck access from Lower Grand Avenue. 
 
The Revised Project would have very similar access, as shown in Figure 4.  It also would have 
a full access driveway on Second Street.  This would serve the museum parking.  The Tower 
1 Residential Building access (depending on that building’s ultimate design) could be served 
either via the 2nd Street driveway or via a driveway on GTK Way as described below.  A full 
access driveway would also be provided on the south side of GTK Way which would serve 
both residential towers (Tower 1 and Tower 2).  As assumed in the EIR, the subterranean 
levels of the parking garage would connect between the two residential towers under GTK 
Way, so residents entering/exiting parking for Tower 1 would also be able to do so via the 
driveway on GTK Way.  The only difference in access to that identified in the EIR is that the 
Second Street driveway would not be directly connected to the Parcel M2 garage (due to 
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design constraints).  Nevertheless, vehicular access/circulation would be very similar to that 
assumed for the EIR because of the connections between the residential parking.  Truck 
access would continue to be provided from Lower Grand Avenue for both parcels as 
identified in the EIR. 
 
 
Project Parking Supply 
 
The proposed parking supply is summarized in Table 3.  The Grand Avenue Project proposed 
a parking supply of 1,570 spaces on Parcel L/M-2, of which 1,280 would be for residential 
uses and 290 for commercial uses.   
 
The Revised Project proposes a parking supply of 1,366 spaces, of which 120 spaces would 
be for the museum, 56 spaces would be for commercial uses, and 1,190 spaces would be for 
residential uses.   
 
The parking supply would be slightly lower for the Revised Project (1,366 spaces)  than for 
the EIR Project (1,570 spaces) because there would be less commercial uses and slightly less 
residential units.      
 
The Revised Project would not change the parking supply on any of the other parcels in the 
overall Project. 
 
The EIR Project would provide sufficient parking to meet city code requirements.  This would 
also be the case for the Revised Project, as discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Parking Code Requirements 
 
Parking requirements per the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) for the Grand Avenue 
Project were identified in the EIR.  The Project is located in downtown Los Angeles, in an 
area for which a number of code exceptions apply and that reflect the higher density of 
downtown, the proximity to other  land uses and higher walking levels, and the proximity to 
extensive transit service.  LAMC 12.21 A.4 (p).(1) provides for an exception for the Central 
Area for lower residential and hotel parking requirements.  LAMC 12.21 A.4. (i) 2/3 provides 
for an exception for the Downtown Business District, for lower parking requirements for 
business, commercial, industrial buildings, philanthropic institutions, and governmental office 
buildings, and for auditoriums.   The Project is located within both these areas.  The LAMC 
parking requirements for the land uses in the Project are shown in Appendix C (Table 7.2 of 
the EIR).  The LAMC requirements for the museum in the Revised Project would be 1 space 
per 1,000 sq. ft.  
 
 
 



Table 3.       Revised Grand Avenue Project - Parking Supply Comparison 4/22/2010

EIR Revised Project
Parking Spaces Parking Spaces

Parcel L / M-2

Museum 0 120

Commercial Total 290 56

Residential Total 1,280 1,190

Total 1,570 1,366

Total Project

Museum N/A 120

Commercial Total 1,930 1,696

Residential Total 3,105 3,015

Total 5,035 4,831



Table 4.       Revised Grand Avenue Project - Parking Requirement Comparison 4/22/2010

Parking 
Required

Parking 
Provided

Difference 
Overall

Parking 
Required

Parking 
Provided

Difference 
Overall

Parcel L / M-2

Museum 120 120 0

Commercial Total 101 290 189 19 56 37

Residential Total 926 1,280 354 860 1,190 330

Total 1,027 1,570 543 999 1,366 367

Total Project

Museum 120 120 0

Commercial Total 1,285 1,930 645 1,203 1,696 493

Residential Total 2,246 3,105 859 2,180 3,015 835

Total 3,531 5,035 1,504 3,503 4,831 1,328

EIR Revised Project
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Code Requirements by Use, and Proposed Supply – Parcel L/M-2 
 
Table 4 summarizes the code parking requirements and proposed parking supply for the 
Revised Project and for the EIR Project.  Code calculation details are shown in Appendix C. 
For the Revised Project Parcel L/M-2, the City Code would require a total of 19 commercial 
parking spaces.  The Revised Project proposes to provide 56 commercial spaces, which would 
be 37 more than the code requirement. 
 
For the Revised Project Parcel L/M-2, the City Code would require the museum use to 
provide 120 parking spaces.   The Revised Project proposes to provide 120 spaces which 
would be exactly meet the code requirement.  (If the museum were to be less than 120,000 gsf 
then correspondingly less parking would be provided, but still sufficient to meet code 
requirements). 
 
For the Revised Project Parcel L/M-2, the City Code would require 860 residential parking 
spaces to be provided.  The Revised Project proposes to provide 1,190 residential spaces, 
which would be 330 more than the code requirement. 
 
For Parcel L/M-2 as a whole, the City Code would require 999 spaces.  The Revised Project 
would provide 1,366 spaces which would be 367 more than the code requirement. 
 
The Grand Avenue Project received an exception from the Deputy Advisory Agency 
Residential Policy (DAARP) for condominium parking, due to its location downtown near 
transit and within walking distance of many destinations, and due to the Project’s residential 
parking supply exceeding the code requirement.  An evaluation of residential parking supply 
against the DAARP is therefore no longer necessary. 
 
Code Requirements by Use, and Proposed Supply – Overall Project 
 
The Revised Project would not make any changes to parking requirements or proposed supply 
in any other block of the project. 
 
Table 4 also shows the code requirement and proposed supply for the overall project (all 
blocks/parcels), for both the Revised Project and the EIR Project.  Overall, the Revised 
Project would be required to provide 2,180 residential parking spaces and would provide 
3,015 spaces, which would be 385 more than the code requirement.   It would be required to 
provide 1,203 commercial parking spaces and would provide 1,696 spaces which would be 
493 spaces more than the code requirement.  The Revised Project would be required to 
provide 3,503 total parking spaces and would provide 4,831 total spaces which would be 
1,328 more than the code requirement.   
 
Because the Revised Project parking supply would considerably exceed the code 
requirements, it is concluded that the Revised Project is consistent with the Municipal Code 
requirements, and that there would be no significant parking impacts.   
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APPENDIX A.   
APPROXIMATE ESTIMATION OF MUSEUM P.M. PEAK HOUR TRIPS 

 
(For Validation of Use of BCAM Rates) 
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Appendix A.    
Approximate Estimation Of Museum P.M. Peak Hour Trips 
(For Validation of Use of BCAM Rates) 
 
 
 
Approximately 735 visitors per weekday. 
Museum open 6 hours per day (11am to 5pm) – average of 123 visitors per hour. 
Assume average stay of one hour. 
 
In P.M. peak hour assume 123 visitors leave the museum (none enter). 
Assume 15% walk or use transit. 
123 x 0.85 = 105 vehicle trips.  (Conservative because assumes 1 person/vehicle). 
 
Up to 40 full time employees. 
Up to 15 part-time employees (assume half on any given day). 
Assume 90% of 55 employees at work at end of typical weekday, and 70% drive. 
(40 + 8 = 48) x 0.9 x 0.7 = 30 vehicle trips. 
 
Total visitor and employees vehicle trips = 105 + 30 = 135. 
 
Assume 10% other trips = 13. 
Assume +5% inbound trips in PM peak hour = (135 + 13) / 0.95 = 156 vehicle trips. 
 
Trip rate = 156 / 120,000 gsf = 1.30 vehicle trips per 1,000 sq. ft. 
 
Compares to 1.38 trips per 1,000 sq. ft. used in BCAM Study.  
 
 
Confirms that BCAM trip rate is appropriate, and conservatively high. 
 
 
Notes:   
 
1.  Visitor trips are 105 / 156 = 67% of total trips. 
2.  Museum not open to visitors in A.M. peak hour, so visitor trips can be discounted. 
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TRIP GENERATION CALCULATIONS 
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TRIP GENERATION FOR REVISED PROJECT 



Table A-1                   A.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 0.36 1,2 145 5% 15% 5% 110 76% 19% 21 81% 89

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 0.30 1,3 30 5% 20% 25% 17 56% 25% 4 75% 13

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 175 127 73% 20% 25 80% 102

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 0.52 1,4 143 5% 10% 20% 97 68% 61% 59 39% 38

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 88% 12%

Market 53,000 S.F 3.89 1,6 206 15% 10% 5% 40% 88 43% 61% 54 39% 34

Retail 97,750 S.F 1.58 1,7 154 15% 20% 5% 30% 67 43% 61% 41 39% 26

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 34 15% 30% 5% 10% 16 47% 52% 8 48% 8

Event Facility 250 Seats 0.00 1,10 0 5% 5% 5% 10% 0 0 0

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 1.21 1,11 61 20% 35% 5% 20% 21 34% 42% 9 58% 12

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 455 192 42% 58% 112 42% 80

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 773 416 54% 47% 196 53% 220

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 0.34 1,2 193 5% 15% 5% 147 76% 19% 28 81% 119

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 0.30 1,3 43 5% 20% 25% 24 56% 25% 6 75% 18

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 236 171 73% 20% 34 80% 137

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 61% 0 39% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 1.69 1,5 1,153 0% 5% 40% 0% 657 57% 89% 585 11% 72

Retail 54,400 S.F 2.00 1,7 109 15% 20% 5% 40% 40 37% 61% 25 39% 15

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 8 15% 30% 5% 10% 4 49% 52% 2 48% 2

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.00 1,10 0 0 0 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 1.21 1,11 0 0 42% 0 58% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 1,270 701 55% 87% 612 13% 89

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 1,506 872 58% 74% 646 26% 226

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates



Table A-1                   A.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 632 D.U 0.34 1,2 212 5% 15% 5% 161 76% 19% 31 81% 131

632,726 S.F

Apartments 158 D.U 0.30 1,3 47 5% 20% 25% 27 56% 25% 7 75% 20

158,182 S.F

Subtotal Residential 790 D.U 260 188 72% 20% 38 80% 151

790,908 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 61% 0 39% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 88% 0 12% 0

Retail 16,115 S.F 3.25 1,7 52 15% 20% 5% 50% 16 31% 61% 10 39% 6

Restaurant 3,307 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 3 15% 30% 5% 10% 1 47% 52% 1 48% 1

Museum 120,000 S.F 0.41 1,11 49 0% 0% 0% 0% 49 100% 95% 47 5% 2

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 139,422 S.F 104 67 64% 86% 58 14% 9

Total Parcel L / M-2 930,330 S.F 364 255 70% 37% 95 63% 160

Total All Parcels 3,583,150 S.F 2,643 1,543 58% 61% 937 39% 606

1.   ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.   ITE 232 trip generation equation ( T=0.29(X)+28.26 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.   ITE 222 trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.   ITE 310 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 1.24*LN(X) - 2.00 ) for Hotel was used.
5.   ITE 715 trip generation equation ( T = 1.66*(X) + 22.94 )  for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.   ITE 850 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 1.70*LN(X) - 1.42 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.   ITE 820 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.60*LN(X) + 2.29 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.   ITE 931 trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.   Directional distribution for the AM peak hour is not available. Directional distribution of 52 % entering and 48 % existing was assumed based on ITE 932 for High-Turnover Sit Down Restaurant.
10. ITE 444 trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee was used.
11. Trip rate from LACMA Enhancement Study, adjusted for local details of Revised Project.



Table A-2                   P.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 0.38 1,2 151 5% 15% 5% 115 76% 62% 71 38% 44

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 0.35 1,3 35 5% 20% 25% 20 56% 61% 12 39% 8

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 186 135 72% 62% 83 39% 52

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 0.59 1,4 162 5% 10% 20% 110 68% 53% 58 47% 52

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 17% 83%

Market 53,000 S.F 10.66 1,6 565 15% 10% 5% 40% 241 43% 51% 123 49% 118

Retail 97,750 S.F 6.31 1,7 617 15% 20% 5% 30% 267 43% 48% 128 52% 139

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 7.49 1,8 315 15% 30% 5% 10% 148 47% 67% 99 33% 49

Event Facility 250 Seats 0.07 1,9 18 5% 5% 5% 10% 14 77% 75% 11 25% 3

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 4.05 1,10 203 20% 35% 5% 20% 69 34% 51% 36 49% 33

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 1,718 739 43% 54% 397 46% 342

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 2,066 984 48% 55% 538 45% 446

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 0.37 1,2 209 5% 15% 5% 158 76% 62% 98 38% 60

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 0.35 1,3 50 5% 20% 25% 28 56% 61% 17 39% 11

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 259 186 72% 62% 115 38% 71

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.59 1,4 0 0 53% 0 47% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 1.57 1,5 1,070 0% 5% 40% 0% 610 57% 15% 91 85% 519

Retail 54,400 S.F 7.70 1,7 419 15% 20% 5% 40% 155 37% 48% 74 52% 81

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 7.49 1,8 75 15% 30% 5% 10% 35 47% 67% 23 33% 12

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.07 1,9 0 0 75% 0 25% 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 1,564 800 51% 23% 188 76% 612

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 1,823 986 54% 31% 303 69% 683

Outbound
Net as % 

Base

% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Inbound
Foot - 
notes

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates



Table A-2                   P.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Outbound
Net as % 

Base

% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Inbound
Foot - 
notes

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 632 D.U 0.36 1,2 230 5% 15% 5% 175 76% 62% 109 38% 67

632,726 S.F

Apartments 158 D.U 0.35 1,3 55 5% 20% 25% 32 58% 61% 20 39% 12

158,182 S.F

Subtotal Residential 790 D.U 286 207 72% 62% 128 38% 79

790,908 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.59 1,4 0 0 53% 0 47% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 17% 0 83% 0

Retail 16,115 S.F 11.65 1,7 188 15% 20% 5% 50% 58 31% 48% 28 52% 30

Restaurant 3,307 S.F 7.49 1,8 25 15% 30% 5% 10% 12 47% 67% 8 33% 4

Museum 120,000 S.F 1.38 1,11 166 0% 0% 0% 0% 166 100% 22% 37 78% 129

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 139,422 S.F 378 235 62% 31% 73 69% 163

Total Parcel L / M-2 930,330 S.F 664 442 67% 45% 201 55% 242

Total All Parcels 3,583,150 S.F 4,553 2,413 53% 43% 1,042 57% 1,371

1.   ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.   ITE 232 trip generation equation ( T=0.34(X)+15.47 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.   ITE 222 trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.   ITE 310 trip rate for Hotel was used.
5.   ITE 715 trip generation equation ( T=1.52(X)+ 34.88 ) for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.   ITE 850 trip generation equation ( Ln(T) = 0.79*LN(X) + 3.20 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.   ITE 820 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.66*LN(X) + 3.40 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.   ITE 931 trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.   ITE 444 trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee was used.
10. ITE 492 trip rate for Health / Fitness Club was used.
11. Trip rate from LACMA Enhancement Study.



Table A-3                   Daily Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 4.33 1,2 1,732 5% 15% 5% 1,316 76% 50% 658 50% 658

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 4.20 1,3 420 5% 20% 25% 236 56% 50% 118 50% 118

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 2,152 1,552 72% 50% 776 50% 776

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 7.59 1,4 2,088 5% 10% 20% 1,420 68% 50% 710 50% 710

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 50% 50%

Market 53,000 S.F 93.21 1,6 4,940 15% 10% 5% 40% 2,112 43% 50% 1,056 50% 1,056

Retail 97,750 S.F 68.45 1,7 6,691 15% 20% 5% 30% 2,892 43% 50% 1,446 50% 1,446

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 89.95 1,8 3,778 15% 30% 5% 10% 1,777 47% 50% 889 50% 889

Event Facility 250 Seats 1.76 1,9 440 5% 5% 5% 10% 339 77% 50% 169 50% 169

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 32.93 1,10 1,647 20% 35% 5% 20% 563 34% 50% 282 50% 282

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 17,496 7,683 44% 50% 3,841 50% 3,842

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 21,736 10,655 49% 50% 5,327 50% 5,328

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 4.16 1,2 2,365 5% 15% 5% 1,797 76% 50% 898 50% 899

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 4.20 1,3 596 5% 20% 25% 335 56% 50% 168 50% 167

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 2,961 2,132 72% 50% 1,066 50% 1,066

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 5.53 1,5 3,767 0% 5% 40% 0% 2,148 57% 50% 1,074 50% 1,074

Retail 54,400 S.F 84.04 1,7 4,572 15% 20% 5% 40% 1,694 37% 50% 847 50% 847

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 89.95 1,8 900 15% 30% 5% 10% 423 47% 50% 211 50% 212

Event Facility 0 Seats 1.76 1,9 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 32.93 1,10 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 9,239 4,265 46% 50% 2,132 50% 2,133

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 12,200 6,397 52% 50% 3,198 50% 3,199

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates



Table A-3                   Daily Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/19/2010

                                   With Revised Project (Parcel L / M-2)

% Trips % Trips

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 632 D.U 4.12 1,2 2,606 5% 15% 5% 1,981 76% 50% 990 50% 990

632,726 S.F

Apartments 158 D.U 4.20 1,3 664 5% 20% 25% 373 56% 50% 187 50% 187

158,182 S.F

Subtotal Residential 790 D.U 3,270 2,355 72% 50% 1,177 50% 1,177

790,908 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

Retail 16,115 S.F 128.65 1,7 2,073 15% 20% 5% 50% 640 31% 50% 320 50% 321

Restaurant 3,307 S.F 89.95 1,8 297 15% 30% 5% 10% 140 47% 50% 70 50% 70

Museum 120,000 S.F 10.14 1,11 1,217 0% 0% 0% 0% 1,217 100% 50% 609 50% 608

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 139,422 S.F 3,587 1,997 56% 50% 999 50% 999

Total Parcel L / M-2 930,330 S.F 6,857 4,352 63% 50% 2,176 50% 2,176

Total All Parcels 3,583,150 S.F 40,793 21,404 52% 50% 10,702 50% 10,703

1.   ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.   ITE 232 daily trip generation equation ( T= 3.77(X)+223.66 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.   ITE 222 daily trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.   ITE 310 daily trip generation equation ( T = 8.95*(X) - 373.16 ) for Hotel was used.
5.   ITE 715 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.60*LN(X) + 4.32 )  for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.   ITE 850 daily trip generation equation ( T = 66.95*(X) +1391.56 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.   ITE 820 daily trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.65*LN(X) + 5.83 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.   ITE 931 daily trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.   ITE 444 daily trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee is not available.  Daily trip rate was estimated based on the ratio of ITE 443  weekday p.m peak hour of adjacent traffic to ITE 444 
      weekday p.m peak hour of adjacent traffic.
10. ITE 492 daily trip rate for Health / Fitness Club was used.
11. Trip rate from LACMA Enhancement Study.
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TRIP GENERATION FOR EIR PROJECT 
 
 



Table A-1                   A.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/21/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 0.36 1,2 145 5% 15% 5% 110 76% 19% 21 81% 89

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 0.30 1,3 30 5% 20% 25% 17 56% 25% 4 75% 13

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 175 127 73% 20% 25 80% 102

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 0.52 1,4 143 5% 10% 20% 97 68% 61% 59 39% 38

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 88% 12%

Market 53,000 S.F 3.89 1,6 206 15% 10% 5% 40% 88 43% 61% 54 39% 34

Retail 97,750 S.F 1.58 1,7 154 15% 20% 5% 30% 67 43% 61% 41 39% 26

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 34 15% 30% 5% 10% 16 47% 52% 8 48% 8

Event Facility 250 Seats 0.00 1,10 0 5% 5% 5% 10% 0 0 0

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 1.21 1,11 61 20% 35% 5% 20% 21 34% 42% 9 58% 12

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 455 192 42% 58% 112 42% 80

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 773 416 54% 47% 196 53% 220

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 0.34 1,2 193 5% 15% 5% 147 76% 19% 28 81% 119

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 0.30 1,3 43 5% 20% 25% 24 56% 25% 6 75% 18

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 236 171 73% 20% 34 80% 137

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 61% 0 39% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 1.69 1,5 1,153 0% 5% 40% 0% 657 57% 89% 585 11% 72

Retail 54,400 S.F 2.00 1,7 109 15% 20% 5% 40% 40 37% 61% 25 39% 15

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 8 15% 30% 5% 10% 4 49% 52% 2 48% 2

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.00 1,10 0 0 0 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 1.21 1,11 0 0 42% 0 58% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 1,270 701 55% 87% 612 13% 89

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 1,506 872 58% 74% 646 26% 226

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates
Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base



Table A-1                   A.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/21/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates
Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 680 D.U 0.33 1,2 226 5% 15% 5% 172 76% 19% 33 81% 139

662,050 S.F

Apartments 170 D.U 0.30 1,3 51 5% 20% 25% 29 56% 25% 7 75% 22

167,280 S.F

Subtotal Residential 850 D.U 277 201 73% 20% 40 80% 161

829,330 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 61% 0 39% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 88% 0 12% 0

Retail 73,100 S.F 1.77 1,7 130 15% 20% 5% 30% 56 43% 61% 34 39% 22

Restaurant 15,000 S.F 0.81 1,8,9 12 15% 30% 5% 10% 6 47% 52% 3 48% 3

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.00 1,10 0 0 0 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 1.21 1,11 0 0 42% 0 58% 0

Subtotal Commercial 88,100 S.F 142 62 44% 60% 37 40% 25

Total Parcel L / M-2 917,430 S.F 419 263 63% 29% 77 71% 186

Total All Parcels 3,570,250 S.F 2,698 1,551 57% 59% 919 41% 632

1.  ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.  ITE 232 trip generation equation ( T=0.29(X)+28.26 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.  ITE 222 trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.  ITE 310 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 1.24*LN(X) - 2.00 ) for Hotel was used.
5.  ITE 715 trip generation equation ( T = 1.66*(X) + 22.94 )  for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.  ITE 850 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 1.70*LN(X) - 1.42 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.  ITE 820 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.60*LN(X) + 2.29 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.  ITE 931 trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.  Directional distribution for the AM peak hour is not available. Directional distribution of 52 % entering and 48 % existing was assumed based on ITE 932 for High-Turnover Sit Down Restaurant.
10.  ITE 444 trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee was used.
11.  ITE 492 trip rate for Health / Fitness Club was used.



Table A-2                   P.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/21/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 0.38 1,2 151 5% 15% 5% 115 76% 62% 71 38% 44

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 0.35 1,3 35 5% 20% 25% 20 56% 61% 12 39% 8

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 186 135 72% 62% 83 39% 52

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 0.59 1,4 162 5% 10% 20% 110 68% 53% 58 47% 52

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 17% 83%

Market 53,000 S.F 10.66 1,6 565 15% 10% 5% 40% 241 43% 51% 123 49% 118

Retail 97,750 S.F 6.31 1,7 617 15% 20% 5% 30% 267 43% 48% 128 52% 139

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 7.49 1,8 315 15% 30% 5% 10% 148 47% 67% 99 33% 49

Event Facility 250 Seats 0.07 1,9 18 5% 5% 5% 10% 14 77% 75% 11 25% 3

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 4.05 1,10 203 20% 35% 5% 20% 69 34% 51% 36 49% 33

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 1,718 739 43% 54% 397 46% 342

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 2,066 984 48% 55% 538 45% 446

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 0.37 1,2 209 5% 15% 5% 158 76% 62% 98 38% 60

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 0.35 1,3 50 5% 20% 25% 28 56% 61% 17 39% 11

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 259 186 72% 62% 115 38% 71

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.59 1,4 0 0 53% 0 47% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 1.57 1,5 1,070 0% 5% 40% 0% 610 57% 15% 91 85% 519

Retail 54,400 S.F 7.70 1,7 419 15% 20% 5% 40% 155 37% 48% 74 52% 81

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 7.49 1,8 75 15% 30% 5% 10% 35 47% 67% 23 33% 12

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.07 1,9 0 0 75% 0 25% 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 1,564 800 51% 23% 188 76% 612

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 1,823 986 54% 31% 303 69% 683

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates
Foot - 
notes

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Outbound
Net as % 

Base

% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-By
Net 

Vehicle 
Trips

Inbound



Table A-2                   P.M Peak Hour Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/21/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates
Foot - 
notes

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Outbound
Net as % 

Base

% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-By
Net 

Vehicle 
Trips

Inbound

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 680 D.U 0.36 1,2 247 5% 15% 5% 187 76% 62% 116 38% 71

662,050 S.F

Apartments 170 D.U 0.35 1,3 60 5% 20% 25% 34 57% 61% 21 39% 13

167,280 S.F

Subtotal Residential 850 D.U 307 221 72% 62% 137 38% 84

829,330 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.59 1,4 0 0 53% 0 47% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 17% 0 83% 0

Retail 73,100 S.F 6.96 1,7 509 15% 20% 5% 30% 220 43% 48% 106 52% 114

Restaurant 15,000 S.F 7.49 1,8 112 15% 30% 5% 10% 53 47% 67% 36 33% 17

Event Facility 0 Seats 0.07 1,9 0 0 75% 0 25% 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 4.05 1,10 0 0 51% 0 49% 0

Subtotal Commercial 88,100 S.F 621 273 44% 52% 142 48% 131

Total Parcel L / M-2 917,430 S.F 928 494 53% 56% 279 44% 215

Total All Parcels 3,570,250 S.F 4,817 2,464 51% 45% 1,120 55% 1,344

1.  ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.  ITE 232 trip generation equation ( T=0.34(X)+15.47 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.  ITE 222 trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.  ITE 310 trip rate for Hotel was used.
5.  ITE 715 trip generation equation ( T=1.52(X)+ 34.88 ) for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.  ITE 850 trip generation equation ( Ln(T) = 0.79*LN(X) + 3.20 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.  ITE 820 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.66*LN(X) + 3.40 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.  ITE 931 trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.  ITE 444 trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee was used.
10.  ITE 492 trip rate for Health / Fitness Club was used.



Table A-3                   Daily Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/24/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Parcel Q

Condominiums 400 D.U 4.33 1,2 1,732 5% 15% 5% 1,316 76% 50% 658 50% 658

534,562 S.F

Apartments 100 D.U 4.20 1,3 420 5% 20% 25% 236 56% 50% 118 50% 118

98,375 S.F

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 2,152 1,552 72% 50% 776 50% 776

632,937 S.F

Hotel 275 Rooms 7.59 1,4 2,088 5% 10% 20% 1,420 68% 50% 710 50% 710

315,000 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 50% 50%

Market 53,000 S.F 93.21 1,6 4,940 15% 10% 5% 40% 2,112 43% 50% 1,056 50% 1,056

Retail 97,750 S.F 68.45 1,7 6,691 15% 20% 5% 30% 2,892 43% 50% 1,446 50% 1,446

Restaurant 42,000 S.F 89.95 1,8 3,778 15% 30% 5% 10% 1,777 47% 50% 889 50% 889

Event Facility 250 Seats 1.76 1,9 440 5% 5% 5% 10% 339 77% 50% 169 50% 169

24,000 S.F

Health Club 50,000 S.F 32.93 1,10 1,647 20% 35% 5% 20% 563 34% 50% 282 50% 282

Subtotal Commercial 266,750 S.F 17,496 7,683 44% 50% 3,841 50% 3,842

Total Parcel Q 1,214,687 S.F 21,736 10,655 49% 50% 5,327 50% 5,328

Parcel W-1 / W-2

Condominiums 568 D.U 4.16 1,2 2,365 5% 15% 5% 1,797 76% 50% 898 50% 899

553,005 S.F

Apartments 142 D.U 4.20 1,3 596 5% 20% 25% 335 56% 50% 168 50% 167

139,728 S.F

Subtotal Residential 710 D.U 2,961 2,132 72% 50% 1,066 50% 1,066

692,733 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Office 681,000 S.F 5.53 1,5 3,767 0% 5% 40% 0% 2,148 57% 50% 1,074 50% 1,074

Retail 54,400 S.F 84.04 1,7 4,572 15% 20% 5% 40% 1,694 37% 50% 847 50% 847

Restaurant 10,000 S.F 89.95 1,8 900 15% 30% 5% 10% 423 47% 50% 211 50% 212

Event Facility 0 Seats 1.76 1,9 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 32.93 1,10 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

Subtotal Commercial 745,400 S.F 9,239 4,265 46% 50% 2,132 50% 2,133

Total Parcel W-1 / W-2 1,438,133 S.F 12,200 6,397 52% 50% 3,198 50% 3,199

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates



Table A-3                   Daily Trip Generation - Project with County Office Building Option 4/24/2006

                                   From Grand Avenue Project EIR

% Trips % Trips

Inbound Outbound% Transit,  
R/S, & 
Taxi

% Pass-
By

Net 
Vehicle 
Trips

Net as % 
Base

Foot - 
note

Base 
Vehicle 
Trips

% Project 
Internal

% Walk-In 
/ Walk-Out

Land Use Quantity Units Trip Rates

Parcel L / M-2

Condominiums 680 D.U 4.10 1,2 2,787 5% 15% 5% 2,118 76% 50% 1,059 50% 1,059

662,050 S.F

Apartments 170 D.U 4.20 1,3 714 5% 20% 25% 402 56% 50% 201 50% 201

167,280 S.F

Subtotal Residential 850 D.U 3,501 2,520 72% 50% 1,260 50% 1,260

829,330 S.F

Hotel 0 Rooms 0.00 1,4 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

0 S.F

Office 0 S.F 0.00 1,5 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

Retail 73,100 S.F 75.78 1,7 5,540 15% 20% 5% 30% 2,395 43% 50% 1,197 50% 1,198

Restaurant 15,000 S.F 89.95 1,8 1,349 15% 30% 5% 10% 634 47% 50% 317 50% 317

Event Facility 0 Seats 1.76 1,9 0 0 0 0

0 S.F

Health Club 0 S.F 32.93 1,10 0 0 50% 0 50% 0

Subtotal Commercial 88,100 S.F 6,889 3,029 44% 50% 1,514 50% 1,515

Total Parcel L / M-2 917,430 S.F 10,390 5,549 53% 50% 2,774 50% 2,775

Total All Parcels 3,570,250 S.F 44,326 22,601 51% 50% 11,299 50% 11,302

1.  ITE Rates and Equations from Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington, DC, 2003, except otherwise noted.
2.  ITE 232 daily trip generation equation ( T= 3.77(X)+223.66 ) for High-Rise Condominium / Townhouse was used.
3.  ITE 222 daily trip rate for High-Rise Apartments was used.
4.  ITE 310 daily trip generation equation ( T = 8.95*(X) - 373.16 ) for Hotel was used.
5.  ITE 715 trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.60*LN(X) + 4.32 )  for Single Tenant Office Building was used.
6.  ITE 850 daily trip generation equation ( T = 66.95*(X) +1391.56 ) for Supermarket was used.
7.  ITE 820 daily trip generation equation ( LN(T) = 0.65*LN(X) + 5.83 ) for Shopping Center was used.
8.  ITE 931 daily trip rate for Quality Restaurant was used.
9.  ITE 444 daily trip rate for Movie Theater with Matinee is not available.  Daily trip rate was estimated based on the ratio of ITE 443  weekday p.m peak hour of adjacent traffic to ITE 444 
     weekday p.m peak hour of adjacent traffic.
10.  ITE 492 daily trip rate for Health / Fitness Club was used.
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APPENDIX C.   
LAMC PARKING REQUIREMENTS 
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Appendix C  
LAMC Parking Requirements by Land Use 

 
 

Table 7-2 From Grand Avenue Project EIR Traffic Study 
  (Museum Use Added) 
 
 
Land Use 
 

Parking Requirement Note

1 space per D.U 1
1.25 space per D.U 1

Residential  1- Bed 
                    2 -Bed 
                    3- Bed 1.25 spaces per D.U 1
Affordable Residential 1 space per D.U 6
Hotel – Rooms 1 space per two guest rooms for first 20 rooms; plus 

1 space per guest room in excess of 20 but not 
exceeding 40; plus 1 space per each six guest 
rooms over 40. 

2

Hotel – Meeting Space 10 spaces per 1,000 s.f 3
Retail 1 space / 1,000 s.f. 4
Restaurant 1 space / 1,000 s.f. 4
Health Club 1 space / 1,000 s.f. 4
Event Facility 1 space per 10 seats 5
Office 1 space / 1,000 s.f. 4
Museum 1 space / 1,000 s.f. 4, 7
 
Notes. 1.  LAMC 12.21 A.4 (p) (1).  Exception for Central City Area. 
 2.  LAMC 12.21.A.4 (p) (2).  Exception for Central City Area. 
 3.  LAMC 12.21.A.4 (i).(1).   Exception for Downtown Business District. 
 4.  LAMC 12.21.A.4.(i).(3).   Exception for Downtown Business District. 
 5.  LAMC 12.21.A.4.(i).(1).   Exception for Downtown Business District. 
 6.  LAMC 12.22,A.25.(d).(2)   Exception for Restricted Affordable Units. 
 7.  LAMC 12.21.A.4.(i).(2)    Exception for Downtown Business District. 
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PARKING REQUIREMENTS FOR REVISED PROJECT 



Table B-2               City Code Parking Requirement (All Uses)
                               Project with County Office Building Option
                               Revised Project 4-19-10

Quantity Units
Spaces 

Required
Quantity Units

Spaces 
Required

Quantity Units
Spaces 

Required
Quantity Units

Spaces 
Required

Hotel - Rooms See Note 1 1 275 Rooms 54 0 Rooms 0 0 Rooms 0 275 Rooms 54

 Meeting Space 10 spaces / 1,000 s.f 2 9,000 S.F 90 0 S.F 0 0 S.F 0 9,000 S.F 90

Subtotal Hotel 144 0 0 144

Retail 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 168,000 S.F 168 64,000 S.F 64 16,115 S.F 16 248,115 S.F 248

Restaurant 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3,7 42,000 S.F 42 10,000 S.F 10 3,307 S.F 3 55,307 S.F 55

Health Club 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 50,000 S.F 50 0 S.F 0 0 S.F 0 50,000 S.F 50

Event Facility 1 space / 10 seats 4 250 Seats 25 0 Seats 0 0 Seats 0 250 Seats 25

Museum 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3,8 0 S.F 0 0 S.F 0 120,000 S.F 120 120,000 S.F 120

Subtotal Commercial 285 74 139 498

Office 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 0 S.F 0 681,000 S.F 681 0 S.F 0 681,000 S.F 681

Condominiums   1 - Bed 1 space / D.U 5 220 D.U 220 312 D.U 312 348 D.U 348 880 D.U 880

2 - Bed 1.25 spaces / D.U 5 155 D.U 194 222 D.U 278 246 D.U 307 623 D.U 778

3 - Bed 1.25 spaces / D.U 5 25 D.U 31 34 D.U 43 38 D.U 47 97 D.U 121

Subtotal Condominiums 400 D.U 445 568 D.U 633 632 D.U 702 1,600 D.U 1,779

Apartments  1 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 70 D.U 70 107 D.U 107 119 D.U 119 296 D.U 296

 2 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 0 D.U 0 35 D.U 35 39 D.U 39 74 D.U 74

 3 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 30 D.U 30 0 D.U 0 0 D.U 0 30 D.U 30

Subtotal Apartments 100 D.U 100 142 D.U 142 158 D.U 158 400 D.U 400

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 545 710 D.U 775 790 D.U 860 2,000 D.U 2,179

Grand Total 974 1,530 999 3,502

Footnotes:

1.  One space for each two individual guest room for first 20 rooms + one additional parking space for each four guest rooms in excess of 20 but not exceeding 40 + one additional parking 
     space for each six guest rooms in excess of 40. (LAMC 12.21 A.4.(p).(2) Exception for Central City Area).
2.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(1) Exception - Downtown Business District.
3.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(3) Exception - Downtown Business District.
4.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(1) Exception - Downtown Business District.
5.  LAMC 12.21 A.4. (p).(1)  Exception for Central City Area.
6.  LAMC 12.22 A.25. (d).(2)  Affordable Housing Production Incentives.
7.  Includes 10,000 sq. ft. restaurant space in Civic Park.
8.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(2) Exception - Downtown Business District.

Land Use City Code Requirement

F
o

o
tn

o
te

s

4/19/2010

Parcel Q Parcel W-1/W-2 Parcel L/M-2 Total Project
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PARKING REQUIREMENTS FOR EIR PROJECT 
 
 



Table B-2               City Code Parking Requirement (All Uses)
                               Project with County Office Building Option Revised

Quantity Units
Spaces 

Required
Quantity Units

Spaces 
Required

Quantity Units
Spaces 

Required
Quantity Units

Spaces 
Required

Hotel - Rooms See Note 1 1 275 Rooms 54 0 Rooms 0 0 Rooms 0 275 Rooms 54

 Meeting Space 10 spaces / 1,000 s.f 2 9,000 S.F 90 0 S.F 0 0 S.F 0 9,000 S.F 90

Subtotal Hotel 144 0 0 144

Retail 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 168,000 S.F 168 64,000 S.F 64 86,000 S.F 86 318,000 S.F 318

Restaurant 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3,7 42,000 S.F 42 10,000 S.F 10 15,000 S.F 15 67,000 S.F 67

Health Club 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 50,000 S.F 50 0 S.F 0 0 S.F 0 50,000 S.F 50

Event Facility 1 space / 10 seats 4 250 Seats 25 0 Seats 0 0 Seats 0 250 Seats 25

Subtotal Commercial 285 74 101 460

Office 1 space / 1,000 s.f 3 0 S.F 0 681,000 S.F 681 0 S.F 0 681,000 S.F 681

Condominiums   1 - Bed 1 space / D.U 5 220 D.U 220 312 D.U 312 374 D.U 374 906 D.U 906

2 - Bed 1.25 spaces / D.U 5 155 D.U 194 222 D.U 278 265 D.U 331 642 D.U 803

3 - Bed 1.25 spaces / D.U 5 25 D.U 31 34 D.U 43 41 D.U 51 100 D.U 125

Subtotal Condominiums 400 D.U 445 568 D.U 633 680 D.U 756 1,648 D.U 1,834

Apartments  1 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 70 D.U 70 107 D.U 107 128 D.U 128 305 D.U 305

 2 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 0 D.U 0 35 D.U 35 42 D.U 42 77 D.U 77

 3 - Bed 1 space / D.U 6 30 D.U 30 0 D.U 0 0 D.U 0 30 D.U 30

Subtotal Apartments 100 D.U 100 142 D.U 142 170 D.U 170 412 D.U 412

Subtotal Residential 500 D.U 545 710 D.U 775 850 D.U 926 2,060 D.U 2,246

Grand Total 974 1,530 1,027 3,531

Footnotes:

1.  One space for each two individual guest room for first 20 rooms + one additional parking space for each four guest rooms in excess of 20 but not exceeding 40 + one additional parking 
     space for each six guest rooms in excess of 40. (LAMC 12.21 A.4.(p).(2) Exception for Central City Area).
2.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(1) Exception - Downtown Business District.
3.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(3) Exception - Downtown Business District.
4.  LAMC 12.21 A.4.(i).(1) Exception - Downtown Business District.
5.  LAMC 12.21 A.4. (p).(1)  Exception for Central City Area.
6.  LAMC 12.22 A.25. (d).(2)  Affordable Housing Production Incentives.
7.  Includes 10,000 sq. ft. restaurant space in Civic Park.

Land Use City Code Requirement
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o
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o
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s

5/19/2006

Parcel Q Parcel W-1/W-2 Parcel L/M-2 Total Project
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Martha Welborne
Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority
Grand Avenue Committee, Inc.
c/o ZGF Architects LLP
515 S. Flower Street, Suite 3700
Los Angeles, CA 90071

GRAND AVENUE PROJECT SUPPLEMENTAL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
(DEIR SCH NO. 2005 091041)

Dear Ms. Welborne,

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has reviewed the supplemental traffic analysis,
dated April 23, 2010, prepared by the Mobility Group, for a proposed land use revision to the
Grand Avenue Project, which was approved by the City in 2007.  The proposed change
would only affect parcels L/M-2 of the project - the remaining parcels would remain
unchanged.  DOT concurs with the findings of the analysis that the revised land uses
(discussed below) for this project will not result in any new significant traffic impacts on the
surrounding community.  Since the overall trips expected to be generated by the revised
project is less than the number of trips analyzed in the traffic analysis for the project’s
approved EIR, the revised project is not expected to result in any new significant traffic
impacts that have not already been identified in the project’s EIR.  All of the recommended
requirements identified in DOT’s letter (attached), dated September 8, 2006, shall remain in
effect.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

1. Project Description
The revised Grand Avenue Project would add space for museum uses and would
reduce the commercial and residential uses in Parcels L/M-2.  The revised site plan
for this parcel is illustrated in Attachment 1.  The revised project would add up to
120,000 gross square feet (GSF) for the museum within Parcel L.  For Parcels L/M-2,
the project would reduce the commercial uses from 101,000 GSF to 19,422 GSF and
would reduce the number of residential dwelling units from 850 units to 790 units. 
Overall, the development square footage on Parcels L/M-2 remain unchanged at
903,330 gsf.  The proposed land use changes for Parcels L/M-2 are summarized in
the table below:



Martha Welborne -2- May 19, 2010

LAND USE (PARCELS L/M-2) APPROVED PROJECT REVISED PROJECT

 Museum 0 gsf 120,000 gsf

  Retail
  Restaurant

Commercial Total

86,000 gsf
15,000 gsf

101,000 gsf 

16,115 gsf
 3,307 gsf

19,422 gsf

  Condos
  Apartments

Residential Total

680 DU’s
170 DU’s

850 DU’s

632 DU’s
158 DU’s

790 DU’s

TOTAL 930,330 gsf 930,330 gsf

The original approved parking supply for Parcels L/M-2 was 1,570 spaces, of which 1,280
would be for residential uses and 290 for commercial uses.  The revised project proposes a
parking supply of 1,366 spaces, of which 120 spaces would be for the museum, 56 spaces for
commercial uses, and the remaining 1,190 spaces for residential uses.  The revised project
would not change the parking supply on any of the other parcels for project.

2. Trip Generation
The revised project for Parcels L/M-2 was estimated to generate approximately 4,352 net daily
trips, 255 net trips in the a.m. peak hour and 442 net trips in the p.m. peak hour.  The original
approved Grand Avenue Project for Parcels L/M-2 was estimated to generate approximately
5,549 net daily trips, 263 net trips in the a.m. peak hour and 494 net trips in the p.m. peak hour
for Parcels L/M-2.  Attachment 2 summarizes the comparison of trip generation for Parcels
L/M-2 and for the entire Grand Avenue Project for both the original project and for the revised
project.  As shown in this attachment, the total number of trips for Parcels L/M-2 in each time
period is lower for the revised project than for the original approved Grand Avenue Project.

If you have any questions, please call me at (213) 972-8476 or Chris Hy at (213) 972-8479.

Sincerely,

Tomas Carranza
Senior Transportation Engineer

Attachments CEN06-3022_Grand_Avenue_rev study_Broad Museum.wpd

c: Greg Fischer, Council District No. 9
Taimour Tanavoli, Citywide Planning Coordination Section, DOT
Carl Mills, Central District, BOE
Hadar Plafkin, City Planning
Pauline Lewicki,  CRA
Mike Bates, The Mobility Group
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Table 2.       Revised Grand Avenue Project - Trip Generation Comparison 4/20/2010

EIR Revised 
Project

EIR Revised 
Project

EIR Revised 
Project

Parcel L / M-2

AM Peak Hour 263 255 77 95 186 160

PM Peak Hour 494 442 279 201 215 242

Daily 5,549 4,352 2,774 2,176 2,775 2,176

Total Project

AM Peak Hour 1,551 1,543 919 937 632 606

PM Peak Hour 2,464 2,413 1,120 1,042 1,344 1,371

Daily 22,601 21,404 11,299 10,702 11,302 10,703

Total Trips Inbound Trips Outbound Trips
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Memorandum 
 
 
To:  Tomas Caranza, LADOT 

 
From:  Michael Bates 
 
Subject: Grand Avenue Project Addendum – Parcel L/M-2 

Review of Applicability of Grand Avenue Project Mitigation Measures to 
the Museum Project 

 
Date:  July 2, 2010 
 
 
 
This memorandum summarizes our review of the applicability of the mitigation measures 
in the Grand Avenue Project FEIR, November 2006 to the individual proposed museum 
project on Parcel L/M-2.  That EIR identified a number of transportation mitigation 
measures for the overall Grand Avenue Project.  It had no formal phasing program for 
mitigation, and other than assigning the principal mitigation (Mitigation B.5 – 
Enhancement of ATCS System) to the main project block (1st, Olive, 2nd, Grand) did not 
assign specific measures to specific parcels.  The intent was to determine which mitigation 
measures, if any, would be appropriate to apply to each parcel as they developed.  
 
This memorandum is a review of the Grand Avenue Project mitigation program and our 
summary of which measures we consider to be appropriate for the proposed Museum 
Project on Parcel L/M-2. 
 
 
A. Traffic & Parking Mitigation Measures in DEIR, and FEIR 
  
Construction Measures 
 
Measure B-1. Prepare Construction Traffic Control/Management Plan 
 
Does apply.  To extent required for construction of museum. 
 
Measure B-2. Distribute Construction Traffic Control/Management Plan 
 
Does apply.   
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Measure B-3. Provide Off-Street Parking for Construction Workers 
 
Does apply. 
 
 
Operations Measures 
 
Measure B-4. Prepare Transportation Demand Management Plan for County Office 
Building 
 
Does not apply.  Project is not County Office Building. 
 
Measure B-5:   Participation in Areawide ATCS Program  
 
Does not apply.  “First phase of development” refers to the “Gehry” block and substantial 
portion of the overall development.  Museum Project is not first phase in that context and 
is a much smaller project. 
 
The Grand Avenue EIR and Conditions of Approval identified a number of mitigation 
measures for the overall Grand Avenue Project.  The principal mitigation measure (FEIR, 
Measure B-5) was a proportionate share contribution to Downtown Adaptive Traffic 
Control System (ATSC), if not otherwise implemented. This measure comprises the 
provision of new signal controllers, CCTV cameras, vehicle detection devices, and signal 
improvements at specified intersections in the North Downtown Area.  Because the ATCS 
improvements are only effective when implemented areawide, it was agreed that these 
improvements would all be implemented at one time.  It was further agreed that the Grand 
Avenue Project Phase I development (Parcel Q – the block bounded by Grand Avenue, 1st 
Street, Olive Street, and 2nd Street) would be responsible for this mitigation measure as this 
block was expected to be the first block to be developed and would generate 40% of the 
overall trips from the Proposed Project,.  It was recognized that implementation of this 
mitigation measure by Parcel Q would also provide mitigation for all three Project phases, 
not just for Phase I.   
 
The Museum Project is much smaller than the development proposed for Parcel Q (which 
comprises two residential towers, a hotel, and retail/commercial uses).  The much smaller 
Museum Project does not therefore by itself warrant the implementation of the major 
mitigation measure for the overall Grand Avenue Project.  It is also impractical for any 
project to implement only part of the ATSC system as the system is only effective when 
implemented in its entirety.  Further, the Museum Project would generate only 7% of the 
total trips generated by the overall Grand Avenue Project in the P.M. peak hour.  It is  
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therefore concluded that the Museum Project should not be required to implement 
Mitigation Measure B-5. 
 
Measure B-6. Measures to Reduce Project’s Traffic and Circulation Impacts 
 
Does apply.  Specifics to be determined with LADOT.  See menu of possible items below. 
 

1st Bullet. Provide Enhanced Walking Connections 
 

Applies to the sidewalks adjacent to the museum site.  Measures can 
be part of site design anyway.  Suggest wider crosswalks not 
necessary for this project alone. 

 
2nd Bullet. Provide Enhanced Bus Stop(s) 
 

Applies to Project site.  Suggest enhanced bus stop on Grand 
Avenue.  City has program for enhanced stops with independent 
advertising contractor who pays for bus shelter in return for 
advertising revenue.  Suggest Museum Project offers to coordinate 
on location and type of shelter. 

 
3rd Bullet. Provide Transit Information Kiosk(s) 
 

Given the public nature of the museum, a transit kiosk would be 
appropriate in the Museum Plaza.  This could take various forms.  
Could agree to provide transit information at the Museum 
information desk.  Could install a transit service map/details on 
signpost/markers that Museum Project might install for other 
purposes on the Museum Plaza.   

 
4th Bullet. Participate in Share Car Program 
 

Does not apply to Project site.  Intended for larger development 
parcels and residential uses. 

 
5th Bullet. Provide Vehicular Directional Signage 
 

Measure states each parcel is responsible for directional signage.  
Museum would benefit from directional signage.   However, signage  
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program needs to be coordinated for entire development project and 
is premature to implement for one project. 

 
Mitigation Measure B-7. Improvement at Intersection of Third Street & Hill Street. 
 
Does not apply.  Museum Project does not cause significant impact at Hill & 3rd 
intersection. 
 
This mitigation measures comprises restriping the westbound approach to the intersection 
and a slight widening of the west leg of the intersection.  An analysis was conducted to 
determine if the Museum Project alone would cause a significant traffic impact at this 
location and thereby require implementation of the mitigation measure. 
 
This analysis is summarized in Table 1, which shows that the Museum Project alone would 
not cause a significant traffic impact at the intersection of Third Street & Hill Street.  It 
was therefore concluded that he Museum Project should not be required to implement this 
mitigation measure. 
 
 
 
B. Traffic Requirements in LADOT Letter of September 8, 2006  (Overall 

Project) 
 
See section on Project Requirements, page 4 of Letter. 
 
 
E.  Traffic Signal Enhancements 
 

Does not apply.  Same as DEIR/FEIR Mitigation B-5.   See above. 
 
F.  Hill Street & 3rd Street 
 

Does not apply. 
Same as FEIR Mitigation B-7.   See above. 

 
G.  Construction Impacts 
 

Does apply.  Same as DEIR/FEIR Mitigation B-1. 
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H.  Highway Dedication and Street Widening Requirements 
 

Does apply if relevant.  Check with BOE. 
 

I.   Project Frontage Street Improvements 
 

Does not apply.  Provisions do not apply to Parcel L/M-2. 
 
J.  Improvement and Mitigation Measures Implementation 
 

Does apply – to extent any physical improvements carried out in public right-of-
way. 

 
K.  Parking Analysis 
 

Does apply. 
 
L.  Special Events 
 

Does not apply.  Special Events refers to Civic Park component of overall Project. 
 
M.  Transportation Demand Management Plan (Option 1 Only) 
 
 Does not apply.  Applies only to County Office building component. 
 Same as FEIR Mitigation Measure B-4.  See above. 
 
N.   Driveway Access 
 
 Does apply.  Driveway designs need to be coordinated with LADOT. 
 
 



Table 1.    Comparison of Hill St. / 3rd St. Intersection 

 

A.M Peak P.M Peak 

Future 
Without        
Project 

Conditions 

Future With    
Project 

Conditions 

Future 
Without        
Project 

Conditions 

Future With     
Project 

Conditions 
No. Intersection 

V/C  LOS V/C  LOS 

Change 
in V/C 

Significant 
Impact 

V/C  LOS V/C  LOS 

Change 
in V/C 

Significant 
Impact 

 
 

Grand Ave Project EIR, 2006 
 

24 Hill St. / 3rd St. 0.968 E 0.996 E 0.028 Yes 1.018 F 1.103 F 0.085 Yes 

 
 

Museum Project Only, 2010 
 

24 Hill St. / 3rd St. 0.968 E 0.969 E 0.001 No 1.018 F 1.024 F 0.006 No 
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Memorandum 
 
 
 
To:  Tomas Caranza, LADOT 

 
From:  Michael Bates 
 
Subject: Grand Avenue Project Addendum – Parcel L/M-2 
 
Date:  July 2, 2010 
 
 
 
This memorandum documents two additional issues since our submittal and LADOT’s 
approval of the Supplemental Traffic Review submitted by The Mobility Group for the 
Grand Avenue Project EIR.   You and I have discussed these issues and it is our 
understanding that LADOT is in concurrence with the conclusions noted below.    
 
1. Museum Operating Hours 
 
At the time of preparing our Supplemental Traffic Review, the operating hours were stated 
as 11am to 5pm.  At this time the applicant is uncertain as to the exact operating hours but 
anticipates that for some days they could be open anytime between the hours of 11am and 
9pm.   We believe that our analysis as submitted remains valid and can be considered a 
conservative worst case analysis.  This is because we analyzed a shorter opening period, 
which would concentrate the overall number of visitor and employee trips into fewer hours 
such that our estimate of peak hour activity is higher than would occur if the operating 
hours were longer and ran from 11am to 9pm.  So for longer operating hours on a given 
day, the volume of P.M. peak hour trips would remain within the envelope originally 
analyzed.   
 
2. Potential Special Events 
 
Since our preparing the Supplemental Traffic Review the museum has identified that they 
may hold certain infrequent events.  The museum anticipates holding approximately three 
exhibit openings per year. These will be held weekday evenings and/or on weekends, and 
will most likely range in size between 500 and 700 guests. The museum will also host  
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smaller functions of approximately 50 to 100 guests at other times throughout the course of 
the year.  These events will be infrequent and typically will be held during the evening or 
at weekends, i.e. outside the peak roadway traffic hours.  Since background roadway traffic 
volumes would be much lower than during peak hours, significant traffic impacts would 
not be expected due to such events.   The Museum may also host visits by students from 
local schools, which would arrive at and depart from the Museum in buses during non-
peak hours. 
 
If, for any occasional special event or circumstance, it was desired to close traffic lanes or 
street segments on a temporary basis, then the Museum would need to work with LADOT 
to prepare at the agency’s discretion an approved special traffic management and control 
plan on a temporary basis, as are currently prepared for special events in the City as 
deemed necessary by LADOT.   Given the traffic management and controls in such plans, 
the temporary and infrequent nature of such events, and the general acceptance of the 
public of some level of traffic congestion and vehicle delays in arriving at or departing 
from successful special events, there should be no significant traffic impacts.  
 
With respect to parking, as these irregular special events would generally occur in the 
evening or at weekends.  A substantial amount of parking in nearby Bunker Hill garages, 
and numerous surface lots, that are usually used by employees during the weekday 
daytime, would be available.  Therefore there would be no significant parking impacts 
caused by these events. 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

GHG EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 





























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Appendix C 

WATER LINE REPORT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Appendix D 

MITIGATION MEASURES APPLICABLE TO 

MUSEUM COMPONENT OF REVISED 

PROJECT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Mitigation Measures Applicable to Museum Component of Revised Project

EIR Section MM # Applicability

Land Use A-1 NA Applies to Civic Park Only: Pre Construction Bird Surveys

Traffic

Construction B-1 Applies Construction Traffic Control/Management Plan

Construction B-2 Applies Provide CTC/MP to City/County

Construction B-3 Applies Temporary parking for Construction Workers

Operation B-4 NA Applies to County Office Building Only: Develop TDM Plan

Operation B-5 NA Applies to Phase 1 Parcel Q Only: Area-Wide ATCS

Operation B-6 Applies Menu for LADOT: Walking conn, enhanced bus stops, transit info kiosks, Flex-car, signage

Operation B-7 NA Applies to Phase 1 Parcel Q only: 3rd/Hill Intersection Improvements

Aesthetics

Construction C-1 Applies Daily visual inspection for unauthorized materials

Construction Reg C-1 Applies Tree Replacement Plan

Construction PDF C-1 NA Applies to Civc Park Only: Coord with Park Improvements

Construction PDF C-2 Applies Coord sidewalk construction with development

Operation C-2 Applies Design Plan for glare

Operation C-3 Applies Architectural lighting plan

Operation Reg C-3 Applies Lighting Plan

Operation Reg C-4 Applies Mech Equip Plan

Operation Reg C-5 Applies Underground Utility Plan

Operation Reg C-6 Applies Trash Collection area Plan

Operation PDF C-3 Applies Ground level building fixture plan

Historic

D-1 through D-12 NA Applies to Civic Center buildings/Civic Park only: Impacts to historic buildings

Pop/Housing None

Air Quality

Construction F-1 Applies SCAQMD Rule 403 Fugitive Dust Plan



Construction F-2 Applies Coatings & Solvents

Construction F-3 Applies SCAQMD Rule 402 Nuisance Odor Plan

Construction F-4 Applies Truck wheel washing

Construction F-5 Applies Haul truck covering

Construction F-6 Applies Construction equipment tuning

Construction F-7 Applies Construction equipment maintenance

Construction F-8 Applies Electric powered equipment

Construction F-9 Applies 10 minute idling limit

Construction F-10 Applies Alternative clean fuels

Operation F-11 Applies Off-peak deliveries

Operation F-12 Applies Transit information

Operation F-13 Applies Bicycle racks

Operation F-14 Applies Automatic lighting shutoffs

Operation PDF F-1 Applies Bus stop pedestrian access plan

Operation PDF F-2 Applies Pedestrian acccess plan

Operation Reg F-1 Applies Point source permits from SCAQMD

Operation PDF F-3 Applies TAC/odor limitation

Operation Reg F-2 Applies Title 24 compliance required

Operation Reg F-3 Applies SCAQMD compliance for building matls, coatings, solvents

Noise

Construction G-1 Applies Construction hours

Construction G-2 NA Applies to Civc Park Only: Heavy equipment within 100 feet of County Courthouse

Construction G-3 Applies Plywood noise barrier

Construction G-4 Applies Pile drivers reduced 10 dBA

Construction G-5 Applies Construction staging areas

Construction G-6 Applies Route pedestrians 50 feet when hydraulic excavators in use

Construction G-7 Applies Construction relations officer

Construction G-8 NA Applies to residential development only: Double pane windows for residential units

Hazardous Materials

Construction Reg H-1 Applies Decommission Groundwater Monitoring Wells

Construction Reg H-2 Applies Hydrogen Sulfide/Methane Testing

Construction Reg H-3 Applies Contamination testing



Construction Reg H-4 NA Applies to Streetscape Improvements only: Hazardous Conditions for Street Scape Improvements

Construction Reg H-5 NA Only applies if building demolition involved: Asbestos survey

Construction Reg H-6 NA Only applies if building demolition involved: Lead Based Paint Survey

Fire

Construction Reg I.1-1 NA Only applies if building demolition involved: Fire access during demolition

Construction Reg I.1-2 Applies Access to Adjacent Underground Parking Structures

Construction Reg I.1-3 Applies Access to Adjacent Buildings

Construction Reg I.1-4 Applies Interference with Adjacent Building Evacuation Plans

Construction Reg I.1-5 Applies Fire Hydrants During Construction

Construction Reg I.1-6 Applies Compliance with Fire Codes

Operations Reg I.1-7 Applies Maintenance of Fire Access

Operations Reg I.1-8 Applies Fire Plan Check

Operations Reg I.1-9 NA Applies only to Civic Park: County Fire Plan Check for Civic Park

Operations Reg I.1-10 Applies Operational Fire hydrants prior to construction

Operations Reg I.1-11 Applies Fire lanes and turning areas

Operations Reg I.1-12 Applies Fire Flow and Hydrant Plan

Operations Reg I.1-13 Applies Emergency access during Construction

Operations Reg I.1-14 Applies Fire lanes 20 feet and clear to sky

Operations Reg I.1-15 Applies Fire lane cul de sacs

Operations Reg I.1-16 Applies No development greater than 150 feet from street, access or fire lane

Operations Reg I.1-17 Applies 28 foot fire lanes

Operations Reg I.1-18 NA Only applies to residential development: Residential Access

Operations Reg I.1-19 NA Only applies to residential development: Residential Entrances and Exits

Operations Reg I.1-20 Applies Minimum Outside Radius

Operations Reg I.1-21 Applies No development greater than 150 feet from street, access or fire lane

Operations Reg I.1-22 Applies Overhead clearance 14 feet

Operations Reg I.1-23 Applies Additional vehicular access for buildings over 28 feet in height

Operations Reg I.1-24 Applies Bearing pressure 8,600 lbs per sf

Operations Reg I.1-25 Applies Private Streets and Fire Lanes

Operations Reg I.1-26 Applies Electric gates

Operations Reg I.1-27 Applies No part of building more than 300 feet from fire hydrant

Operations Reg I.1-28 Applies Rescue window access

Operations Reg I.1-29 Applies Red curbs and no parking signs for fire lanes



Operations Reg I.1-30 NA Applies only to Civic Park: Large events at Civic Park

Construction PDF I.1-1 Applies Automatic fire sprinklers

Police

Construction Reg I.2-1 Applies Unobstructed LAPD acess during construction

Construction Reg I.2-2 Applies Construction site security

Construction Reg I.2-3 Applies Plot plans review by LAPD

Construction Reg I.2-4 NA Applies only to Civic Park: Plot plan review for Civic Park

Operations Reg I.2-5 Applies Submit as-built plans to LAPD Central Area

Operations Reg I.2-6 Applies Alarms/locked gates on commercial doorways

Operations Reg I.2-7 Applies Security landscaping

Operations Reg I.2-8 Applies Lighting consultation with LAPD

Construction Reg I.2-9 Applies Pedestrian safety plan

Operations Reg I.2-10 Applies Security Plan for operations

Operations Reg I.2-11 Applies Emergency Procedures Plan

Schools

Construction Reg I.3-1 Applies School fees

Parks

Construction Reg I.4-1 NA Applies only to residential development: Parkland and/or park fees

Library

None

Water

Operation J.1-1 NA Not required per site study: New water lines as needed

Construction Reg J.1-1 Applies DIG-ALERT

Construction Reg J.1-2 Applies Potholing of existing water and gas mains to verify depth of cover

Construction Reg J.1-3 Applies Pay appropriate fees

Construction Reg J.1-4 Applies Fire flow test

Operations Reg J.1-5 Applies Phase I of City Emergency Water Conserv plan

Operations Reg J.1-6 NA Applies to Civic Park only: LA County water conservation policies for Civic Park

Operations Reg J.1-7 Applies Comply with Mandatory water use restrictions



Operations Reg J.1-8 Applies Automatic irrigation systems

Wastewater

Construction Reg J.2-1 Applies Comply with sewer connection limitations

Construction Reg J.2-2 Applies Low flow fixtures

Solid Waste

Construction Reg J.3-1 Applies Comply with Ordinance 171,687 (Recycling)

Construction Reg J.3-2 Applies Recycling bins plan

Construction Reg J.3-3 Applies Mechanized collection of recyclables

Operations Reg J.3-4 Applies Maintain recycling facilities

Construction Reg J.3-5 Applies Construction and demolition debris recycling plan

Conditions of Approval

Construction 1 Applies Coordinate with Music Center

Construction 2 NA Applies to Civic Park Only: Coordinate with Superior Court

Construction 3 Applies Coordinate with Colburn School

Construction 4 Applies Standard construction shift 7am-3:30pm

Construction 5 Applies Transit passes for construction workers

Key

Reg - Regulatory

PDF - Project Design Feature

NA - Not Applicable
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Project Name Type Land Use Developer/Owner

Add-
ress

# D
Address

Street
Proj.

Comp

Condo
Market
(units)

Rental
Market
(units)

Rental
Afford.
(units)

Total
Housing

(units)

Leasable
Space

(sf)

Tourist
Hotel

Rooms Stories

Total
Floor
Area

12th Street Fashion Plaza New Commercial MAXXAM Enterprises 761 E 12th 2006 0 0 0 0 42,000 4

777 E. 12th New Commercial MAXXAM Enterprises 777 E 12th 2006 0 0 0 0 46,414 4 60,000

The Savoy New Residential Trammell Crow/Intracorp LA 100 S Alameda 2006 303 0 0 303 0 5

Elleven (South-Phase 1) New Mixed-Use The South Group 1111 S Grand 2006 180 0 0 180 5,245 13 281,000

751 E. Pico New Commercial 751 E Pico 2006 0 0 0 0 TBD 2

788 Alameda New Industrial Meruelo Maddux Properties 788 S Alameda 2006 0 0 0 0 34,064

Little Radio Reuse Ent/Cultural 1218 S Long Beach 2006 0 0 0 0 ???

SB Grand (Barry Lofts/Milliron's Department Store) ARO Residential Barry Shy 312 W 5th 2006 280 0 0 280 0 12

Santa Fe Lofts (Kerckoff Bldg & Annex) ARO Mixed-Use Kor Group 121 E 6th 2006 0 132 0 132 22,460 8/11

Library Court (University Club Bldg) ARO Mixed-Use Greystone Group 630 W 6th 2006 91 0 0 91 10,000 6

Textile Bldg (Santee-Phase III) ARO Mixed-Use MJW Investments 315 E 8th 2006 64 0 0 64 12,000 12

Sky @ 801 Grand ARO Mixed-Use CIM Group/Lee Group 801 S Grand 2006 132 0 0 132 205,000 22

Reserve ARO Residential Maz Gilardian 409 W Olympic 2006 0 78 0 78 0 7

Market Lofts (South Village-Bldg B) New Mixed-Use CIM Group/Lee Group 645 W 9th 2007 267 0 0 267 54,910 7 352,000

JOIA Center New Commercial 1020 S Crocker 2007 0 0 0 0 17,051 4

Teramachi Senior Housing New Mixed-Use Thomas Wong 255 S San Pedro 2007 127 0 0 127 6,600 6 280,878

1126 Santee New Commercial 1126 S Santee 2007 0 0 0 0 ??? 3

Main Street Lofts (Main Mercantile Bldg) ARO Residential Oxford Street Properties 620 S Main 2007 0 40 0 40 0 6

Douglas Building ARO Mixed-Use Downtown Properties 257 S Spring 2007 50 0 0 50 20,000 5

Barker Block Lofts (1st phase) ARO Mixed-Use Kor Group 510 S Hewitt 2007 63 0 0 63 TBD

Loft 726 ARO Residential Western Imperial 2000 726 S Santa Fe 2007 0 22 0 22 0 4

Pico Fashion City (JOIA Center 2?) New Commercial 710 E Pico 2008 0 0 0 0 23,606 4 23,606

The Plaza (1200 Wall) New Commercial A. and H. Property 1200 S Wall 2008 0 0 0 0 43,055 5 43,055

Orsini II New Mixed-Use G.H. Palmer Associates 550 N Figueroa 2008 0 566 0 566 27,000 5

Brockman Building ARO Mixed-Use West Millenium Homes 530 W 7th 2008 80 0 0 80 TBD 12

LAPD Main St. Parking Facility New Institutional City of L.A./LAPD 244 S Main 2009 0 0 0 0 0

LAPD MTD Facility (Motor Transport Div.) New Institutional City of L.A./LAPD 260 S Main 2009 0 0 0 0 0 28,000

Industrial Street Art Studios Conv Commercial Linear City 1820 E Industrial 2009 0 0 0 0 ??? 2 40,000

LAFD Fire Station #4 New Institutional City of L.A./LAFD 500 E Temple 2009 0 0 0 0 0 2 40,000

EOC-POC-FDC (Emergency/Police/Fire) New Institutional City of L.A. 600 E Temple 2009 0 0 0 0 0 2 82,000

Optima Lofts ARO Residential 652 S Mateo 2009 0 21 0 21 0

Security Building Lofts ARO Mixed-Use Simpson Housing Solutions 510 S Spring Oct-05 0 122 31 153 10,278 12

Met Lofts New Mixed-Use Forest City 1050 S Flower Nov-05 0 211 53 264 11,500 8

Towne Plaza (1001-15 S. Towne) New Commercial Kimsa Holdings 1001 S Towne May-06 0 0 0 0 85,000 4

525 S. Los Angeles New Commercial Jade Enterprises 525 S Los Angeles Jun-06 0 0 0 0 6,436 2

800-10 Los Angeles St. New Commercial 810 S Los Angeles Jun-06 0 0 0 0 15,548 2

Pico Regency Plaza New Commercial KI Group 738 E Pico Jul-06 0 0 0 0 47,945 2 90,000

Rainbow Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 645 S San Pedro Sep-06 0 0 89 89 0

Rainbow Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 643 S San Pedro Sep-06 0 2 87 89 0

1477 Naud (new industrial bldg) New Industrial Storm Properties/Western Brass 1477 N Naud Oct-06 0 0 0 0
Maple Union Plaza New Commercial KI Group/Bridge Capital 936 S Maple Nov-06 0 0 0 0 100,000 4

Olympic Wall Center New Commercial 945 S Wall Nov-06 0 0 0 0 15,798

California Endowment New Institutional California Endowment 1000 N Alameda Nov-06 0 0 0 0 201,140

Hikari (Second and Central) New Mixed-Use Related Cos. 375 E 2nd Jan-07 0 102 26 128 36,000 6 122,924

Solstice Medicine Company HQ bldg New Industrial Storm Properties/Western Brass 215 W Ann Jan-07 0 0 0 0
Hikari (Second and Central) New Mixed-Use Related Cos. 375 E 2nd Jan-07 0 102 26 128 36,000 6 122,924

Mozaic (Axis @ Union Station) New Residential Lincoln Property 880 N Alameda Feb-07 0 272 0 272 0 5

Packard Lofts ARO Mixed-Use Venice Investments 1000 S Hope Mar-07 0 116 0 116 25,000 6

Biscuit Company Lofts ARO Mixed-Use Linear City 1850 E Industrial Mar-07 105 0 0 105 3,000 7

Eastern Columbia parking structure New Parking Kor Group 843 S Broadway Apr-07 0 0 0 0 ??? 4 76,689

Eastern Columbia Building ARO Mixed-Use Kor Group 849 S Broadway Apr-07 147 0 0 147 TBD 15 270,000
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636 Maple Parking New Parking MJW Investments 636 S Maple May-07 0 0 0 0 0 6

Milano Lofts (Edwards-Wildey Bldg/National Bldg/Grand Pacific Lofts)ARO Residential Izek Shornof/Heisman Group 609 S Grand May-07 0 99 0 99 0 13

Luma (South-Phase 2) New Mixed-Use The South Group 1100 S Hope Jun-07 236 0 0 236 6,155 19

Colburn School - Phase II New Institutional Colburn School 201 S Olive Aug-07 0 65 0 65 0 12 229,000

Pan American Lofts (Irvine Byrne Bldg) ARO Mixed-Use Urban Pacific Builders 249 S Broadway Aug-07 40 0 0 40 6,100 5 115,000

SB Lofts (Merchants Bank/Barry Lofts II/Valuta Bldg) ARO Mixed-Use Barry Shy 548 S Spring Sep-07 0 184 0 184 TBD 13

Cathedral High School expansion Addit Institutional Catholic Archdiocese of L.A. 1253 N Bishops Road Oct-07 0 0 0 0 47,462

Homeboy Industries New Commercial Homeboy Industries 130 W Bruno Oct-07 0 0 0 0 20,000

Coulter-Mandell Lofts ARO Mixed-Use George Peykar 500 W 7th Oct-07 0 55 0 55 28,000 4 128,000

Victor Clothing Lofts (Hosfield Building) ARO Residential Neighborhood Efforts 242 S Broadway Oct-07 0 1 37 38 0 5

Downtown Independent Theater (Linda Lea) Rehab Ent/Cultural Cinema Properties Group 251 S Main Dec-07 0 0 0 0 7,682 2

Mura New Residential Pulte Homes 629 E Traction Dec-07 190 0 0 190 0 5 235,000

SB Manhattan (Los Angeles Trust & Savings Bank) ARO Mixed-Use Barry Shy 215 W 6th Dec-07 198 0 0 198 20,000 13

Million Dollar Theater Rehab Ent/Cultural Robert Voskanian (T)/Yellin Co. (O) 307 S Broadway Feb-08 0 0 0 0 TBD

Yale Terrace New Residential ADI / CRA 716 N Yale Feb-08 0 0 55 55 0 4

Yale Terrace New Residential ADI / CRA 716 N Yale Feb-08 0 0 55 55 0 4

Title Guarantee Building ARO Mixed-Use Daniel Swartz/Quadrangle 411 W 5th Feb-08 0 74 0 74 1,680 12 100,000

Santee Village (Santee-Phase II) ARO Residential MJW Investments 738 S Los Angeles Feb-08 216 0 0 216 23,500 8/11/12

Towne Wholesale Mart New Commercial T. Kim Associates 1016 S Towne Mar-08 0 0 0 0 44,393 4

Artisan on 2nd New Residential Trammel Crow Residential 601 E 2nd Mar-08 0 118 0 118 0 4

The Judson (Judson C. Rives/Broadway Central Bldg)ARO Mixed-Use Flatiron/David Gray/Phillip Miller 424 S Broadway Mar-08 0 60 0 60 TBD 10

801-21 S. Maple New Commercial Force Santee 801 S Maple Apr-08 0 0 0 0 ??? 2

The Union (Union Bank & Trust) ARO Mixed-Use MerueloMaddux Properties 760 S Hill May-08 0 92 0 92 11,273 12 131,981

Chapman Building ARO Mixed-Use Fred Afari/Heritage Group 756 S Broadway May-08 168 0 0 168 TBD 13

614 E. 12th New Commercial City Market of L.A. 614 E 12th Jun-08 0 0 0 0 9,123 1

747 E. 12th New Commercial MPT Family Partners 747 E 12th Jun-08 0 0 0 0 16,735 1

Forever 21 (750 E. 14th) New Commercial Forever 21/Don Chang 750 E 14th Jun-08 0 0 0 0 38,800 4

915 Mateo creative flex space Conv Office Seth Polen/Brent Held/Greg Celeya 915 S Mateo Jun-08 0 0 0 0 3 55,350

Barker Block Lofts (2nd & 3rd phases) ARO Mixed-Use Kor Group 530 S Hewitt Jul-08 179 0 0 179 TBD

717 Olympic (The Hanover) New Mixed-Use The Hanover Company 717 W Olympic Jul-08 0 151 0 151 7,499 27 301,406

Crocker Fashion Plaza-Phase II New Commercial MAXXAM Enterprises 1030 S Crocker Aug-08 0 0 0 0 ??? 5

City of LA Medical Services Division (MSD) New Institutional City of L.A. 520 E Temple Aug-08 0 0 0 0 0 3 30,000

SB Spring (Hellman Commercial Trust & Savings Bank)ARO Mixed-Use Barry Shy 650 S Spring Aug-08 196 0 0 196 ??? 12

Stanford Wholesale Mart-Phase 1 New Commercial Action Invest. Group/Falcon Investments807 E 12th Aug-08 0 0 0 0 78,485 4 200,000

Inner-City Arts expansion New Institutional Inner City Arts 720 S Kohler Sep-08 0 0 0 0 0

Evo (South-Phase 3) New Mixed-Use The South Group 1155 S Grand Oct-08 311 0 0 311 7,294 24

NCT Lofts (National City Tower Bank Bldg) ARO Mixed-Use National City Towers 810 S Spring Oct-08 0 93 0 93 TBD 13 135,000

L.A. Fashion Mart New Commercial Jade Enterprises (Force-14th) 800 E 12th Nov-08 0 0 0 0 116,808 4 116,114

L.A. Live Retail/Ent./Office (LASED4) New Commercial AEG 800 W Olympic Nov-08 0 0 0 0 716,000 5/5/4 716,000

L.A. Live Parking (LASED3) New Parking AEG 1005 W Chick Hearn Nov-08 0 0 0 0 0

Roosevelt LA Lofts ARO Mixed-Use Milbank 727 W 7th Nov-08 223 0 0 223 ??? 16

Abbey Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 625 S San Pedro Dec-08 0 2 113 115 0

SB Main (Board of Trade Bldg) ARO Mixed-Use Barry Shy 111 W 7th Dec-08 220 0 0 220 6,528 12

L.A. Fashion Center (LA Face) New Commercial LA Properties Investment 1458 S San Pedro Jan-09 0 0 0 0 309,000 5 309,000

Rowan Building ARO Mixed-Use Downtown Properties 460 S Spring Jan-09 206 0 0 206 10,372 13 280,000

118-22 E. 16th New Commercial 118 E 16th Feb-09 0 0 0 0 2,983 1

Buyers Mart (727-35 E. 12th) New Commercial CNL Group 735 E 12th Mar-09 0 0 0 0 36,546 4 35,269

1903-09 S. Santa Fe New Industrial 1903 S Santa Fe Mar-09 0 0 0 0 6,441 2 6,441

Great Republic Lofts (Great Republic Life Ins. Bldg)ARO Mixed-Use Abington Properties/Convermat 756 S Spring Mar-09 72 0 0 72 4,315 13

LAPD Metro Detention Center New Institutional City of L.A./LAPD 180 N Los Angeles Apr-09 0 0 0 0 0 2 179,000

Abbey Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 625 S San Pedro Apr-09 0 2 113 115 0
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Broadway Exchange ARO Residential Zuri Barnes/Gabriel Frig 219 W 7th May-09 68 0 0 68 8,515 12

Sakura Crossing (San Pedro Apts; Block 8-Lot 3/C)New Mixed-Use Related Cos. 235 S San Pedro Jun-09 0 184 46 230 7,000 5 219,123

James M. Wood Apartments New Residential SRO Housing Corp. 506 S San Julian Jun-09 0 1 52 53 0 5 41,000

Sakura Crossing (San Pedro Apts; Block 8-Lot 3/C)New Mixed-Use Related Cos. 235 S San Pedro Jun-09 0 184 46 230 TBD 5 219,123

James M. Wood Apartments New Residential SRO Housing Corp. 506 S San Julian Jun-09 0 1 52 53 0 5 41,000

830 Flower/831 Hope (South Village-Bldg A & E) Reuse Mixed-Use CIM 830 S Flower Sep-09 0 0 0 0 19,256 7/6

Concerto/900 S. Fig-Lot 1 New Mixed-Use Astani Enterprises 901 S Flower Sep-09 77 0 0 77 27,000 28/7 850,000

High School for Visual & Performing Arts New Institutional LAUSD 450 N Grand Sep-09 0 0 0 0 0 238,000

831 S. Hope (South Village-Bldg E) New Parking CIM Group 831 S Hope Sep-09 0 0 0 0 3,000 6

New Carver Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 1624 S Hope Sep-09 0 2 95 97 0 6

New Carver Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 1624 S Hope Sep-09 0 2 95 97 0 6

777 E. 10th New Commercial 777 E 10th Oct-09 0 0 0 0 ??? 4

L.A. Live Cinema (LASED2) New Commercial AEG 1000 W Olympic Oct-09 0 0 0 0 140,000

LAPD PHF (Police HQ Facility) New Institutional City of L.A./LAPD 100 W 1st Nov-09 0 0 0 0 600 10 500,000

Emil Brown Lofts ARO Mixed-Use South Park Group/David Gray 308 E 9th Nov-09 0 38 0 38 TBD 5 73,000

New Mark Wholesale Mart New Commercial New Mark Development 723 E 10th Jan-10 0 0 0 0 67,251 4 128,237

L.A. Live Convention Hotel/Condos (LASED4) New Mixed-Use AEG/Macfarlane Partners 900 W Olympic Feb-10 224 0 0 224 TBD 1,001 54 1,478,335

Charles Cobb Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 521 S San Pedro Feb-10 0 0 74 74 n/a 5

Charles Cobb Apartments New Residential Skid Row Housing Trust 521 S San Pedro Feb-10 0 2 74 76 n/a 5

The Watermarke/705 W. 9th (South Village-Bldg H) New Mixed-Use Watermarke Properties 705 W 9th Mar-10 0 214 0 214 6,800 35 300,000

655 Hope (Metro Center) ARO Mixed-Use Seck Group 655 S Hope Mar-10 82 0 0 82 8,275 17

SB Tower  ARO Mixed-Use Barry Shy 600 S Spring Apr-10 0 270 0 270 TBD 19

El Dorado Lofts (Stowell Hotel) ARO Mixed-Use Downtown Properties 416 S Spring Jun-10 65 0 0 65 12,000 12
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Type III bldg; 14 retail units ct FaD 751-61 E. 12th; 1154-98 S. Crocker 5132010043 5132010044 5132010045

Type III bldg; retail/mfging/offices ct FaD 1151-71 S. Towne; 775-79 E. 12th 5132010036

n/a AD

$65M; ground fl commercial ct SP 1101-17 S. Grand; 402-08 W. 11th 5139021023

New commercial? ct FaD

Small tenant produce warehouse distribution center n/a DI

warehouse; live music venue; internet radio; electric car sales ci DI

Former Rite-Aid space converted to parking? ct HC 501 S. Broadway 5149033010

103 AOR + 29 AIR/1993 in Kerckhoff Annex; JLWQ condos in 2007 45 35,153 ct HC 554-60 S. Main; 101-31 E. 6th 5148020007

University Club bldg cbd FiD

ct FaD 315-19 E. 8th 5145003014

fmr Chase Plaza; live-work on flrs 12-22; 200K sf office; 5K sf commercial cbd SP

Fed Reserve bldg; restaurant+bar on ground fl ct SP

127 cbd SP 613-55 W. 9th; 830-52 S. Flower; 837-45 S. Hope 5144020904

ground fl retail; offices above; JOIA? 34 ct FaD 1020-28 S. Crocker

lt LT

retail; 18 stores & courtyard, 22,500 sf building ct FaD 5145022004

$8M conversion; historic 1905 bldg ct HC 5148021001

ct HC

ci AD

ci DI 720-26 S. Santa Fe

retail bldg 16,458 ct FaD 5132019005

retail 91 23,346 ct FaD 5145026035

ground fl retail ch CH 5407003017

12-story historic bldg 18,009 ct FiD 700-24 S. Grand; 520-30 W. 7th

3 levels below grade; future gym at street level ct HC 240-44 S. Main 5161026017

repair shop, car wash, fuel island 28,000 ct HC

Mill Street Lofts project cancelled in 2008 ci DI 5164021002

n/a CC 500-22 E. Temple

n/a CC 600-26 E. Temple; 217 N. Vignes

n/a DI

12 fl historic bldg; 20% afford.; ground fl retail ct HC 5149036004

DDA 80/20 tax-exempt bonds ct SP 1030 S. Flower 5138013060

retail/office; 43,701 sf building ct FaD 1001-15 S. Towne; 764-68 E. 10th

wholesale on ground fl; office on 2nd fl ct FaD 525-29 S. Los Angeles 5148019015 5148019016

Fashion plaza ct FaD

732-44 Pico; 10' into public ROW ct FaD 732-44 E. Pico; 739-51 E. 14th

SRO ct FaD

14 ct CCE 643-45 S. San Pedro 5148025008

n/a NI

122 retail spaces ct FaD

new retail center ct FaD 943-45 S. Wall; 411-15 Olympic 5145017016

8K sf event hall & 11K sf outdoor dining; 300 seats & 539 capacity n/a NI

Ground fl retail; apts above lt LT 5161017015 5161017037

Office & distribution n/a NI 1447 N. Naud; 213 W. Ann

Ground fl retail; apts above lt LT 5161017015

n/a 888 N. Alameda

$50M conversion 192 ct SP 1000-24 S. Hope

97,929 ci DI 673 S. Mateo 5164021003

ground fl retail 19,602 ct HC 843-45 S. Broadway 5144017038

Ground fl retail; possible 14' wide ped.arcade ct HC
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built above Metro bus staging area 420 195,000 ct FaD

name change from Delano to Milano cbd FiD 5144005022

$80M, ground fl commercial ct SP 5139021024

65 dorm units for 150 students bh BH 5149010947

40 live/work + 3 retail condos 32 13,194 ct HC 5149009002

$25M conversion of office bldg ct HC 5149036005 5149036017

new gymnasium ch CH 510 Cottage Home 5414019007

Headquarters & bakery; café ch CH 5409008016

55 live-work units; ground fl retail ct FiD 500-18 W. 7th; 705-11 S. Olive 5144012055

38 live/work units ct HC 5149008009

250-seat theater; formerly Linda Lea & ImaginAsian 6,070 ct HC 5149006003

formerly Alexan Savoy phase III n/a AD

198 live/work units; 11 commercial condos ct HC 5149024005 5149035001

2,000+ seats; $1M rehab in 2008 ct HC

ch CH

ch CH

Nat'l Register of Historic Places; 12-story bldg 10,293 ct FiD

738 LA (48/8 fls/Eckardt); 746 LA (95/12 flrs/Cornell); 743 Santee (73/10 fls/Santee) 37,200 ct FaD 738-46 S. Los Angeles; 743 S. Santee 5145003013

retail/wholesale; 45 commercial condos 45,781 ct FaD 1010-16 S. Towne 5132009017

formerly Alexan Savoy phase II n/a AD 5163002009 5163002018 5163002019

10-story historic bldg; ground fl retail; live/work 60 ct HC 5149024009

ct FaD 300-12 E. 8th; 314-16 E. 8th; 806-18 S. Santee; 827-29 S. Maple5145012024

$17M conversion; ground fl & bsmt retail 14,017 ct HC 319-29 W. 8th; 742-60 S. Hill 5144014024

20 commercial units; 13-story historic bldg ct HC

retail; 10/2006 permit ct FaD 5145026014

New mini-shopping center; 1 story + mezzanine + rooftop parking ct FaD

25,615 ct FaD 744-54 E. 14th 5132020036

38 studio spaces for creative businesses 50 23,087 ci DI 5166018002

ci AD

LASED5  228 21,640 ct SP 944-56 S. Figueroa; 713-19 W. Olympic 5138002026

retail + 21,000sf office; Phase I is conversion (1160 Crocker) ct FaD 1030-1160 S. Crocker

MSD on ground fl; parking above for EOC & FS#4 n/a CC 204-12 N. Vignes; 703 E. Banning

196 JLWQ condo units; 2 bldgs converted into 1 project? 20,210 ct HC 111 W. 7th 5144001014

$64M; retail on ground & 2nd floors; office on 3rd 43,080 ct FaD 1120-34 S. Towne; 1115-27 S. Stanford; 807-13 E. 12th 5132009013

4 new art school bldgs (Bldg B, D, E, G) ci DI 5146005029

$160M; mid-block walkway 425 ct SP 401-05 W. 12th 5139021018

93 JLWQ units; 17 commercial condo units 10,294 ct HC 802-10 S. Spring; 803-11 S. Main 5144016044

117 commercial condo units (mostly retail; some office); $80M 233 45,566 ct FaD 5132012044 5132012045 5132012046

theater; TV studios; museum; commercial; office; plaza ct SP 800-900 W. Olympic; 1011 S. Figueroa; 701-77 W. Chick Hearn5138007082 5138007083 5138007087

Airspace for future Conv. Center expansion 3,500 ct SP 1000 W. Olympic; 1015 S. Georgia; 1005 W. Chick Hearn 5138007080 5138007081 5138007085

Metro Red Line portal; 6 ground fl spaces; 4 stories added 320 16,119 cbd FiD 727-35 W. 7th; 648-52 S. Flower 5144006018

SRO ct FaD 618 S. San Julian

Condos or apartments? ct HC 5144001011

216 commercial condos 747 ct FaD 1458 S. San Pedro 5132027029 5132027***

19 retail condos; historic 13 fl bldg ct HC 5149023019

1-story retail & parking garage; permit Jun07 ? ct FaD 118-22 E. 16th 5133014012

39 commercial condo units 72 15,836 ct FaD 727-35 E. 12th 5132011004 5132011035

warehouse/office ci DI 1903-09 S. Santa Fe 5167011005

Priced mid-$300s to $500s ct HC 101 W. 8th; 758 S. Spring

$80M; 2 above-grade levels + mezzanine; basement cbd CC 5161013904

SRO ct CCE 618 S. San Julian 5148025017
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68 live/work; 1 retail condo; 12 fl historic bldg 0 ct HC 660 S. Broadway

#s included in G8way/Block 8 (200 E. 2nd); condos? 298 lt LT 5161024017

SRO 10,260 ct CCE 506-14 S. San Julian 5148012005

#s included in G8way/Block 8 (200 E. 2nd); condos? 298 lt LT 5161024007

SRO 10,260 ct CCE 506-14 S. San Julian 5148012005

830 Flower: new 7-story + 1-subt; 831 Hope: convert 6-story + 1-subt office 602 cbd SP 5144020038

ct SP 901 S. Flower; 700 W. 9th 5138002001 5138002018

1,728-student campus; 4 academies n/a CC

352 cbd SP

Demo permit issued 11/07 16,105 ct SP 325-29 W. 17th; 1624 S. Hope 5134014012 5134014019

Demo permit issued 11/07 16,105 ct SP 325-29 W. 17th; 1624 S. Hope 5134014012 5134014019

2 levels of underground parking ct FaD 956-60 S. Crocker; 953 S. Towne 5132002028 5132002032

14-screen Regal Cinema; 3,800 seats; 800-seat main theater ct SP 1000 W. Olympic; 1015 S. Georgia; 1005 W. Chick Hearn 5138007080 5138007081 5138007085

café; gr.fl.retail cbd CC 5149001913

converts 5-story ind. warehouse; ground fl retail ct FaD 5145016022

Wholesale/retail; 4 levels & rooftop parking & 1 basement level 28,414 ct FaD 723-47 E. 10th; 969 S. Crocker 5132001041

Hotel rooms=878 J.W. Marriott & 123 Ritz-Carlton ct SP 975K sf hotel/ballroom; 503K sf residential

74 + 2 mgr units ct FaD

74 + 2 mgr units ct CCE 5148012009

condos; Meruelo developed, sold for $110M after bankrupcy 372 cbd SP 845 S. Flower; 705-17 W. 9th 5144021023

JLWQ; 14 commercial condos 85 11,684 cbd FiD 651-655 S. Hope; 701-13 W. 7th 5144006019

$58M project 208 ct HC 5144001020

65 live/work; 7 retail condos; historic bldg ct HC 5149023009
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5163002028 and more

5132012047 5132012048

5138007088 5138007089 5138007090 5138007103

5138007086 5138007093 5138007094 5138007101
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5138007086 5138007093 5138007094 5138007101
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